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CORE LOSS VERSUS FREQUENCY FOR THREE












P. M. GENERATOR DESIGN MANUAL
CURVE F-17
(AT) _.
MAGNET STABILIZATION POINT VER3U8 THE
OIfT-OF-STATOR LEAKAGE PERMEANCe,
l
ALNICO V32C ALNICO VI
HYSTERESIS LOOP FOR
ALNICO V --- 6.5
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CURIE POINTS OF THE MAGNETIC MATERIALS
USED IN GENERATORS t MOTORS AND INDUCTORS




50 Co 3 Mn 47 Fe (Permendur) 980
49 Co 2 V 49 Fe (2 V Permendur) 980
35 CoSCr6Mn.TNi63Fe 960
27 Co 5 Cr 6 Mn .7 Ni 71 Fe 940
Silicon-Iron 2 Si 756
Silicon-Iron 8 Si 720
Silicon-Iron 11 Si 690
65 Permalloy 65 Ni - Iron 620
79 Ni Permalloy 580
7-70 Perminvar 70 Ni 7 Co - Fe 650
Perminvar 45 Ni 25 Co - Fe 720
Perminvar 45 Ni 25 Co 7.5 Mo - Fe 535
79 Ni 4 Mo - Fe (P°Alloy) 460
79 Ni § Mo - Fe (Supermallcry_) 400
47 Ni 3 Mo - Fe (Nontmax) 510
43 Ni 3.25 Si - Fe (Sinimax) 510
76 Ni 1.5 Cr 4 Cu - Fe (Mu-Metal) 450
1965021092-065
CUP_E POINTS OF TKE MAGNETIC MATERIALS
USED IN GENERATORS t MOTORS AND INDUCTORS
_ContJLuued)
Material Curie Pohzt °C
36 Ni - Fe (Invar) 275
42 Hi - Fe 400
50 NI - Fe (Deltamax) 510
15 AL 3.3 Mo - Fe (Thermenol) 400
Alnico 5 - 24 Co 14 Ni 8 AL 3 Cu 880
Alnico 6 - 24 Co 15 Ni 8 AL 3 Cu 1.25 Tl 880
Chrome Steel. 9 C . 3 Mn 3.5 Cr 745
3% Cobalt Steel 1.0 C 3 Co 4 Cr. 4 Mo 804
17°_ Cobalt Steel. 6 C 17 Co 25 Cr 8 W 840
36°_ Cobalt Steel. 7 C 36 Co 4 Cr 5 W 890
£-35
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF Cr NISTEELS
Magnetic Permeability Tensile
AISI % % % Cold H = 50 H = 200 Strength
Type No. Cr Ni Redu;:tion Oersteds Oersteds Lb/Sq. In.
Special 19.2 8.4 0 1.0042 1.0048 89, 100
8.3 1. 128 1. 136 120, 400
16.7 5.70 6.23 138, 200
2'I. 8 13.6 14.1 156, 000
48.0 49.0 33.4 202, 000
301 17.6 7.8 0 1. 0027 1. 0028 95, 000
19.5 1. 148 1. 257 140, 600
55.0 14.8 19.0 222, 400
302 18.4 9.0 0 1.0025 1.0035 95, 300
20.0 1.00,76 1.011 130, 200
44.0 1.050 1. 120 171, 000
68.0 1.59 2.70 214, 000
84.0 2.15 6.65 236, 000
304 19.0 10.7 0 1.0037 1.0040 81, 000
13.8 1.0048 1.0060 i01, 100
32.0 1.0371 1.062 145, 900
65.0 1. 540 2.12 180, 400
84.5 2.20 4.75 202, 800
308 17.9 11.7 0 1.0032 1.0044 88,200
18.5 1.0040 1.0054 129, 100
34.5 1.017 1.020 154,700
52.5 1_049 1. 063 175, 900
8¢. 0 1. 093 1. 142 197, 800
310 24.3 20.7 0 1.0018 1.0035 107,800
14.7 1.0016 1.0041 128, 100
26.8 1. 0018 1. 0043 155, 000
64.2 1.0019 1.0041 192, 600
316
2.4% MO. 17.5 13.4 0 1.0030 1.0040 83, 600
20.8 1.0030 1.0043 117, 800
45.0 1.0040 1.0065 159,900
60.8 1. 0065 1. 0072 178, 000




MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF Cr Ni STEELS (Cont)
Magnetic Permeability Tenstle
AISI % % % Cold H = 50 H = 200 Strength
Type No. Cr Nt Reduction Oersteds Oersteds Lb/Sq. In.
321
0.68% Ti 18.3 10.3 6 1. 0033 1. 0035 87 800
16.5 1.018 1.023 123, 200
41.5 1.40 1.61 162, ?J0
53.5 2.44 3.34 174, 400
70.5 6.76 9.40 201, 300
347
0.95% Cb. 18.4 I0.7 0 1.0037 1.0044 94, 800
13.5 1.0074 I. 0085 118, 200
40.0 1. 062 1.088 166, I00
60.0 I. 245 i. 445 179, 300
90, 0. i. 97 4.12 216, 500
Re£: Heat treatment and physical properties of the Austenitic Chromium -
Ni Steels - International Nickel Co. Bulletin
NON-MAGNETIC STEELS
The Chrome-Nickel steels of the 300 series are used as non-magneL,, spacers
and support members in rotor weldments, braces and other structural loca-
tions where it is desirable to use a material with a permeability of one (1).
Some of the 300 seriessteelsare non-magnetic inthe "soft"conditionbut
when they are work hardened part ofthe steelchanges phase and becomes
magnetic. The 18-3 steel(see301 on chart)becomes uselessfor non-mag-
neticneeds when coldreduced 25°_to 50%.
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INPUT AUXILIARY DATA SHEET
Allxlllary information taken from the design manuals to be used in conjunction with input sheets for
convenience.
A. All dimensions for lengths, widths, and diameters are to be given in inches.
B. Resistivity inputs, Items (141) and (151) are to he given in micro-ohm-inches.
The following items along with an explanation of each are tabulated here for convenience. For complete
explanation of each item number, refer to design manuals.
Rem No. Explanation
(9) Power factor to be given in per unit. For example for 90% P.F., insert . 90__.
Adjustment Factor - For P.F. _.95 insert 1.0
For P.F. _) .95 insert 1.95
(10) Optiona_ Load Point -- Where load data output is required at a point other than those given
ms standard on the input sheet. Ex_mpte: For load data output at 155% load, insert 1.55..___.
(14) Number of radial ducts in etator.
(15) Width of radL_l ducts used in Item (14).
(18) Magnetization curve of material used to be submitted as defined in Item (18).
(19) Watts/l.b. to be taken from a core loss curve at the density given in _,em (20) (Stator).
(20) Density in kllolines/in 2. This value must correspond to density use_ to pick Item (19)
usually use 77.4 KL/in 2.
(21) Type of slot - For open slot Type A, insert 1.0.
For partialJy open slot Type B with constant slot width, insert 2.0.
For partially open slot Type C with constant tooth width, insert 3.0._._.
For round slot Type D, insert 4.0.___.
For additional information, refer to figure adjacent to input sheet which
shows a picture of each slot.
(32) For stator slot dimension - for dimensions that do not apply to the slot insert 0.0..._,
Use Table below as guide for Input.
Slot Type
_mbol Item 1 _ _
bo (22) 0.0 * * *
bl 0.0 0.0 * 0.0
t_ 0.0 0.0 * 0.0
b3 0.0 0.0 * 0.0
bs * * _ *
ho 0.0 * * *
hI * * * 0.0
ha * 0.0 0.0 0.0
n3 * * 0.0 0.0
h 8 * * * *
ht 0.0 * * 0.0
t_v 0.0 * * 0.0
• . insert actual value.
bl 4. b$
_. b. • ""T--"
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Item No. Explanation
(28) Type cf winding- for wye connected winding insert 1.0.
for delta connected winding insert 0.0.
(29) Type of coil - for formed wound (rect. wire), insert 1.0.
for random wound (round wire) insert 0.0.
(30) Slots spanned - Example - for slot span o_ 1-10, insert 9.0.
(33) For round wire insert di_neter. For rectangular wire insert "#ire width.
(34) Strands per conductor in depth only.
(34a) Total strands per conductor in depth and width.
(35) Diameter of coil head forming pin. hsert .25 for stator O.D, 48 inches;
Insert.50 for statorO.D. )8 in. Coil ___j_ Pin
(37) Use vertical height of strand for round wire, insert 0.0.
(38) Distance between centerline of strands in depth. Insulation _ h'st
(39) Stator strand thtclmess -- use narrowest dimension of the two dimensions given for a
rectangular wire. For round wire insert 0.0.
(40) Stator slot skew in inches.
(42a) Phase belt angle - for 60 ° phase belt, insert 60o.
for 120 ° phase belt, i_sert 120 o.
(48) See explanation o' Items (71), (72), (73), (74) and (75). Same applies here.
(87) When no load saturationoutputdata is required at various voltages, insert1.0.
When no load saturationinformation is not required, insert0.0.
(137) Damper bar thiclmess -- use damper bar slot height for rectangular bar. For round
bar insert 0.0.
(138) Number of damper bars per pole.
(140) Damper bar pitch in inches.
(146) For round wire insertdiameter. For rectangalarwire insertwire width,
(149) For rectangularwire insertwire thickness. For round wire insert0.0__.z
(187) Pole face loss factor. For rotor lamination thickness .028 in. or less, insert "_.
For rotor laminaUon thickness .029 in. to .063 in. insert 1.75. _
For :rotor lamina_n thickness .064 in. to .125 insert 3.5..__. _
For Jsolid rotor insert 7.0__._.
(71) "_ If the values of these constants are available, insert the actual number. If they are






MODEL EWO DESIGN NO(IS
(2) KVA GENERATOR KVA . FUND;MAXOF FIELD FLU)(., (71) C|, L,
(3) E LINE VOL1PJ , UNDING CONSTANT ._._ Cw _.
(4) E_t PHASE YOLTS POLE CONST. . ,. (73) C p
(s) . r_ses ENDeXTeNsiGHo.e TDEN (US LE(S.) 'f FRmWENCY - O_GH_"rlZA_GHFACTOE (;4) c. u
(6) p POLLS CROSS MAGNETIZING, FACTOR (75) C_
(7) RPM RPM POLE HEAD IMDTH (76) I_
(s) i_ PI_SECURRENT POLEsoDYMoTH (76) _p
(9) PF POWER FACTOR POLE HEAD HEIGHT (76) hi t
(h) K. AD_FACTOR...... POLESon1.,EIG,T _i) itf
(lOS OPTIONAL LO.A.O POINT POLE BODY LENGTH (74) _P
[11) d STATOR LD. POLE HEAD LENGTH (71) ,_.
•. [12) D STATOR O.D. POLE EMBRACE . _/7), orb _)
(1_) _ G_O_ CORe L_G_ .... ROTOR O_UeTe _ (11") _
(14) nv NO, OF DUCTS STACKING FACTOR (ROTOR) (16) K i
(IS--'_"by W,!DTHOFDUCT WEJGHI"OFROt.ORIRGH (IST) (-)
(14) Ka STACKING FACTOR (STATOR) POLE PACE LOSS FACTOR .. (j|lT) (KI)
(19) k WATTS/LB. WIDTH OF SLOT OPENIbSG (135) kbo
(20) IB DENSITY ....... 'hEIGHT ,OF SLOT OPENING (13S_ h ko
21) TYPE OF SLOT !DAMPER BAR mA. OR WIDTH (134) ( }
I "
_ ib. SLOTOPENING em:T_Gm.Jmu_ _t_N_S (TAT)itu
m) ibl SLOTWIDTHTOP RECTANGULARSLOt.mDTH j(13S) itbl
m) :' " PAMPER8._UeLENGI'H (1_) lk
_)_' b. SLOT MDI"H DAMPER BAR PITCH' (140) q*b
1_2) 'kO RESISTIVITY OF aAAi.P. BAR • 200 (141}
hi DAMPER liar TF.JmlP• C (142) X_e¢
_'" h2 . ' NO. OF FI'ELD TUXNS (_llkm) Np
h_ NBANLENGT.OePLU._URN (,47) _.,
"" Q
22) hj SLOT DEPTH FLD. CGHD, Olk. OR RIDTH (148) --
' J If/
is'J) ht FLD. CGHD.THICKNESS (149) :"
R) hw FLD. TEMP IN s C {150) .Xi o C
ill) 0 .O. OF SLOTS .... RESISTIVITY OF FIELD C0N0 • 20 ° (ISl) l_
" m) TY'PE OF ;DG. , 'i' ' NO LOAD SAT. (87)
T1"PE OF CmL " , PmCTm & WINDAGE I(183) I(F&WI
m) n, CONDUCTORS/SLOT ROTOR L,,A_, MTR'L .... I|11)
_) [, tLOn SP._NNED ,J STA1.OR e.AJit, MTR'L (CURYE) :18) I-
iil_) I_: I'AmN.LELCIRCUITS '
"ms _ ;t*,,_oOl_0, moTH
_. l_im) Nst |TIL_N OS/CONDUCTOR
|_) ." s_AMos/cOm:TO.ii"ATOR STRAND T_KNS '
IS) I b _lA. OF PIN
(_lr)) tel: L_nlL EXT. STR. PORT STATOR SLOT POLE
]_) t st INKS. STRO. HT. DAMPER SLOT REMARKS
•-) _', )aT. _T_. CL OFSTO.
I_,) qlASE M'LT/ANGLE
r_ ,TA_.SLOT=E;'
_E) (_ eC ITATON TIL_P * C
m) )*. tn_,'Y-:_. _o.o._'n. c
,.. m m_.. , .
_,,.)... ,.m,. ,,. .... Io..,u. _o,,, ,
i G-01 R_,.,
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_) 0oen Slots (b) Constont Slot Wtdfh
• 1
htL< _-",_----3C-{
(Type 5 is an open
slot with 1 ,conductor
per slot) ,-b,---t k-_, -_




SUMMARY OF DESIGN CALCULATIONS -- SALIEHT POLE (ULITPUT)
MODEL EWO DESIGN NO.
(;7)(_.) _LIDCOREL _._. C_,TER¢OEFF,C,ENT.... (67)OK.)
(24) (he) DEPTH BELOW SLOT AIR GAP AREA (68) ( * )
(26) (T,) SLOT PITCH '_ AIR GAP PE_4 (70e)(AQ)
(27) (Tsl,'3) SLOT PITCH I/3 DIST. UP ..... EFFECTIVE AIR GAP (69) (g •)
(4_r) (Ksk) SKEW FACTOR FUHD/MAX OF FL_. FL;JX (71) (CI)
(43) (KJ) DIST. F_CTOR ,WINDING CONST. " (7'2) (C w
(44) (Kp) PITCH FACTOR POLE CCHST. (/3) (Cp I
(45) (11_) EFF. CONDUCTORS END. EXT. ONE TURN (48) (LE)
_) 146) (a¢) COND. AREA DEMAGNF TI71_;_...... rat-tO40_ . /74_,., ,_r,_."_
(d7) (55) CURRENT DENSITY (STA.) . CRO_;S MAGHr. TIdNG FACTOR
(49) (_f) I,/2"_EAN T__tRN I ENGTH AMP C;l'_b/ih (|28)(A)
(S 't) (Rph) COLD STA. RES- " 20 ° C REACTANCE F,JCTOR r(i29)(XJ
(54) |Rph) HOf ST._. RE¢ -.X_C LEAKAGE REA'.'TANCE lii30)(X_)
($S) (EF_p) EDDY FACTOR ToP " Fc.ACTANCE rJI _)
(56) (El%De) EDDY FACTOR BOT ARMATURE _EACTION q(132)(Xgq _
(62) (_;) STATOR COND.._ERM. SYH REAC_ DIRECT AXIS I(123)(Xd)
(64) (_) END PER_ __ SYN REACT QUAD AXIS !(l$4)(Xq)
(65) ( ,_ W (. OF STA COPPER FIEI.D LEAKAGE REACT !(160)IX t )
(66) ( ) WT. OF STA IRON FIEL--DSELF INDUCTANCE (161)(Lf)
(41) IT';) POLE PITCH ' |'DAklP_R _ (163)(XDd)(79)
(op) i prJLE AREA ] LEAKAGE REACT (16S)(XDq)1
(82b)_et) ,,,I)OLE END LEAK PER_ " UNSAT. TRANS. REACT '(|66) (X'du)
(BJb)(_tg) J FOLE TIP LEAK PERM. SAT. TRANS. REACT (167) IX'el)
aci (80b) (/*s_.) _ POLE SIDE LEAK PERM. SUB.TRA_'S.REACT DII_ECT AX. (168) IX'd)
O (IS3)(OCF) '1 FLD. COND. AflEA _,UB, TRANS.REAC1 O-UADAX. (169) (X"q)O
I (I54)(RF) _nLD FLD RES _20oC NEG SEQUENCE REACT (170) (_2_, _
0155) (RF) HOT FLORE5 .,X C ZERO SEQUENCE REACT ]('i72) (Xo)
(156) ( ) WT OF FLDCOPPER TOTAL FLUX J(_) (,/_)
(15_ ( ) WT OF ROTOR IRON _ FLUX PER POLE l(92j (,/_)
(145) (V r ) PERIPHERAL SPEED I ..... GAP DENSITY (_) (Bg)
_-- (17_,; (Tdo) OPEN CIR. TIME CONST. " "-- TOOTH DENSITY (91) (BE)
_, :17)') (3' a ) ARM TIME CONST. CORE DENSITY (94) (Be)
L_<_ il70) (T'd) ' TPANS TIME CONS#. --" TOOTH ANPERF. TURNS .... (97) (h)
__._ (179) IT'd) SUB TRAHS TIME CONST, I CORE AMPERE TURNS (9_) (EL)
'(1_0) (F K ) SHORT CIR NI ........ | ....... GAP-AMPERE 1URNS 096) (F)
(Ill) (S_) SHORT _IR RATIO !-
..... .4.- .... - -- _._
___ _RCENTLOAD o ,oo ,5o ' 200 l oP+,_.
_/_._(:.,)LEAKFLU_' --i;:'_ (,97.) +_ I
_-_.)POLE FLUX _ ,,.I pt_)I2':o' J'. t
_le) POLE DEHgTY _._p-) (213b) ! t(ee ) (I_,) POLE N_ _F_I ) (213c) ! '(Fnl) (I;_7) ..TOTAL NI IF e ) (_._" _ -- _./__ -.
(_l) (127e)FIELD AMPS _!_(._ ) (237) ............. _. J(SF) (127c) CUR.DENS.(FLD) -- _el ) e.2_.) --
(Er) (|?. ,) F_ELD VOLTS _,1_; ,_J8 ) ....
(12P-e)(18_) ROTOR LOSS j_1"_,+I(24! ),
(e_mfro) _&wL_S (F_ +_3) I ......
(We) (IllS) $TA CORk _. LO_ .......... _c')" "_8_ _....
-_I_..) ,OLEFA:ELOSS .... __ .....I .............
WW_193) DAMPERLOSS (Wdll) (244) J
(02R_)1194) STATOR CULOSS (I2Rs)(245 _ |
!-) 1195) EDOYLOSS -) (N6)
1- ) (It_,l TOTAL LO_SES ---- - ) (247) ...............
(-) (-) _tAnNG(KW) -) (_e)
(-) (-) RATING•LO$51i$ (-) (249)
-) (-) PERCENTLO_SE$ (-) (250)(_-) (-) eERCEmTEFF,i _- ) 1_!) ....
R_AR_S G-0$ oeSlC+lrI_ ,_v ,
96502 092-077
NO LOAD SATURATIOH.OUTPUT SHEET
(3) (E) I (96) (Fg) I (91) (B t) (97) (P t ) (94) (8 © ) (98) (F £ )
ITEMS VOLTS .AIR .G_D.:,._. ' TOOTHDENSITY TOOTH .A.T. COREDENSITY
(98a) (Fs) (lOOo) (_) i'lO_'.) (_b_*) {;G3A} _3p) (]04a_ (F p) (127) (Fnl)













SALIENT' POLE COMPU_FER DESIGN I%ULNUAL
I
(1) I -- DEEiGN NUMBER - To l_eusedforfilir_;purposes
(2) KVA C.}ENERATOR KVA
(3) E LiNE VOLTS




For 3 ph_e, delta connected :_enerator
EpH = (Live Volts)= (:3)
(5) m Pi",ASES--Number of
(5a) f FREQUENCY - In cycles r_r second
(6) P POLES - Number of
(7) RPM SPEED - In revotutions per minute
(8) Ipl i P H_E CURRENT - In amperes at rated load
(_) P.Fo _----'_,,'ERFACTOR - Given iu per uait
(Pa) K ADJ_ffrMENT FACTOR - When P.F. = 0. to. 95 set Kc ffi1. ;
' wLmP. F. _.95tol. setK c= 1.05
(I0) .... IOAD POSITS - The computer program has standard out-
puts for O, 100%, 150%, 200% load points plus
one optional load pohnt t,hat can be any value
between 0 and 2 p._. If no optional calculation
I





(II) d STATOR PUNCI-HNG I.D.- The insidediameterofthestator
punching in inches
(11a) dr ROTOR PtRNCHING O.D. - The outside diameter of the rotor
puncl_ng in inches
(12) D PUNCHING O.D. - The outside diameter of the stator ptmching
ininches
(13) f GROSS CORE LENGTH -Ininches
(14) av RADIAL DUCTS - Number of
(15) bv RADIAL DUCT 'WIDTH - Ininches
(16) Ki STACKING FACTOR - Thisfactorallowsforthecoating(core
plating) on the punchings, the burrs due to slotting,
and the deviations in flatness. Approximate values













(17) _s SOLID CORE LI_GTH - The solid length is the gross length
time_ _he t_acking factor. If ventilating ducts are
used, their length must be subtracted from the gross
lengttv'also.
_s = tXi) ) - (%)(bv) = (lS) 3) - (14)(1
(18) -- LAMINATION MATERIAL - This input is used in selecting the
proper magnetization curves for the stator and
rotor material. Where curves are available on
card decks, use the proper identifying code.
Where card decks are not available submit data
gu the following manner:
The magnetizationcurve must be availableon semi-
logpaper. Typicalcu:'vesare shown in SecrlonF
on Curve Fl5. Draw straightlinesegments
throughthe curve startingwith zero density. Re-
cord the coordinatesof the pointswhere the
straightlinesegments intersect.Submit these
coordinatesas inputdatafor the magnetization




Refer to Figure below for complete sample
Max._ _
60 Point _'_kj/ Sample
Input Dam
= 50 Straight Line _ff_ Densit 7 NI
_5 30 [/r_,,Int _rsection of 40 4_9
/f .Straight Line 48 9.0
20 _ Segments 55 12.0
]0 J Straight Line
f Segment0
Ampere Turns Per Inch
(19) k WATTS/LB - Core loss per lb of stator lamination material.
Must be given at the frequency specified. Curve F-11a provides
losses at 400 cps and 77. 4 kilolines/in 2.
(20) B DENSITY - This value must correspond _o the density used
in Item (19) to pick the watts/lb. The density that
is usually used is 77. _ kilol_es/in 2.
G-4
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(21) 1 TYPE OF STATOR SI,OT - Designate the type of slot from the
2 following figure.
3 _or (a) slot use 1. as an input
4 For (b) slot use 2. as an input
5 For (c) slot use 3. as an input
For (d) slot use 4. as an input
Type 5. is not a slot but instead a particular situ-.
ation for an open slot where the winding has only





' r ' type C,
---b,-_ b-b,-_ bs=









bs ALL SLOT DIMENSIONS - Given in inches per item(21}.
h0 Where the dimension does not apply to the slot being
h I used, insert 0. on input sheet.
h
For slot type C
h 3
hs bs = (b1)+ (b3) (22) ° t 2 = 2
hw1
(23) Q STATOR SLOTS - Number of
(24) h DEPTH BELOW SLOTS - The depth of the stator core below theC
slots. (in inches)
Due to mechanical strength reasons, hc should never
be less than 70% of h .S
h -- --
c 2 2
(25) q SLOTS PER POLE PER PHttSE




(27) _}'sl/3 STATOR SLOT PITCH - 1/3 distance up from narrowest section
For slot (a), Co), (c), and (e) --(in inches)
_ 77"(_ +. 66(hs_ 7T_l)+ .66(22_
_'s1/3 (Q) (23)
For slot (d)




, (28) -- TYPE OF WINDING - Record whether the connection is "wye"
or "delta". For 'wye" colin use 1. for input. For
"delta" use 0. for input
(29) TYPE OF COIL - Record whether random wound or formed
coils are used. For random wound coils use 0. for
input. For formed coils use 1. for irput.
(30) ns CONDUCTORS PER SLOT - The actual l_.umber of conductors
per slot. For random wound coils use a space tacmr
of 75% to 80%. Where space factor is the percent of
the total slot area that _s available for insulated con-
ductors after all other insulation areas have been
subtracted out.
(31) y THROW - Number of slots spanned. For example, with a coil




(31a) PER UNIT OF POLE PITCH SPANNED - Ratio of the number
of slots sl_nned to the number of s_ots in a pole
pitch. This value must be between 1.0 and 0.5 to
satisfy the limits of this program.
= (Y) : (31)
(m) (q) (5)(25)
(32) C PARALLEL PATHS, No. of - Number of parallel circuits
per phase.
(33) -- STRAND DIA. OR WIDTH - In inches. For round wire, use
strand diameter. For rectangular wire, use strand
width. This must be the largest of the two dir_en-
sions given for a rectangular wire.
(34) NST NUMBER OF STRANDS PER CONDUCTOR IN DEPTH -
Appliestorectangularwire. To reduceeddy
currentlossa strandedconductorisoftenused.
For example, when thespace availableforone
conductoris.250 widthx. 250 depth,tl-,eactual
conductorcan be made up of2 or 3 strandsin





(34a) N ST NUMBER OF STRANDS PER CONDUCTOR - This number
applies to the strands in depth and/or width and
is used in calculating the conductor area. Item
ue..,J._ wl,at _tr_r,t_.,._ .h"i
depth only and is used in calculating eddy factors.
(35) db DIAMETER OF BENDER PIN -in inches - This pin is used
in forming coils. Use .25 inch for stator O.D.<. 8
inches use .50 inches for stator O.D. :_8 inches.
(36) _e2 COIl, EXTENSION BEYOND CORE in Inches - Straightpor-
tion of coil that extends beyond stator core.
(37) hST HEIGHT OF UNINSULATED STRAND in lnches- This
value is the verticalheight of the strand and is
,usedin eddy factor ca]culations. Set this value =
0 for round wire.
!
(38) h ST DISTANCE BETWEEN CENTERLINES OF STRANDS IN DEPTH
in inches.
(39) - STATOR COIL STRAND THICKNESS in inches - For rec-
tangular conductors only. For round wire insert
0. on input sheet. This must be the narrowes_
dimension of the two dimensions given for a
rectangular wire.




(41) _'p POLE PITCH in inches.
(d) - )7"(11)
_" (P) (6)
(42) KSK SKEW FACTOR _ The skew factor is the ratio _ the volt-
age induced in the coils to the voltage that would
be induced if there were po skew.
.When _]_SK = 0, KSK = 1
Ks: _r ---_-_
-mg
(42a) PHASE BELT ANGLE - Input
For phase belt angle = 60° insert 60 on knput
sheet.
For phase belt angle = 120° insert 120 on h'_put
sheet.
(43) K d DISTRIBUTION FACTOR - The distribution factor is the
ratio of the voltage _duced in the coils to the
voltage that would be induced if the windings
were concentrated in a single slot. See Table F-2





(44) Kp PITCH FACTOR - The ratio of the voltage induced in the c,_.] to
the ¢olt_ge that would be induced in a full pitched
coil. See Table F-I for compilation of the pitch
factors for the vm-ious harmonics.
--(y) i (31) ': sin _i_ x90 =sinl x90° [Kp
u__ ___J u__ -_2
TOTAL EFFECTIVE CONSDUCTORS - The actual him:be; of ef-
(45) ne
fective series conductors in the s[ator _,mding tak'.n_,
into account the pitch and skew factors but not atlow-
in_" for the distrib'_,hon factor.
<Q)(ns)(Kp)(KsK) (23)(30)(44)(42)
_e : (C) : /_2) "
CONDUCTOR AREA OF $TATOR V,q/gDING in (inches)2 -
(46) a c
¢1'_ L --
• .c actual area of the ccndactor txtking into account
the corner radias on square and rectangular wire.
See the following table fo," typteal values of corner
radti
2
25_(Dia)" = . 25_(33) 'If (39) --. 9 then a c =
r"
If (39) / 0 then a c : (N'ST)L(strand width) (strand "'1
depth)-(.858rc_)j: (3_) (39)- _._58rc2)J
where .858 rc 2 is obtained from Table below.
I (3.% _3) . 18__8._89.(33)-75 _59_=751I. oso .00o1_.4 .ooon4 ooo1=4
" _.____- . 000210 .0001114 __ .0001114
, .125 , .600210 .00084 _ .000124
•Jo_ i •0OO840 .0O084 .003350
•225 _:: 00189-0 .00189 ,0_50
.438 -- _ .00335 .00/540
[ .888 ,,, -- .00'_ _4 .01340
[ , .... - .03o2o .o3o2o
G-il
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For _o phase belt aa_gle '" integer whenaut_ q
(_,,,_) = 60 and (25) integer
,- C,Sin _0 Sin 30°
Kd- (q)g_30/(q)T : (25_sin_o/(_-_T
For 60° phase belt angle and (q) _ integer ---N/B
rechaeed to lowest terms.
When (43a) =_ and (25))( integer = _/t, reduced
to lowest terms
Kd = Sin 30` 0 = Si_ 30°
iN) Sin_30/(N)] (43) Sin [30./(43) 1
For 120° phase b_lt angle and (q) = integer
When (43a) = ]20 and (25) = integer
Kd = Sin 60° = Sin 60°
2(q) Si.-_O/(q) T- 2(25) Sin_O/---(2-5)-_
For 120° phase belt ane4c and q )g inieger
When (43a) = 120 and (25))_ ,_..,._,__'-*._,_,,_r= N/B re-
duceci to lowest terms
o..., 60° = sin 6o°Kd = _,....,
G-12
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(47) SS CURREET DENSITY -Amperes per squareinchofstatorcon-
ductor
%U ) (8)
(48) LE END EXTENSION LF.NGTH in inches - Can be an input or output.
For LE to be output, insert 0. on input sheet.
For LE to rye input, calculate per following:
When (29) = 0 then:
"5+KTTr_+hs_ =.5+ .5If(6) 31)_1)+
LE= Q 1_.7 If(6)?,(23)
When (29)= 1. then:
ihl __ _T'S
(49) _t 1/2 MEAN TURN - The aw._rage length of one conductor in inches
_t = (Z) + (LE) = (13) + (48)
(50) Xs_ STATOR TEMP oC. -Inputtemp atwhich F.L. losseswillbe
calculated.No loadlossesand coldresistancewill









_' o____Tnm-cm ohm -in rail/it
1olml-cm = 1.000 0.3937 6.015 x
1 ohm-in = 2.540 I.000 1.528x 107
1 ohm-cir mil/ft= 1.662x 10-7 6.545x 10-8 1.000
ConversionFactorsforElectricalResistivity
(52) PS RESISTIVITY OF STATOR WINDING - Hot atXs°C inmicro ohm-
(hot) inches
J_S(hot) (4)_-(K's°C)+234"q-L._J'- _50)+234.5_= 254.5 (51)L 254.5
(53) RSp H STATOR RESISTANCE/P_IASE - Cold @ 20°C in ohms
(cold)
(_s)(ns)(Q)(_t) x 10-6 = (51)(30)(23)(49)_ 10_ 6
RSPH(c°ld) = -(m_,,,ac--_-C-)2r (5)(46)(32)2 :
(54) RSp K STAT'JR RESISTANCE/PHASE -Calculated@ X°C in ohms
(hot)I
S )(_)(_t)- hot)(n'
t_SPH(hot) x 10-6'52"30"23"49'x__¢ _¢ _ 10-
(m)(ac)(C)2 (5)(46)(32) 2
(55) EF -EDDY FACTOR TOP - The eddy factor of the top coil. Cal,-
(top)
culatethisvalue at the expectedoperatingtem-




EFto p= 1+ 84+_ 16 3.35x 10-3
I--_ht) (ns) (f)(ac? 2
_l  84+4 - 1 (38)(13) 37)(4 .35 x 10-3
37)(30)(5a)(46)
(56) EF EDDY FACTOR BOTTOM - The eddy factor of the bottom
(boo
coil at the expected operating temperature of the
machine. For round wire EF(bot ) = ]
_hst)(ns)(f)(ac) _ 2
EF(imt)=(EF(top))-1.677__" _ xl0 -3
_37)(30)(5a)i46__)
= (55)-1.677 _ ---] 10"3
(57) btm STATOR TOOTH WIDTH 1/2 way down tooth in inches -
For slots type (a), (b), (d) and (e), item (21).




For slot type (c), item (21).
btm = (Q) - (b3) ; - (22)
J
(57a) btl/3 STATOR TOOTH WIDTH 1/3 dis -tanee up from narrowest section
For slots type (a), Co)and (e)
bt 1/3 - ( ,'7_1/3 ) - (bs) = (27) ° (22)
For slot type (c)
bt 1/3 = btm ; (5'/)
For slot type (d)
bt 1/3 - (_1/3) - _'_' (bs) = (117)- . 9,4(22)
(58) bt TOOTH WIDTH AT STATOR I.D. in inches -
For partially closed slot
if(d)
bt _ -_ -_0_= _ - (22)
For open slot
(59) gmix MINI_MUMAIR GAP in inches - For concentric pole face
groin - gmax" For non concentric pole face
gmin - gap at the center of the pole.
(59gi gmax MAXIMUM AIR GAP ininches
G-16
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(G0) C X REACTANCE FACTOR - Used in calculatingconductor _,rmeanc<:
and is dependent on thepitch and distributionfactor.
This factorcan be obtainedfrom Curve F-5 with an
assumed gd of. 955 or calculatedas shown
(Kx)
CX-
(61) KX Factor to account for differencein phase current in coil
sides in same slot.
For 60° pha£e belt winding, ie when (42a) = 60
Kx - 1/4I_ + llwhere 2/3 _ _"
= (y)/(m)(q)-- I.0
Kx _ 1/4[_ } _ where 2/3 ¢" (_a) _ _., 0_--
or
,/A[ _ . 11 where 1/2 _ (31a) _ 2/3Kx =
= = (31a)= 2/3
.-d
For 120° phase belt winding, ie when (42a) = 120
KX = .75 when 2/3 _ (y)/(m)(q)
KX = .75 when 2/3 _ (31a)
or
KX = .05L(m---_qT - l where - = 2/3
KX = "05i_ -I where 1/2 =_(31a)_- 2/3
G-17
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(62) '_i CONDUCTOR PERMEANCE - The specific permeance for the
portion of the stator current that is embedded in the
iron. This permeance depends upon the configuration
of the slot. (flux lines per ampere turn, per inch of
stator stack).
,=;o_e__!_s (a) For open slots
_: J -[- 20 Fh2)+ (hl) (bt)2 "35(bt) ]
; I_ i i
1 = 20 52)(22) (58)2 •35(58_
i['_ [---_ _I. "_i (60)_-_-[_-_ i6(26)(5_+ _'2-_ + t-
i
,_: :_._,_t _ ,_v, (b) For partially closed slots with constant slot width
i_"\.-\) i\ 20 r(ho) 2(ht) (hw) (hl) (bt)2 .35(i_)-
' ' ' _ f .... I hs 20 F22) 2(22) (58)2 .35(581q
_- bi -- --J
ic) c0,_5,a,,Tooth#,_,h re). For partially clo_,_d slots (*.ape_-ea _,ae_)
r"- b, m
!'_°7..! __i 20 IU'o) 2(ht) Z(hw) (hl) (bt)2 _2
_,I//___,T___ , ",_'_(Cx)1_-)(gL_b_ *_o)+Oq)_,_,_) l_(rs)(g)+-




Cd)RoundSlots (d) For round slots
_- - .A i = (Cx) 62 + _-_
N
t._.
(e) For open slots with a winding of one conductor per slot
20  22) (59)_.i = (oo},(s)-(_Lpp_+ _+.6+ _ +
(63) K E LEAKAGE REACTIVE FACTOR for end turn
Calculatedvalue (LE)
KE = Value (LE) from Curve F- 1(F°r machines where (II)>8")
where L E = (48) and abscisa of Graph 1 = (Y)(-_s) = (31)(26)
=_-alculated (For machines where (11)<8")
value _f (L E)
KE _]Value (LE) from Curve _-1
(64) ?_E END WINDING PERMEANCE - The specific permeance for tl,e
end extension portion of the stator winding*
6.28(_f_E LE] 6.28(63_QE LEq
I-°,,,,,]
The term |_ is obtained from Curve F-1
k_ _J
The symbols used in this (term) do not apply to those
of this design manual. Reference information for the
] symbol originis includedon Curve F-II
* See (62) for units _-19
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(65) -- WEIGHT OF COPPER - The weight of stator copper in _bs.
#'s copper = . 321(ns)(Q)(ac)(_t) = . 321(30)(23)(46)(49)
NOTE: This answer is given in lbs. based on the d_ns_ty
of copper. If any other material is used, _hc
answer on output sheet can be converted by the
designer by multiplying by the ratio of densities.
(66) -- WEIGHT OF STATOR IRON - in lbs.
(67) K s CARTER COEFFICIENT
- (For open slots)
%}
(26) 5(59) + (22_
Ks"_(26)_(s9)_-(22_- (22)2
_FS E" 44(g)+. 75(bO)_ (For partially closed slots)
Ks = _. 44(K) 75_bo)_ (bo)27"S + " "
(26)5.44(59) 75(22)-]
K s = + .
(26)5" 44(59) +. 75(22_ - (22)2
G-20
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(68) A AIR GAP AREA - The ares. o_ the gap surface at the stator bore
g
Gap Area = 7T(d)(Z) = W(ll)(13) (in square inches)
(69) ge EFFEC_I2VE AIR GAP (in square inches)
ge = (Ks)(g) = (67)(59)




(71) C 1 THE RATIO OF MAY/MUM FUNDAMENTAL of the field form
to the actual maximum of tim ftetd form - This term
can be _ input or oatput. For C 1 to be output insert
3. on !.-,put sheet a11d the computer program will
calculate it. For C ! to be input, determine C 1
as follows-
For pole heads with only one radius, C 1 is nbtained
from curve F-4. The abscisa is "pole embrace" (cc)
= (77). The graphical flux plotting me,nod of deter-
mLutng C 1 is explained in the section titled "Deriva-
tions" m the Appendix
(72) Cw WINDING CONSTANT - The ratio of the RM_| lLue voltage for a
fuU pitched winding to that wMch would be induced
in all the phase conductors in series if the density were
uniform and equal to the maximum value. This value
G-21
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can be an input or output. To have the program cal-
culate CW, insert 0. on input sheet. For CW to be.
an input, calculate as follows:
(E)(C 1)(Kd)
, = (3)(71)(43)
CW = _2" (EpH)(m) _2- (4)(5)
Assuming Kd = . 955, then CW = . 225 C 1 for three
phase delta machines and Cw = . 390 C 1/or three
phase star machines.
(73) Cp POLE CONSTANT - The ratio of the average t,_, the maximum
value of the field form. This ratio can be an input or
output. To have the program calculate Cp, insert
0. on input sheet. For Cp to be an input, deter-
mine as follows:
For pole heads with more _,an one radius Cp Js cal-
cu "lated from the same field form that was used to
determine C and this method is described in the1'
section titled "Derivations" in d_e AppeadL_
For pole heads with only
one radius, Cp i,_ obtained from curve F-4. Note
the correction factor at the top of the curve.
(74) CM DEMAGNETIZING FACTOR - direct axis -- 'rh_ factor' can be
an input or output. For CM to be an output, iusert




(cc)IT+ sin_(cc),_'_ (77)77-+ sin [-(77) W_
CM =. =
4 sinE(oc)7T/2__ 4 sin E,77)_/2]
CM can also be obtained from corve F-9
(75) C CROSS MAGNETIZING FACTOR - quadrature _xis - This factorq
can be an input or output. For C to be an_ot.*tput, i".-q
sert O. ,?n inpu_ sheet. For C to be an input, deter-q
mine a._ follows:
" I ('Oil C('lit 1"1 ('
cq 4sin () v/2_-] , vol ,,
1/2 cos[(77) ;_/'2]+ (77)77"- sinE(77)TT]
4 sin_(77) _//2_
Cq can also be obtained from curve F-9
(76) -- POT.._ DIMENSIONS LOCATIONS
Where: _ s_ ---J
bh = width of pole head I .-_,-_--.-
bp = width of pole body
h h = height of pole haad at center
hf = height of [x)le body
_p --- length of pole body
_h = len_h of pole head
all dimensions in inches




(7c2) ap POLE AREA - Tim effective cross sectional area of the l_ole.
ap = (l_)(2p)(Ki)= (76)(76)(16) (square inches)
(80b)] _s_ POLE SIDE LEAKAGE PERMEANCE - See (62) for units
= (6_(lla) - 2(76) - . 5(7f) -J- (76)
(81b) _'t_ POKE TIP LEA_K_.GE PERMEANCE - See (62) for units
+ (59)- (41)/18_'_
: j
(82b) /Xel POLE END LEAKAGE PERMEANCE - See (62) for units
(£)_+ (hf)-f. 25(bp) )
_e6--(2_;h) - (.2) I
(R7) -- NO LOAD SATURATION CALCULATIONS - The equations,
items _88) to (127) are used to calculate points for
tl,e uo-load saturation curve. Insert 1. on input




culate the no load saturation points at 80, 90, 100,
110, 120, 130, 140, 150 and 160%of rated volts.
If the complete saturat:.en data is not necessary,
insert 0. on input sheet and the computer will
calculate only the 100% volt data.
(88) _T TOTAL FLUX IN KILO LINES
6(E) I06 6(3)I0 fi
._bT = (Cw)(ne)(RPm) = _-(2_-_7-_--
(91) B t TOOTH DENS2TY in Kilo Lines/in 2 - The flux density in the
stator tooth at 1/3 of the distance from the mininmm
section.
_T (88)
Bt = (Q)(Zs)COt 1/3) = (23)(17)(57a_
(92) 0p FLUX PER POLE in Kilo Lines
(_T)(CP) (88)(73)
B c CORE DENSITY in Kilo Lines/in2- - The flux density in the(94)
stator core
(ep) (9',.1
Bc = 2(hc)(_s_ = 2(24)(17)
Bg GAP DENSITY in Kilo Lines/in 2 - The maximum flux density
(95)
in the air gap
(_T) (88)B
g = _ = 7]'(11)(13)
G-25
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(96) Fg AIR GAP AMPERE TURNS - The field ampere turns per pole
required to force flux across the air gap when
operating at rio load with rated voltage.
(Bg)(ge) x 103 _ (95)(69) x 103F =
g 3.19 3.19
(97) FT STATOR TOOTH AMPERE TURNS
FT= hs ENI/in at density Bt_
= (22) FLook-up on stator magnetization curve given in_L(18) @ density (91)
(98) F c STATOR CORE AMPERE TURNS
F7_(D) - (hc)]7 [Nl/in@ density of(Bc_Fe =L 4(P)' " _J
=_/_'(1_6) (24 FLook-up on stator magnetization curve
Lgiven in (18) @ density (94!
t -(98a) F s STATOR AMPERE TURNS, total
F s = (FT) + (Fc) = (97) + (98)
(100a) _ LEAKAGE FLUX - at no load




I(102a) i CPT TOTAL FLUX PER POLE - at no load
I Op T = _p + 64 = (92) + (100a)
(103a) Bp POLE DENSITY - The flux density at the base of the pole.
Note that no provision is made in this manual for
calculating the density in the spider section. It
is, therefore, important to remember not to re-
strict ' he flux area through this section.
(¢PT) (102a)
Bp - _ = -(7-9T
(104a) Fp POLE All'ERE TURNS - at no load. The ampere turns per pole
required to fc_.ce the flux through the pole and spider
at no le_d rated vol_.ge. In general the spider density
is kept fairly low and its ampere turns can be neg.-
Jected. The no load pole ampere turns per pole are
cah:ulated as the product of i_hf) + (hh)]_. times the NI
per inch at the density(Bp). Use magnetization curve
submiited per item (18)for rotor.
FI_ = _(hf) + (hh)_ _I/in @ density (Bp) ]
= E(76)+ (76)]VLook-up on rotor magnetization -7Lcurve given in (18)@ density(lO3a)_J
(127) FNL TOTAL AMPERE TURNS -. at no load. The total ampere turns
per pole required to produce rated voltage at no load.
G-27
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(127a) _FNL FIELD CURRENT - at no load
IFN L = (FNL)/(Np) = (127)/(146a)
(127b) EF _FIE___VOLT_S_S- at no load. This calculation is made with cold
fieldresistanceat20°C forno loadcondition.
EF = (IFNL)(Rfcold) = (127a)(154)
(127c)SF CURRENT DENsiTY -atno load.Amperes per squareinchof
fieldconductor.
, SF = {IFNL) / (acf) = (127a)(153)
AMPERE CONDUCTORS per inch - The effective ampere con-
ductors per inch of stator periphery. This factor
indicates the "specific loading" of the machine. Its
value will increase with the rat_ug and size of the
machine and also will increase with the number of
poles. It will decrease with increases in voltage or
frequency. A is generally higher in single phase
machines than in polyphase ones.
(IPH)(ns)(KP) (8)(30)(44)
A -- (C)(t) = (32)(26)
REACTANCE FACTOR - The reactance factor isthe quantityby
which thespecificpermeance must be multipliedto
givepercentreactance. Specificpermeance isde-
finedas theaveragefluxper poleper inchofcore
lengthproduc_-_lby unitampere turnsper pole.
i G-28
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100(A)(Kd) 100 (128)(43)X=
I/2(C1)(Bg ) x 103 = Vr2 (71) (95) x i0 _-
(130) X_ LEAKAGE REACTANCE - The leakage reactance of the stator
for steady state conditions. When (5) = 3, calculate
XC - XF_(_i) + (_E)_ = (129)E(62) + (64)_ percent
In the case of two phase machines a component due
to belt leakage must be included in the stator leakage.
reactance. This component is due to the harmomcs
caused by the concentration of the MMF into a small
number of phase belts per pole and is negligible for
three phase machines. When (5) = 2, calculate as
follows:
O. l(d) | [___m)_q)_._J
= X[-(2_i)_ + (5 E) + (N,)-]_.___where 7,B = 0 for 3 phase machines.xl
Xl = (79)E(62) _- (64)+(130)_ percent
(131 Xad REACTANCE - direct axis - This ts the fictitious reactance due
to armature reaction in the direct axis. (in percent)
Xad = (X)(_,a)(CI)(CM) = (129)(70c)(71)(74)
(131 Xaq REACTANCE - quadrature axis - This is the fictitious reactance
due to armature reaction in the quad axis. (percent)
. Xaq = (X)(Cq)(_ a) = (129)(75)(70c)
G-29
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(133) X d SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE - direct axis - The st,_ady state
short circuit reactance in the direct axis. _)ercent)
X d = (Xg) + (Xad) = (130)_ (131)
(134) Xq SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE - quadrature axis - The steady
stateo_',"+_ ....++....•.....in the ....,_-_'-'_aresb._AZ_.OA _, lh.o.._L '_W.LL, ._. 1.,,,(.,4.1_.,,-L,qL,eb_LA_,.,_... 'L,_W,,_Lt.&.,L I;I,L,_,,,LJL _ _'_ •
Xq = {X_) + (Xaq) = (130)+ (132) (percent)
__ + b-+ .+-
(135) DAMPER SLOT DIMENSIONS --_ t"bo ] [ h&
%- width of slot opening ___ .... '+
hbo - height of slot opening
hb - diameter of round slot
':hbl - height of bar s_c_kon of slot *---
bbl - width of rec_.:gular slot
All d{ isions h_ fl_,: ,_s
(13G) -- DAMPER B!d:t DLk OK "4q2)T:_ -ches
(137) hbl DAMPER BAR THICKNESS in inches - Damper bar tMckness
considered equal to damper bar slot height per
item (135). Set this item = 0 for round bar.
(138) nb NUMBER OF DAMPER BARS PER POLE
(139) "_'b DAMPER BAR LENGTH in inches
(140) "/_b DAMPER BAR PITCH in inches
(141) 9OD RESISTIVITY of damper bar @20°C in micro ohm-b_ches -




XD°C DAMPER BAR TEMP °C - Input temp at which damper losses(142)
are to be calculated.
(143) j° D RESISTIVITY of damper, bar @ XD°C
0lot)
riD(hot) = t-D/___ 254.5 __J= (141 254, 5
(144) acd CONDUCTOR AREA OF DAMPER BAR- Calculate same as
I statorconductor area
o,j= 0
acd = . 257Y (damper bar dia) 2 - .257[(13G) 2
If(137)¢ 0
acd - (hbl)(damper bar width)--(137)(136)
(I 45) V PERIPHERAL SPEED - The velocity of the rotor surface in fe,-,,tr
per minute
77(dr )(RPM) _ 7f(lla)(7)V =
r !2 12
(143a) Np NUMBER OF FIELD TURNS PER POLE
(147) _tr MEAN LENGTH OF FIELD TURN, inches
(148) -.- FIELD CONDUCTOR DIA OR WIDTH in inches
(149) -- FIELD CONDUCTOR THICKNESS in inches - Set thisitem --0.
for round conductor
• ,,, _ "_ PI I
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(1 50) X?C FIELD TEMP IN °C - Input temp at which full load field loss is
to be calculated.
(151) pf RESISTIVITY of rotor field conductor @ 20°C in micro ohm-
inches. Refer to table given in item (51) for conver-
(I52) _ RESISTIVITY of rotor fieldconductor at Xf°C
(hot)
_P_(hot)= flfL._ 2-54.5 = (I51) 254.5
(153) acf CONDUCTOR AREA OF ROTOR FIELD WDG- Calculatesame
as statorcouductor area (46)except substitute
(149) for (39)
(148)for (33)
(154) Rf COLD FIELD RESISTANCE @ 20°C
(cold}
, ,, ,,atNp/tpA,_triX 10.6 (146)(6)(147) x 10 -6
Rf (cold)= ()of) (acf) - (151) (15_)
(155) Rf HOT FIELD RESISTANCE -Calculated at Xf°C (103)
(hot) (NP)(P)(_tr) x 10-6 (146a)(6)(147) x 10 -6
Rf (hot)= (_ hot) (acf) : (152) (153)
(156) -- WEIGHT OF ROTOR FIELD COPPER in lbs
The answer is _ven in lbs. based on the density of
copper. If any other material is used, the answer
on the output sheet can be converted by the designer
by mukiplying by the ratio of densities.
G-32
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#'s of copper = . 321(Np)(P)(.Ltr)(acf )
=. 321(146) (e)(147)(153)
(157) -- WEIGHT OF ROTOR IRON - Because oJEthe ._ ge number of
different pole shapes, one standard formula cannot
be_used for calculating rotor' iron weight. Therefore
the computer will not calculate rotor iron weight.
The space is allowed on the input sheet for record
purpose_ only. By inserting 0. in the space ali owed
for rotor iron weight, the computer will show "0. "
on the output sheet. If the rotor h-on weight is avail-
able and inserted on input sheet, then the output sheet
will show this same weight on the output sheet.
(158) _b PERMEANCE OF DAMPER BAR - The permeance of that portion
of the damper bar ,that is embedded in po_Leiron.
(See (62) for units)
For round slot
} b _ 6.38 E_ .62.. 5_- 6 . 38 _ 62 _I .5]14.135)-' .
For rectangular slot
r-(hb°) (hbl) 5] (_35) (135) 5].




(160) X F FIELD LEAKAGE REACTANCE in percent
X F " (Xad) - 2-_-+_ l
----- 4(ib,-ff) 1
L 2(73)+ __
(161) Lf FIELD SELF INDUCTANCE, henries
_-. (146a)2(6)(76) (73)(70c)-_- - (161f) x 10 -8
(161f) /k F ROTOR LEAKAGE PERMEANCE (See (_2) ,_or units)
= 4.25 _80b)+ 1.5(81b] + 6.38(82b)
(162) _'Dd PERMEANCE OF DAMPER BAR - in directaxis
_"Dd = t"" h 2(TP) "-JJ L _b +/X'Pt + '_'F J
G-34
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(163) XDd DAMPER LEAKAGE REACTANCE - L} dir,:,,:t ax's (percent)
XDd=x(XDd)_(129)(162)
(164) _Dq PERMEANCE IN QUADRATURE AXIS See (62)for units
For round slot




%)-- + +.5+ ]
= " *_-(I_5)*"5,
(165) XDq DAMPER LEAKAGE REACTANCE -in quadrature axis (per('t,nt)
XDq = X(_)q) = (129)(164)
(166) X' 'ndu UNSATURATED TRAN._.NT REACTANCE u-ercent)
t
X du = 0fi) * {Xf) = (130)+ (160)
!
(167) X d SATURATED TRANSIENT REACTANCE (pe_'cent)




(!68) Xd SLq_TRANS_NT REACTANC. _. in direct axis (percent)
When damper bars exist, i.e. when(138)¢ 0
ff
Z d = (X_) + (XDd) =(130)+ (163)
Whel_ _o damI_r bar_ exist, i.e. when(138)= t_
f! f
X d : _Zd) = (167)
(169) X SUBTtLa.NSIENT REACTANCE in quadrature axis (percent)q
When damper bar exists, i.e. when(138)_ 0
_7
Xq = (X i) + (XDq) = (130)+ (165)
When no damper bars exist, i.e. when(138)= 0
_f
x =x --(134)q q
(170) X2 NEGATIVE SEQUENCE REACTANCE - The reactance due to the
field whici_ rotates at synchronous speed m a direction
opposite to that of the rotor. (percent)
F " X" (169)__X2=.5tS.d+ q]="_B168)+
(_72) X 0 ZERO SEQUENCE REACTANCE - The reactance drop across
any one phase (star co,'mected) for unit current in each
of tim phases. The machine must be _tar co_mected
fer otherwise no zero sequence current can flow aa-_d
the term then has no significant;e. (in i_erccnt)
G-36
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If (28) = 0 ThenX = 0
O
If (28) _ 0 Then
ff(Kxo) 1.667 E(hl)+2 (ll3)_ )l
• j
1. 667 E(22))(a+ 2 (221-} 4)_=(lV9_J_-(173) r(62)_ (175)--]+(5),"f_ _ . (25)(44. Z3)2( 2) + .2(6(. j
(173) Kxo If (30)= 1 Then Kxo = 1
If (30) ig 1 Then Kxo 3(y)
3(31)
= _-(_ -2
(174) Kxl If (30)= 1 ThenK 1 = 1
If (30) _ 1 Then:
I':,:1[_7 + -___ __,_+
-- 4_ L4(5--_., ,f (31a).-.667
1 I lq
Kxl = - _ != - If (31a) ":. 667
(175) 2,Bo If (92)= 0 Then:
%0 )
o ( oc)q
%0 ) %0 )






(173)= 0, (175)= 0
f
(176) Tdo OPEN CIRCUIT TIME CONSTANT - The time constant of the
field winding with the stator open circuited and with
negligible external resistance and inductance in the
field circuit. Field resista_.ce at room temperature
(20°C) is used in this calculation. (seconds)
' LF (161)
Tdo - R F - (TS-_
See appendix fo: explanation of tinle constants
(177) T a ARMATURE TIME CONSTANT - Time cons_ut of th D.C.
component. In this calculation stator res,,stance at
room temperature (20°C) is used. (seconds)
x2 (17o)T =
a 2007r(f)(ra) = -_Y_T177)
where r - (m)(IpH)2(RsPItc°ld) - (5)(8)2(52)
a (Rated KVA)x 103 (2) x 103
!
(178) T d TRANSIENT TIME CONSTANT - The time constant of the




Td = -_ ( do ) (lC7)(133)(176)
G-38
_t
1 ¢'_"(_ 19) T d SUBTRANSIENT TIME CONSTANT - The time constant of the
subtransient component of the alterr_ting wave.
This value has been determined empirically from
tests on large machines. Use following values.
T d = . 035 second at 60 cycle
ft
T d = . 005 second at 400 cycle
(180) FSC SHORT CIRCUIT AMPERE TURNS- the field ampere turns
required to circulate rated stator curreat when the
,_tator is short circuited.
FSC = (Xd)(Fg) = (133)(23)
(181) SCR SHORT CIRCUIT RATIO - The ratio of the field current to pro-
dace rated voltage on open circuit to the field current
required to produce ra_d current on short circuit.
Since the voltage reguiatJe_ depends on the leakage
reactance and the armature reaction, it is closely
related to the current which the machine produces
,under short c:rcuit conditions, and therefore is







(182) I-R___ ROTOR I2R - at no load. The copper loss in the field winding
is calculated with cold field resistance at 20°C for
no load condition. (watts)
Rotor !2R -- (!FNL, (RfcoldJ = _l_._a)- (154)
(183) F &W FRICTION & W._/DAGE LOSS (Watts) - Note: Write 0 on input
sheet when computer is to calculate F & W. In-
sert actual value when known.
To ratio from tes_: data, assume that F & W loss
varies as the 5/2 ;,. ver of the rotor diameter
and as the 3/2 power of the RPM.
The formula below gives an approximate answer
when test data is not available. For a more
rigo.'ous treatment use the information given in
the rotor friction analysis appended to the thermal
analysis section (Section C, Yol. 1l
F & W = 2.52 x I0-6 (dr)2"5 (Zh) (RPM)I. 5
= 2.52 x 10 -6 (lla) 2"5 (76) (7) 1" 5
For gases or fluids other than standard air, the
fluid density and viscosity must be considered.






)O - density - Lbs I_I'- 3
.'¢4. - viscosity LBS FT -1 HR -1
• 0765 - density std. air
• 0435 - viscosity std. air
(184) WTN L STATOR TEETH LOSS - at no load. The no load loss (WTNL)
consists of eddy current and hysteresis losses in. the
iron. For P, given frequency the no load tooth loss
will vary as the square of the flux density. (watts)
WTN L = . 453 (b t 1/3) (Q) (_.s) (hs)(KQ)
= . 453(57a)(23)(17)(22)(184)
_,---__F(Bt)-]2_]2Where KQ = (k)|/-R¥| = (19)
(185) W c STATOR CORE LOSS - The stator core losses are due to eddy
currents ,and hysteresis and do not change ,alder load
conditions, For a gi,_en frequency the core loss will
vary as the square of the flux density (Bc). (watts)
= 1.42 _i2_- (24)] (24)(17)(185)
KQ; (k)L_ ]U = (19)
C}._,i
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(186) WNp L POLE FACE LOSS - ai no load. The pole surface losses are
due to slot ripple caused by the stator slots. They
depend upon the width of t,le stator slot opening, the
air gap, and the stator slot ripple frequency. The no
load pole face loss (WpNL) can be obtained from
Curve F-2. Curve F-2 io plotted or, the bases of open
slots. In order to apply this curve to partially open
for b For a bet._er understand-
slots, substi[ute b° s"
Lug of Curve F-2, use the foilowir, g sample.
K 1 as given on Curve F-2 is derived empirically and
depends on lamination material and thickness. Those
values given on Curve F-2 have been used with succes:
K 1 is an input and must be specified. See item (187)
for values of K 1.
K2 is shown as being plotted as a ftmc_lon of (BG)2' 5
Also note that upper scale is to be used. Another
note in the lower right hand corner of graph indi-
cates that for a solid line ( ), the factor is read
from the left scale, and for a broken or dashed line
(___ .. __ _ }, the right scale should be read. For
example, find K2 when Bg - 30 kilo lines. First lo-
cate 30 on upper scale. Read down to the intersection
.-%
of solid line plot of K2 = fn(BG )_'° 5. At _s intersectio
tion read the left scale for K, K2 = . 28, _,lso refor
to item (188} for X2 calculations.
K 3 is shown as a solid line plot as a f,.mction of
(FsLT}I. 65 The note on this plot indicates that the
upper scale X 10 should be used. Note FSL T = slot
G-42
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frequency. For an example, find K3 when FSLI_ =
1000. Use upper scale X 10 to locate 1000. Read
down to intersection of sohd line plot of K3 =
f(FsLT)I. 65. At this intersection read the left scale
for K3. K3 = 1.35. Also refer to item (189) for K3
calculations.
For K4 use same procedure as outlined above except
use lower scale. Do not confuse the dashed line in
rids plot with the note to L,se the right scale. The
note does not apply in this case. Read left scale.
Also refer to item (190) for K4 calculations.
For K 5 use bottom scale and substitute bo for b when
using partially closed slot. Read left scale when _siag
solid plot. Use right scale when using dashed plot.
Also refer to item (191) for K5 calculations.
For K6 use the scale attached for C 1 and read K 6
from left scale. Also refer to item (192) for K6
calculations.
The above factors (K2), (K3), (K4), (K5), (K 6) can
also be calculated as _hown in (188), (139), (190_,
(191), (192), respectivoly.
W PN L -- 7F(d) (Z) (g 1)(K2) (K3) (K4) (K5) (K6)
-- ,'?(I 1)(13)(18_)(188)(189,_(190)(] 9')(192)
G-4_
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(187) k 1 K1 is derived empirically and depends on lamination material
and thickness. The values used succesr_.flly for K1
are shown on Curve F-2. They are:
K1 = 1.17 for . 028 lain thickness, low carbon steel
= 1.75 for . 063 lain thickness, k,w carbon steel
: 3.5 for '"_ .....• x_o lain umzKaeus, low carbon steel
= 7.0 for solid core
K1 is an input and must be specified on input sheet.
(188) K2 K2 :an be obtaiaed from Curve F-2 (see item (186) for explanation)
or it can be calculated as follows:
K2=f_B G) = 6.1x 10-5 (BG)2"5
= 6.1 x 10-5 (95) 2. 5
(189) K3 K3 can be obtained from Curve F-2 (see item (186) for explanation)
or it can be calculated as follows:
K3=_FsLT) = 1.5147 x 10-r" (FsLT)1°65
= 1.5147 x 10-5 (189) 1"65
Where FSL T = _ (Q)
= (23)
(190) K4 K4 can be obtained from Curve F-2 (see item (186) for explanation)
or it can be calculated as fo!lows:
9For _s ="
K4=_ s' "81(7"s)I" 285










K 4- fn(s) = .92(%)"
79
= . 92(26)"
(191) K 5 K5 can be obtained from Curve F-2 (see item (18_ for
explanation) or it can be calculated as follows:
For (bs) / (g) L=1.7
=
NOTE: For partially open slots substitute b for b
o s
in equations shown.
For 1.7,_ (b s) / (g) z=3
K5=_(bs)/(g)--.35E(bs)/(g)] 2
=.35B")/ (5_]_
For 3-:(b s) / (g)'_ 5
K5 :_(bs)/(g) • 625 E(bs) / (g)] 1''_
= . 625 E(22) / (59)_7 1.4
&-45
• | _ , -
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For (bs) / (g)>5
K 5 _.-v/_bs)-]/(g) = 1.38E(bs)/(g)_. 965
= 1.38 22)/(59 "965
(192) K6 K6 can be ,_btaiaed from Curve F-2 (see item ,£186) for e.._planation)
or it can be calculated as follows:
K6 __CI) = I0_.9323(C!)- 1.60596]
= 10 E 9323(71)- 1. 60596]
(193) WDN L DAMPER LOSS - at no load at 20°C. This loss is produced by
slot ripple in the damper winding. At no load this
lo.,;s is cMcutated from curves F-7 arid F-b.
2
WDNL = (acd) x 103
( F v , __2
( L_,_. F g oi d
+ (,2)_(,) (r_-) _-]'_j
1. 246(6)(i 38)(139)(141)
' WDNL " (144) x 103 E2S)(95)(193)(193) ] 2
_ _((193) q 2 V (193) q '_]
193) 193)+[(,.1 U3-)7"("_)_ +
G-46
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fl + _22) / 2(59)j32
NOTE: Substitute o° for b when partially openeds
stator slot is used.
Kp1 can also Be obtained from curve F-7 where abscissa
is (bs)/ (g)or (bo)/ (g)= (22)/ (59)
V'hereKg = (Ks ) = (67)
!
Where g = (Kg)(g) = (193)(59)
Where Kfl & Kf2 are obtained from curve _-'-7
Where the abscissa is S 1 o, S2
S 1 = .32 _ (_ (hb) --.32 V_-41_ (136)
S2 = . 32 (hb] --'. 32 ]/-'(i-4-_ (13
"'1here fs1 = 2qmf = 2(25)(5)(5a)
fs2 - 2(fsi)
C_
Wl.ere KW.I and KW._ are obtained frc, m curve Y-"
where _,e abscissa is (b)/(Ts) for open slots o__
(b)/(7") for semi-enclosed slots (bs)/(T s) =
(22)/ (26)
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(193) (Cont. l Where 2,t is obtained from curve F-7
!
/ (135)
Where the abscissa is (bbo) (g) = (193)
When (91)= 0 or when (90) = (91)
__ .75_C = (f9--_-) For round or square slots
When (137) =_0 and when (136) # (137)l
(hbl) (137)




-_ + (193) + (193)
(Tb) (140)
Where/kg = ---e-=(g)
Where K_I and %2 are obtainedfrom curve F-8
Where the abscissa is (Tb)/(Ts) = <140)/(26)
(194) I2R STATOR I2R - at no load. This item = 0. Refer to item (245)
for 100% load stator12R. (inwatts)
(195) -- EDDY LOSS - at no load. This item = 0. Refer to item (246)
for 100O/oload eddy loss. (in watts)
(196) -- TOTAL LOSSES - at no load. Sum of all losses. (in watts)
Total losses = (Rotor I2R) + (F &W) + (Stator Teeth Loss)
+ (Stator Core Loss) + (Pole Face Loss)
+ (Damper Loss)
= (182)+ (183)+ (184)+ (185)+ (186)+ (193)
0-48
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NOTE: The output sheet shows the next items to be:
(Rating), (Rating + Losses), (% Losses), (% ficiency).
These items do not apply to the no load calcutation
since the rating is zero. Refer to items (248), (249)
(!77), (178) for these calculations under load.
Item (100) through (127c)have been calculated for 0%
load or no load. They should all be repeated now for
100% load.
(197a) _" LEAKAGE FLUX PER POLE at 100% load
((ed)(Fg) + El+ cos(e)] (FT)+ (Fc) I.
_i = OA t (Fg) + (F T) + (Fc) J
= (100a) (198)(96) + E1 + cos(198a)] (97)  (98)(96) + (97) + (98)
(198) e d Where e d = cos 6 +(T_U- ) sin
(133)sin (198a)
= cos (198a) +-]-_E -
(198a) e Where 9 = cos -1 BPower Factor)]
-1
=cos [(9)3
Where _/ = tan-I _ sin (8) +cos(Xq) /(I00)_(8)
= tan-1Estn (160b) +(134)/(lOO)_cos(198a
Where (_ = _- e = (198a) - (198a)
G-49
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(213) 0pL FLUX PER POLE at 100% load,Kilolines
FOR el=.O rO .95"
_("93(Xad) )!OpL = (Op) ed) I00 '" sin(__j
= (92) _(198) .93(131} sin (198a)_I00 _
Fo* P.r. .gs"To t.o _p,_ =(¢_p)(K¢).= (92)(9a)
(213a) 0pT L TOTAL FLb_X PER POLE at 100% load, Kilolines
0PTL = _PL + _l = (213) + (197a)
(213b) BpL FLUX DENSITY AT BASE OF POLE at 100_o load, K1/in 2
OPTL (213a)
BpL =
(213c) FpL AMPERE TURNS PER POLE at 100_0 load
_- (..)j density (BpL)!
= r(76)+ (76) 1 Look-up ampere turns/inch on rotor
U- -J
magnetization curve given in (I8) at
density (2131))
(236) FFL TOTAL AMPERE TURNS PER POLE at 100% load- The total
ampere turns per pole required to produce rated load.
FFL = (ed)(Fg) +El + cos (9)_ (FT) + (Fc) + (FpL)
" (198)(96) +El + cos(198a)i("7) + (98)+ (213c)
(237) IFF L FIELD CURRENT at 100_ load, amperes





- , ,, , ,t_ hJL,_tL,' , ,c _,'.t_h '. I '."
' , i .:.* _: ','::,_;eC temperature at 100'cload.
Field V._.!;. f.r i*L ) '_'_ _.: ' (237) (1.._5)
(239) SFL _:T'}'?'_'w'<.. .,__ D_,_,.-:-'",_' ._t 'Ul,'_ i_,:,' amperes per square inch
.......... "....... -_ - t-FFL'" "_ci _ =- _,.'.oIj ,' uo)
I2RR I2R • r ," , -(241) .P,.OTOi? al. i0,.l_c toad - "[']-,evoppe_: loss in the fieM u': .Jr,", :
is cal:.u!a_ed _,.,_h hot t'ieid resistance al expecIeU
tc'mpcr'__tur¢- for _ u ¢.load condition. (watts)
.. ,, ¢237)2
,_:. , FI)_,,Ri '9.o_o_ t H - tlF_, hvtj = (155)
(242) FL :_rA_,.;,, TEETH ,,u_o _ .,c.,,{; - :_'::(.si.ai,or _:_otb loss
dnder load inc_',',....:_ over that of no loa,l t.,,:P_a_!ge of
the parasitic flux,__ caused by the ripple due to L!:e
rotor damper bar slot openings. (watts)
WTFL -ITF0--- -100 --J t (WTNL)
t 2 27 (133) ( a
..w. -I-Off -0- - t 1 (184)
(243) WpF L POLE FACE LOSS at 10W/o ioad (watts)
j ')WpFL =/I-- + (WPNL)
t?(243)(8) 1 (30)-] ' ._
= _ (32,,96)__ _ + Ij (186)





(244) iVVDFL _)A__!Pg._{ LOSS at _00";, lo_,: (watts)
.,/f- /,r rood' -_ 9.
,2 _ , (,,s }I K _'" "




= t]-- (3_.}(96):---i ' _ ? (193)
.... J _J
(Ksc) is obtained from Curve F-3
(245) I2Rt. STATOR I2R at 10ft%,,load _ v'h,-._,._opger loss }:'.t::,._: ..:._;,_
resistance of the v.,_ "'-_g ...... , . . . . ' ' ,
expected operating tempet-at.ura. (watts)
(%, Load)
I2Rt'-= (m)(IpH)2 (RsPH hot ) --1-0-6
= (5)(8} 2 (54) 1.
(246) -- EDDY I,OSS - Stator I2R loss due to skin effect (watts)
(E Fto p) * (E Fbot) _2-_Eddy Loss = 2 - i (Stato:" : ,
_ (55) _ ,_ (245)2
(247) -- TOTAL LOSSES at 100g,0 load - sum of all losses at. I U':Z.,,_;;oad
.Total Losses = (Rotor I2R) + (F & W) + (Stator Teeth Loss}
+ (Stator Core Loss) + (Pole Face Loss)
+ (Damper Loss)+ (Stator I2R)+ (Eddy Loss)





"(24_) _-- RATING IN KILOWATTS at 100% load] (%Load)Rating - 3(EpH)_H) (P. F. ) .100
= 3(4)(8) (9)(1.)
(249) -- RATING & _ LOSSES = (248) + (247) x 10-3
(250) -- % LOSSES =["E Losses /l_ting + Y Losses_ 100
= _247) x 10 -3 / (249)] 100
(251) -- % EFFICIENCY = 100% - % Losses
= 100°_,- (250)
Item(197a) through (251) are 100% load calcumtions.
These items can be recalculated for any load condi_iv.
by simply inserting the values that correspond to the
% load being calculated. The factor (% Load}
----1-0_-- u_es care
of (IpH) a,s it changes with load.
Note that values for F & W (! 83)and We (Stator Core
i
Loss) (185) do not chaz_ge with load, therefore they
can be calculated only once.
• _;-53
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INPUT AUXILIARY DATA 8HF,ET
AuxiliaryInformationtakenfrom the denlgn n.anuntsto be uned in con_Jnctinnwith Inp,ttoheet_ for
convenience.
A. All dlmenslons for lengths,widths, and d]arnetsr_are to be given In Inches.
I_, ResistivityInputs,Ren,s (141}and (1,51)are to he given In micro-ohm-inches.
The followIng items along with an explanation of e,_ch are tslmlated here for convenience. For complete
e_'_planation of each Item number, refer to desl_,_ m_nu_'_,
Item No, E_._1_n_tlon
(9) Power factor to be given In per unit. For ,;xample for 90% P.F., Insert .90.
Adjustment Factor For P.F. _ .95 Insert 1,0(ga)
For P,F. _> .95 Insert 1.05
(10) Optional Load Point -- Where load data output is required at a point other than those given
as standard on the Input sheet. Example: For load dlta output at 155% load, Insert 1.5..._55.
(14) Number of radial ducts in st_tor.
(15) Width of r_mial ducts used In Item (14).
(18) Magnetization curve of material used to be submitted as defined in Rein (18).
(lg) Wafts/Lb. to t,etakenirom a core tosscurve at the densityg_ven in Bern (20)(Stator).
(20) Density in kilolines/in 2. This value must correspond to density used to ptck Item (1_)
usually use 77.4 KL/tn 2.
(31) Type of slot - For open s]ot Type A, insert 1.0.
For partla1".y open slot Type B with constant si_t width, insert 2.0.
For partially open slot Type C with constant looC_ vtdth, insert 3.0___.
I_or toted slot Type D, insert 4.0_.
For additional information, refer to figure adjacent to input sheet which
shows a picb_e of each slot.
(33) For stator slot dimension - for dimensions that do not apply to the slot insert 0.0.___.
Use Table below as guide for input.
Slot Type
bo (SS) O.0 * * *
bI 0.0 0.0 * 0.0
I_ 0.0 0.0 * 0.0
l_j 0.0 0.0 * 0.0
bs * * "P' *
0.0 * * *
b1 * * * 0.0
• 0.0 0.0 0.0
Iql * * O.o 0.0
hlj * * * *
I_ 0.0 * * 0.0
ike 0.0 * * 0.0
i * • luert _ctual value.. _+b3
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Item No. Expisnattc_:
(28) Type of windqng - for wy_ connecte_ winding _nsert 1.0_.._,
for delta connected winding insert 0.0.
(29) Type of coil - for formed wound (rect. wire), insert 1.0___z
for random wound (round wire) insert 0. 0__._.
(30) Slots spanned - Example - for slot span of 1-10, insert 9.0__.
(33) For roond wire insert diameter. For rectangular wire insert wire width.
(34) _a.ands per conductor in depth only.
(34n) Total strands per conductor in depth and width.
(35) Diameter of coil head forming pin. Insert . 25 for stator O.D. _ 8 inches;
Insert . 50 for stator O.D. )8 in. Coil Pin
(37) Use vertical height of strand for round wire, insert 0.0____. _..._
(38) Distance hetwee_ center]Jne of strands in depth. Insulation _ h'st
(30) 8tator strand thickness -- use narrowest dimension of the two dimensions given for a
rect_mgul ar wire. For round wire insert 0. 0__._.
(40) Stator slot skew in inches.
(42a) Phase belt angle - for 60° phase belt, insert 60°.
for 120° phase belt, insert 120°.
(48) See ex/danation of items (7I), (72), (73), (74) and (75). Same applies here.
(87) When no load saturation output data is required at various voltages, insert 1.0_....._.
When no load saturation inform _ton is not required, insert 0.0_._..
(157) Damper bar thickness -- use damper bar SLOtheight for rectangular bar. For round
bar insert 0.0.
(138) Number of damper bars per pole.
(140) Damper bar pitch in inches.
(140) For round wire insert dlpJneter. For rectangular wire insert wire width.
(140) For rectangular wire insert wire thickness. For round wire insert 0_0___.
(]87) Pole face toss factor. For rotor lamination thicknes_ .028 in. or less, insert 1.17_.__.
For rotor lluninatton thickness .029 in. to .063 in. insert 1.75_..___.
For rotor lamination thickness .064 in. to .125 insert 3.5.
FOr solid rotor insert 7.0.
(71) "_ ![ the values of these constants are available, insert the actual number. _ they are
(72) not available, insert O.0 and the computer will calculate the values and record them on





_VODEL EWO _ DESIGN NO.(t| BY
GENERATOR KVA FUND/MAX OF FIELD FLUX
LINE VOLTS WINDING CONSTANT z
<
PHASE VOLTS POLE CONST.C<
END EXTENSION ONE TURN Ou
FREQUENC _ DEMAGNETIZATION FACTOR
POLES TYPE ROTOR I, 2
RPM SLOTS PUNCHED
PHASE CURRENT SLOTS WOUND
t FACTOR SLOTS IN POLE CENTER
OPTIONAL LOAD POINT WIDTH OF SLOT OPENING
ST_TOR I.D. HEIGHT OF S! )T OPENING
STATOR O.D. SLOT bEPTF ,ELOW WEDGE
:< GROSS CORE LENGTH SLOT WIDTH .i--
! _, NO. OF DUCTS SLOT DEPTH
WIDTH OF DUCT SLOT PITCH
SLACKING F.ACTOR (STATOR] ROTOR STACK LENGTH
WATTS/LE,. ROTOR STACKING FACTOR
DENSITY ,_OTOR DIAMETER
TYPE OF SLOT ROTOR I.D. (PCHGS.)
SLOT OPFNING HEIGHT VENT HOLES
h 1 SLOT WIDTH TOP WEIGHT GF RC_OR IRON
(22) it'2 POLE FACE LOSS FACTOR
NO. OF FIELD TURNS/POLE
o SLOT WIDTH MEAN LENGTH OF. r). TURN
FLD, COND. DIA. OR WIDTH c_
FLD. COND. THICKNESS --I--
FLD. TEMP IN C
"_ -4-
_ RESISTIVITYOF FIELD COND ,-20 °
il s,oDET. NOLOADSAT
FRIC" ION & WINDAGE
ROTOR LAM MTR'L -'J






STRAND DIA. OR WIDTH
Z STRANDS/CONDUCTOR STATOR SLOT ROTOR SLOT
Q
z STRANDS/CONDUCTOR
3 STATOR STRAND T'KNS . SLOTTED POLE-CENTER 2my
O DIA. OF PIN SOLID POLE-CENTER
I
<
COIL EXT. STR. PORT REMARKS z
UNINS. STRD. HT.
DIST. BTWN. CL OF STD.
PHASE BELT/ANGLE
STATOR SLOT SKEW
i STATOR TEMP °CRES'TVY STA. CONO, _ 20° C
i_ AIR GAP H-01 REV. A
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_} O_n _;_t3 (b)Cor,stont510tWidth
I
• J__
1-- [1- i, "o "_N
.... it
"'I C __.__J_'jJ
TYPE 1 [__\ TYPE 2(Type 5 is an open
slot with 1 conductor
per slot) --b,-4 _--b,
(C) Cons*ant Tooth Width (d) Round 5|ots
---b, [_1
-1_ . _.





SUMMARYOF DESIGN CALCULATIONS - NON-SALIENT- POLE (OUTPUT)
MODEL EWO DESIGN NO,
I(17) (_ s) SOLID CORE LENGTH CARTER COEFFICIENT (67) (K•)
(24) (/_¢ ) O'EP'TH BELOW SLOT AIR GAP'AREA (68) (-)
• (2,)(_'.) SLOTFITCH -- !AIRG,_FERN (,0,)(_.)
(27) ()'-s|/3) SLOT FITCH 1/3 DIST. UP' ' EFFECTIVE AIR GAP (69) (ge)(42)(K._)S_EWF;_TOR ii.... FUHO/,AXOPFLD.FLUX (,1)(C_)
((43) (K d ) DIST. FACTOR WINDING CONST. (72) (C.)
44) (K D) PITCH FACTOR POLE CONST. !(73) !Cp )
(45) (/1•) EFF. CONDUCTORS "' ,.... El_l). EXT. ONE TURN (48) (LE)
Q (46) (a c ) CONO. AREA DEMAGNETIZING FACTOR (74) (CM)
(47) (S•) CURRENT DENSITY (STA.) ....... AMP COND/IN "_128) (A) '
v (49) (_ t ! • 1/2'MEAN TUR'I_I LENGTH --i .......... REACTANCE__ FACTOR ...... (129) (X)
COLD STA. RES. ,t 20 ° C ! LEAK_.GE REACTANCE (130) (Xq)T "....... -- L.
(541 (Rph) HOT _.A. RE5. eX _C REACTA_tCEOF (131) (Xod)
_ _A ...... i '(55) (EF to_)J EDDY', ..C fOR TOP . ARI,_ATUR _ REACTION U
(56) "EFbo,)I EDDY _:_,CTOR BOT, 5YN REACT D.'RECT AXIS (133) (X d ) <z
I(''9) _/_ i) STATOR CpNDI PE._M. _ .... P'_LD L_AKA(}£ REACT (160) (X t )
(64) (/_ t) END PERM. FIELD,_ELF INDUCTANCE _ _<
(65) _ _ WT. OF STA CO=PER : UHSAT. _ANS. RE%CT (166) (X'd.)
_66) ( ) WT. OF s'r_ IRON SAT. TRAN$.REACT (167) (X'd)
": (_J12b)(/_r,) ROTOR SLq_.--_'_ _" PI:R " :5IJ__..TRM4So REACT (_,6F,) (×"d)'
(153) (,:._E.) FLD. COND. ARFA HEGSEGUEHCE REACT _170) (X2)
(lSA-"_(R"--'-F)COLe,e!.OReSe20oC ZER__;_QUENCE RE:ACT_ _.172) (_.___...,..._.(155) ( F) HOTFLDRES._X° C TOTAL!:L X (ES) (_ti
|156) ( ) WT OF FLD CO FPER ...... FLUX PER POLE (92) (_) /
157) ( ) WTOF ROTDR/RON - GAPDENSITY (95) (Ba) Iz
(145) _V r ) PERIPHE'RALSPEED TOOTH DENSITY ..... (91) (Bt)
_--" q76) (Tel,:) OPEN CI'R. TIME (_t)NST. CORE DENSITY (94) (B_L) _,
'(i77) (To') ARM TI/dE CONST. ---_ TOOTH &MPERE TUR-NS (97) (F, _ ua
___J:.........(i78) (T'd) TRANS TIME CONST. CORE AMPERE TURNS " (98) (Fe) I_<1(179) (T" d ) SUE TRANS "l'/Ml: CONST. GAP A"PERE TURNS _ _ :_ (_.__.,_)" 1_ (180) (F,c)--SI4ORTCIRNI ......,'_ (181) (SCR) SHORT CIR RATIO
PERCENT LOAO_'-" _- 0 " - 1 '' i--1"0_' !50 200 OPT!IO.J:_,.,._
'_._) (]17. ] LEAK FLUX (_]_) (312a) |
_,,,) _1_)FLUX,HF.C. i_ (_,.,i (318)| . _..... _
(B_._d) (314) POLE OENSITY ,. (%1)(:9) ..........
.(_c ) (315) ROTORCORE DENSITY (Bp©l) (u21)
inl ) (127) TO'_AL t| (Ffl) (236)'"
nl ) (127a)FIELD AMPS (lffl) (237)
i'SF ) (127c)CUR.DENS.(FLD)' (Eft) (229) ........
_F) (12_)FIELOVOLTS (_1) (2311) .....
_'Rr) (|82) ROTOR Loss (I2R,)(241) " 'L, ,
,._ (P&W) (183)'P&W LOSS "' (F&W) (113)
("W_pI) (184)STA TOOTH LOSS (W.I) _242)
; _) (115) STA CORE LOSS (W¢ ) (185)
" " (,_,) (_2) ....._nl ) (!116) POLE PACE LOSS
(12 R •) (194)STATOR CU LOS'_ (Iz Re )(2245)
) (195) EDDY LOSS ( - ) (246) '
) (195) TOTAL LOSSES ( - ) (247)'
(-) (-)RATING (KW) (-) (2411)
('T) ( - i RATING&I._SES " (.) (249)
_) ( - ) PERCENT LOSS'IS ( - ) '"*(2_0) ' ,. ""





NO LOAD SATURATION OUTPUT SHEET
NON-SAT.TENT POLE, WOUND-POLE
,I
(,) (E) • (s) (F,) C;. (,,) (,n (P,) I _.) O,.) _) (F)ITEMS YO,I.TS , AIR GAP A.T, TOOTH DENSITY TOOTH A,T. r-OREDENSITY .-










NON-SAJ.._.NT POLE, WOUND-POLE A, C. GENERATOR
DESIGN COMPI_'ER MANUAL
(I) -- DESIGN NUMBER
(2) KVA GENERATOR KVA
(3) E LINE VOLTS
(4) EpH PHASE VOLTS
(5) m PHASES
/ (5a) f FREQUENCY
i_ (6) p m_LES
: (7) RPM SPEED
I (8) IpH PHASE CURRENT
(9) P.F. POWER F_[CTOR
(ga) Kc ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
(10) -- LOADPOINTS
(II) d STATOR PUNCHING I.D.
(lla) dr ROTOR O.D.
(12) D PUNCHING O.D.
(13) _ GROSS STATOR CORE LENGTH
(14) nv RADIAL DUCTS
(I5) bv RADIAL DUCT WIDTH
(16) Ki STACKING FACTOR





(19) k WATTS 'I_,B
(20) B DENSITY
(21) TYPE OF STATOR SLOT
(22) ALL SLOT DIMENSIONS
(23) Q STATOR SLOTS
(24) hc DEPTH BELOW SLOTS
(25) q SLOTS PER POLE PER PHASE
(26) "T's STATOR SLOT PITCH
(27) Ts I/._ STATOR SLOT. PITCH
(28) -- TYPE OF WINDING
(29) --. TYPE OF COIL
(30) ns CONDUCTORS PER SLOT
(31) )( THROW
(31a) PER UNIT OF POIZ PITCH SPANNED
(32) C PARALLEL PATHS
(33) -- STRAND DIA. OR WIDTH
(34) NST NUMBER OF STRANDS PER CONDUCTOR L'_>EPTH
(34,%) NIST NUMBER OF STRANDS PER CONDUCTOR
(35) db DIAMETER OF BENDER PIN
, (36) _e2 COIL EXTENSION BEYOND CORE
: (37) hST HEIGHT OF UNINSULATED STRAND
(38) h IST DISTANCE BETWEEN CENTERLINES OF STRANDS IN DEPTH
ll-2
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,33) -- STATOK COiL S%"RAND THICYJqESS
I SK SKEW
(41) "_"p POLE P_,_ICH
(42) KSK SKEW FACTOR
(42a) PHASE BELT ANGLE
(43) Kd DISTRIBUTION FACTOR
(44) I_ PITCH FACTOR
(45) ne TOTAL EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS
(46) a c CONDUCTOR AREA OF STATOR WINDING
(47) SS CURRENT DENSITY
(48) LE END EXTENSION LENGTH
• (49) It 1/2 MEAN TURN
(50) Xs o C STATOR T r _;" oC
(51) "I" s RESISTIVITY OF STATOR WINDING
(52) -- RESISTIVITY OF STATOR WINDING
that)
(53) RSp H STATOR RESISTANCE/PHASE
(con)
(54) Rsp H STATOR RESISTANCE/PHASE
(hot) --
(55) EF EDDY FACTOR TOP
(top)




(57) btm STATOR TOOTH WIDTH
(57a) bt 1/3 SI_ATOR TOOTH WIDTH
(58) bt TOOTH WIDTH AT STATOR I.D. IN INCHES
(59) g MAIN AIR GAP IN INCHES
(60) CX REDUCTION FACTOR used in calculating (62)
(61) KX Factorused incalculating(60)
(62) A i SLOT LEAKAGE PERMEANCE
(63) KE LEAKAGE REACTIVE FACTOR
(54) /%E END WINDING FLUX LEAKAGE PERMEA2,TCE
(65) -- WEIGHT OF COPPER
(66) -- WEIGHT OF STATOR IRON
(67) Ks CARTER COEFFICIENT
(68) Ag MAIN AIR GAP AREA
(69) ge EFFECTIVE GAP - The effectivesingleairgap.
ge • KsKrg (forrotorswRh slottedpole centers)- (67)(308)(_






(70c) ,,%a AIR GAP PERMEANCE
(71) C1 THE RATIO OF MAXIMUM FUNDAMENTAL of the field
form to the actual maximum of the field form.
FOR A ROTOR WITH SOLID CENTER SECTION
m ...%
-- cos\-[-] + si,_
4 _(3o2) a _(so21C1
- -_ cos 2_ + _2(308)(30_ sin"lJ 2
FOR A ROTOR WITH SLOTTED CENTER SECTION - When
the center is slotted instead of solid the K_ applies
to the complete rotor. Therefore, by making Kr
equal to unity in the above equation we will get .an





, ge=Z'r%g= (69)• (sT)(3os)(s_)
J
] (7_.) cw wn_n_GCOmTANT
'_i H-5
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(73) Cp POLE CONSTANT - Th_ ratio of the average to the maximum
value of the field form.
BASED ON A ROTOR WITH A SOLID CENTER SECTION
cp=1- _c+ f_-_---l -(302).
BASED ON A ROTOR WITH SLOTTED CENTER SECTION
When the center is slotted instead of solid Kr is
included in the effective gap and Kr becomes
unity in the Cp equation.
oc oc. 1 - (302)
Cp= 1-oc+-_- = 1--_- 2
(74) CM DEM;_GNETIZ/NG FACTOR
--2
",, oc . __ (302)
CM- ---8-- sin____ 8 sin _-(302)
kef: Quarterly report _'m!:_ 80 (Appendix).
(87) -- NO LOAD SATU RATION NO'I E
(88) (_T TOTAL FLUX .INKILOUN)_ L
(91) Bt TOOTH DENSITY IN KIIA:._, !U,_S/in 2
!
(92) _p FLUX PE___RRPOLE !1__KI__/I/)I!NE.__S
i (94) Bc CORE DENSITY__IN KILOLINES/in 2
: (95) Bg GAP DENSITY IN KILOLINES/in 2
Ii-6
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(96) Fg AIR- GAP AMPERE- TURNS
(97) FT STATOR TOOTH AMPERE TURNS
(98) F c STATOR CORE A_MPERE-TURNS
(98a) r
--.3 STATOR AMPERE TU2NS
(104a) F R ROTOR AMPRE TURNS OR POLE AMPERE TURNS
, at no-load. The a,_pere turns per pole required to
•I force the flux through the pole center and rotor core
at no-load, rated voltage. The core denm_y should
be low enough at no-load to ignore.
F R- FpC _- F : (316)+(317)
, (127) FNL THE TOTAL NO-LOAD AMPEPE TURNS PER POLE RE-
QUIRED TO PRODUCE RATED VOLTAGE AT NO-LOAD
FNL- Fg+ Fs+F R = (93) v (98a) +(104a)
(127a) IFN L FIE, I/) CURRENT AT NO-LOAD
(127b_ E F FrELE ' VOLTS AT NO-LOAD
(127c) S F CURRENT DENSITY AT NO-LOAD AMPS/IN 2 IN FIELD
CONDUCTOR
t,128) A AMPERE CONDUCTORS PER INCH
(129) X REACTANCE FACTOR
(130) X l LEAKAGE REACTANCE
(__I) Xad REACTANCE DIRECT AXIS REACTANCE OF ARMATURE
REACTION
(133) Xcl SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE
Xd-xz  Xad-(130)'i31)
(145) Vr PERIPHERAL SPEED OF ROTOR
}{-7
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(146a) Np TURNS PER POLE - The total number of field turns per
pole.
nrQr (306)(301)
Np- 2p"- : 2(6)
(147) _.tr MEAN TURN - The mean length of rotor turn. This value
must be calculated from a layout of the rotor
winding.
(1_) FIE LD CONDUCTOR DIAMETER OR WIDTH (INCHES)
(149) FIE LD CONDUCTOR THICKNESS (INCHES)
Set = 0 for round
(150) XI°C FIE LD TEMP. IN oc
_151) _f RESISTIVITY OF ROTOR WINDING AT 20oc OHM
INCHES x 10-6





ii, (152) :_ f RESISTIVITY OF ROTOR WINDING AT Xf°C
(153) acf AREA OF CONDUCTOR - The actual area of the conductor
taking into account the corner radius.
(154) Rf COLD _--2ELDRESISTANCE AT 20oc
: (cold)
(155) Rf HOT FIELD RESISTANCE AT Xoc
(hot)
(156) WEIGHT OF COPPER - The weight in lbs. of the field
winding•
;! Lbs. ; •321Np P_]tr acr = .321 (146a)(6)(1471(153)i
_i (157) WEIGHT OF IRON - The. weight in lbs. of the rotor iron.
it #= .283 dr- hr)- Qr _rshr _-
,t
.!
• $ t .
-_ 283 }_ (ds + ,-_re) hrc _rs
= .283 __1a)-(303)_- (301_303)t(305a)(303)-i--
• a
f




(160) X F FIELD LEAKAGE REACTANCE - The leakage reactance
of the fieldwinding.
4 CM 2f\F, - (129)_ (74) 2 (332)XF-- X_
I/ /I
(161) L F FIELD SELF INDUCTANCE - The totalselfinductanceof
the fieldwinding.
N_ p_r._ (3.19g_epe!_p/_ (Henries)
LF - ]0 y F
_ 046a)(6)(305) i(331)3.19 (332)108 _ _ )
/
(163) XDd DAMPER LEAKAGE REACTANCE - The leakage reactance
of the effectivedamper and eddy current circuits.
xd: XAsd
= 3.19p (g_. _d +hr2)/\m -T-
t
where i'd = depth of penetration factor
?d " 0.47 _ 40()f
_ -" 3"19(6) _5 3)





I X du UNSATURATED TRANSIENT REACTANCE - The transient
reactance due to the fieldwinding)assuming ::n-! saturatedconditions.
' II
l Xdu X,4- X Xad
= (130) V (160) _60) _(131).]
(167) X' d SATURATED TRANSIENT REACTANCE - The transient
reactance due to the field winding assuming
normally saturated conditions.
f
Xd- 0.88 Xdu = 0.88 (166)
(168) X" d SUBTRANSIENT REACTANCE - The subtransient reactance
due to the eddy current circuits.
_T
X d = XA_- XDd = (130)+-(163)
(170) X2 NEGATIVE SEQUENCE REACTANCE - The reactance due
to the field which rotates at synchronous speed
in a direction opposite to that of the rotor.
X 2 =X d
]{.l 1
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(172) Xo ZERO SEQUENCE REACTANCE - The reactance drop across
any one phase (star connected) for unit zero sequence
current in each of the phases. The machine must
be star connected for otherwise no zero sequence




1173:) Kxo If (30)- 1 Then Kxo = 1
If (30)_ 1 Then Kxo = __ 2
--_ -2
1174) Kxl If (30)= 1 Then Kxl ffi1
If (30) _ 1 Then:
KXl " h4lm)(q)+ - +-, ii (31a)__.e67
H-12
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t(176) T do OPEN C[T{C{JIT TIME CONSTANT
(177) Ts ARMATURE TIME CONSTANT
?
(178) T d TRANSIENT TIME CONSTANT
_f
(179) T d SUBTRANSIENT TIME CONSTANT
(180) Fsc SHORT CIRCUIT AMPERE TURNS
(181) SCR SHORT CIRCUIT RATIO
I •
' I (182) !I2R R ROTOR I2R AT NO LOAD
I




(184) WTN L STATOR TEETH LOSS AT NO LOAD
(185) W c STATOR CORE LOSS
(186) WNp L POLE FACE LOSS AT NO LOAD
(196) TOTAL LOSSES AT NO LOAD
Rotor 12R JrF & W_- StatorTeeth Losses +-
StatorCore Loss 4-Pole Face Loss
= (182) + (133) + (184) + (185) + (186)
i (198) ed The voltage that would be generated at no load and no satura-
} tion -- the air gap voltage behind the synchronous
reactance.
<Xd)_ (._)
ed = cos(8_)+ qUD-
= cos(198) ..__ sin(198)
100
W%ere _= ta;J_ -in(_)+_- _-_sQ -_
--tan-i I_sb(198)+ 1"_"-I
(198a) _ POWER FACTOR ANGLE
. ,]= cos "I F
! = cos'l[ (9)]
Where P_.= (_) - (e) = (198) - (198_.)
li-14
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(236) FFL TOTAL AMPERE TURNS PER POLE REQUIRED @100% LOAD
FFL :e d Fg 4-1___l-%-cos_ F4+Fc-_-FpCLff FrcL
= (198)(961+ (97)__i+ cos(198a)_+ (98)_-(320)-+-(3221
(237) IFF L FIELD CURRENT @100% LOAD
FFL = (236)
IFFL= Np -_f46_-
-_- (238) EFF L .FIELD VOLTS @100% LOAD
H-15
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(239) CURRENT DENSITY IN FIELD CONDUCTORS AT 100% LOAD
(241) :_R_ ROTOR I2R AT 100% LOAD
(242) WTF L STATOR TEETII LOSS AT 100% LOAD
(243) WpF L, POLE FACE LOSS AT 100% LOAD
(244) WDFL DA/vIPER LOSS AT 100% LOAD
(245) I2R STATOR I2R AT 100% LOAD
(24{)) EDDY LOSS AT 100% LOAD
(247) TOTAL I_)SSES AT 100% LOAD
(248) RATING IN WATTS AT 100% LOAD
(249) KW RATING PLUS LOSSES
(250) % LOSSES





(300) q'r SLOTS PUNCHED - The total number of slots punched
in the rotor. If the rotor is built with a solid
pole center section O' r is the number of slot
pitches on the rotor circumference.
(301) qr SLOTS WOUND - The total number of slots that are wound.
(302) _ RATIO OF SLOTS WOUND TO SLOTS PUNCHED
,
Qr
! (302a) Nrc NO. OF SLOTS IN POLE CENTER
i+ ._ __ l+ br °
I _ (303) -- SIZE SLOTS - The width of the rotor slot _r_ ,_
(br) and the depth of the rotor
', slot (hr).
_ (304) '_rs TOOTH PITCH - The rotor slot pitch at the rotor diameter.
II dr _
'_rs= Q'r- (.:_c o)
(305) _[r CORE LENGTH - The overall length of the rotor core.
(305a) _2r5 SOLID LENGTH OF ROTCR CORE




(307) Xp POTIER REACTANCE - The reactance determined by the
Potier triange.
-- F - (130) L(98a)-b(104aXp = X/,F XFs -_
m,




(308) Kr CARTER'S COEFFICIENT ROTOR - The Cartercoefficient
fortherotorslots.
For open slots -
trs (5g 4-Dr) (304) _5(59)_(303)_
Kr = - = 304 [5(59)+(303_ (303) 2trs (Sg _- br)-br"
For partiallyclosedslots-
trs (4. 44g -t 0.75 bro )
Kr -
b2trs (4. 44g tO. 75 bro )- ro









1_ (3oo) _J (o)
(312) _._s LEAKAGE FLUX - The rotor slot leakage flux m Kilolines
in each pole center.
t
1000 =
E9 -- 6)4.(98a\100_)(3n_) Id _
Q
I (312a _Z, s SLOT LEAXAGE ILUX IN EACH POLE CENTER AT
1oo%LOAD






_$12b.) _s The rotor ,3lot leakag_e permeance per inch of stator length_
For either open or semi-cic, sva slots
_btr _ -- --Fbro
T-ILJm--![-
12.76P lb_ 2htrs= Qr _b;_ _r +
•3__ -bro) --I
.+ __ + g
_rs
12.76(5) r_-_ 2(393)
-- rs _ L_ " (303)+ (303)
+ .35_304)-(3o3_](304) +_





(314) Bpc CENTER SECTION DENSITY - The flux
density of the center section
of the rotor at a section half
way down the rotor tooth. @ No Load
0rc _-- (313)
Bpc = bp_rs - (314)(305a)
- t -twhere bp = p Qr - (solid centers)
: 11 (3,33) 00) - (301) - (6
,_ b -
i p (301) --- (303)
,.,b
I " _(dr - hr ' r -
i bp ffi _ .](slotted centers)
(nrc 1)br
}i --- 11a)(6;303) i l_00) - (301)"' (6)-- __ _302a) - I_ (303)
f




(314b)brh HEIGHT OF VENTILATING HOLES INROTOR CORE AREA
(31"5)Brc CORE DENSITY - The fluxdensityinthe rotorcore@ No Load
Brc = _rc _ (313)
2hrc._rs 2 (315)(305a)
where2hrc = dr- 2hr-d s- 2brh
" (11a)- 2(303)- (314a)- 2(314b)




(317) Frc -AMPERE TURN DROP IN THE ROTOR CORE
Fro -'_(ds, _ /in. @densityBr
4p _
"_-_14a)'(3151 ILook up rotor punching magnetization--]L 4 (6) curve given in (18) at density (315)._J
(318) _PCL FLUX IN THE POLE CENTER AT FULL I/gAD
! _PCL' _gp'4"(_s "----(311)+ (312a)
(319) Bpc L DENSITY IN THE POLE CENTER AT FULL LOAD
: (_PCL _ (318)
BpCL _ -- (3"14)(305a)
(320) Fpc L AMPERE TURN DROP IN POLE CENTER AT FULL LOAD
FpCL "- hr'/in. @BpcL_
= (303)ILook up rotor punching magnetizatio_
c_ve given in (18)at d usity(319). J
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(321) Brc L THE FLUX DENSITY IN THE ROTOR CORE AT 1.00% LOAD
_)PCL (318)
BrcL = 2hrc_rs 2(315)(305a)
(322) FrcL AMPERE TURNS DROP PER POLE IN THE ROTOR CORE
AT 100% LOAD
:7(ds-hrc)
Frc L = 4P _H @Brc L
F " q_4a) _(31_ I L_ook up rotor magnetization_ i
,c_. j.__4_) _]Ic,rv_g_w,_ (_8)_ de_tyll(321).
' , dr- 2hr- ds (11a)-2(303)-(314a)
(330) hrc (330)- h rc = 2 " 2 -
(331) CF RAT'_.)OF FIELD INTERLINKAGE WITH ITS OWN FLUX TO
THE MAXIMUM INTERLINKAGE OF A CONCENTRATED
FIELD WINDING
BASED ON A ROTOR WITH SOLID CENTER SECTION
CF = 1 - oc-t-3_ - 1 - (302) -I- (302)
BASED ON A ROTOR WITH SLOTTED CENTER SECTION
When thecenterisslottedinsteadofsolidKr is
includedintheeffecti_CaP and Kr becomes unRy
intheCiequation.
CF'_-oc- T _1-2..__.-_ =1-_
I-I-24
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, (332) /_ F LEAKAGE PERMEANCE OF THE FIELD WINDING
1 AF--_rs+ 4E
= (312|_ t (333)
(333) /%FE LEAKAGE PERMEANCE OF I'HEROTOR WINDING END
EXTENSION
°.,8A_. z- _ _-_)L-"_j
2n istakenfrom the 50% pitchcurveofGraph #I
i H-25
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i INPUT AUXILIARY DATA SHEETAuxiliary information taken from the design manuals to be used in conJuwction with Ir_t_ sheets for
convenience.
t" A. All dimensions for lengths, widths, and mame_rn are to be given in inches.
B. Resistivity inputs, Items (141) and (151) are to he given in micro-ohm-inches.
The following items along with an explanation of each are tabulated here for convenience. For complete
explanation of each item number, refer to design manuals.
bm No. Explanation
(9) Power factor to be given in per unit. For example for 90% P.F., insert ,90._.
Adjustment Factor - For P.F. < .95 insert 1.0
(9a)
For P.F. _> .95 insert 1_055
(10) Optional load Point -- Where load data output is required at a point other than those given
as standard on the Input sheet. Example: For load data output at 155% load, insert 1.55_.
(14) Number Of radial ducts in stator.
i_ (15) Width of radial ducts used in Item (14).
(18) MagneKzatlon curve of material used to be submitted as defined in _em (18).
I- (19) Watts/lb. to be taken from a core loss curve at the density given in B£m (20) (Stator).
(20) Density in Idlolinea/in 2. Tbts value must correspond to density used to pick _em (19)
! , usually use 77.4 KL/in 2.
(21) Type rA slot - For open slot Type A, insert 1.0._.
For partially open slot Type B with constant slot width, insert 2.0.
For partially open slot Type C with constant tooth width, insert 3.0___.
For round slot Type D, insert 4.0.._.
For additional information, refer to figure adjacent to input sheet which
shows a picture of each slot,
(22) For stalor slot dimension - for dimensions that do not apply to the slot insert 0, 0____.
Use Table below u guide for input.
Slot Type
bo (22) 0.0 * * *
bl 0.0 0.0 * 0.0
IQ 0.0 0.0 * 0.0
bS 0.0 0.0 * 0.0
bs * * P *
ho 0.0 * * *
hI * * * O.0
h2 * 0.0 0.0 0.0
h_ * * 0.0 0.0
h s * * * *
ht 0.0 * * 0.0
hv 0.0 * * 0.0
• • insert actual valoe.
bl + bs
• bs • --y'--
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Item No. Explanation
(28) Type of winding - for wye connected winding insert 1.0_..
for delta connected winding insert 0.0.
(29) Type of coil - for formed wound (rect. wire), insert 1.0__._.
for random wound (round wire) insert 0.0..__..
(30) Slots spanned - Example - for slot span of 1-10, insert 9.0.
(33) For round wire insert diameter. For rectangular wire insert wire width.
(34) Strands per conductor in depth only. ,-
(34a) Total strands per conductor in depth and width.
(35) Df_tmeter of coil head forming pin. Insert .25 for starer O.D. _8 inches:
Insert . 50 for starer O.D. )8 in. Coil 2 Pin
(37) _;'_ vertical height of strand for round wire, insert O,0_.__.. __..._ _
(38) DL-,tnnce between ceu_e_IL-_e of strands in depth. Insulation _ h'st
(39) _tator strand thickness -- use narrowest dimension of the two dimensions given for a
rectangul at" wire. For round wTre h,,sert O.0____.
(40) 8taior slot skew in inches.
(42a) Phase Lelt angle - for 60° phase belt, insert 600.
for 120° phase belt, insert 120 ° .
(48) _ee explanation of items (71), (73), (73), (74) and (7_)_ Same applies here.
(87) When no load saturation output data is required at various voltag_ _, insert 1.0_.__.
When r_ ]u_ saturation information is not required, insert 0.0..__.
(137) _r_mlper bar thickness -- use damper bar slot height for rectangular bar. For round
bar insert 0.0___._.
(138) Number of damper bars per l_]e.
(140) Damper bar pitch in inches.
(148) For rovAd wire insert diameter. For rectangular _re insert wire width.
(149) For rectanlptlar wire insert wire thiclmess. For round wire insert _.0___.
(187) Pole face loss factor. For rotor lamination thickness .038 in.._r less, insert 1.17___.
For rotor lamination th/cknese .039 in, to .063 in. insert 1.75__,..
Fc; ro_z lamination thickness .064 in. to .135 insert 3.5.
For solM rotor insert 7.0.___.
(71) '_ 11 the values odethese constants are available, insert the actual number. If they are







MODEL EWO DESIGN NO(I)
(21 KVA GENERATORKVA FUND/MAX OF FLD FLUX J(71) C I(3) E LINE YuLTS WI ING CONSTANT _ ( 2) w
(_.) F?h PHASE V()LTS 'POLE CONSTANT _n) CD
(5) m PHASES END EXTENSION ONE TUWI_I (48) Li
(5e) f FREQUENCY DEMAGNETIZATION FACTOR (74) Cm
(6) p I_'OLES CROSS MAGNETIZING FACTOR (71t) CcI
i"i',) RPM RPM POLE EMBRACE (77) ibpOl_I(8) Iph PHASE cURRENT WIDTH OF POL (HARRO'_r END) ( 6) ,
(9) PF POWER FACTOR WIDTH OF POLE (WIDE END) (76) bp2
(9a) K© ADJ. FACTOR POLE THICKNES3 (NARROW I=ND) (76) tp i
(10) OPTIGNAL LOAD POINT POLE THICKNESS (WIDE END) (Tot tp2
(11) d STATOR hD. POLE LENGTH (76) J_p
(12) D STATOR O.D. ROTOR DI_ETER (11e) dr
<U (131 _ GRUSS CO_E L2NGTH WEIGHT OF ROTnR IRON (1571 (-)
(141 nv NO. OF DUCTS PCIE FACE LOSS FACTOR (187) (KI)
115) b_ 'wib,rl OF"OUCT FLUX PLATE THICK_qesS (78) (tip)1-
_i(16) K! STACKING'FACTOR (STATORi FLUX PLATE DIAMETER (Te) (dF;)
i (19) k WATTf,/LB. SHAFT O.D.(FLUX CARRYING PORT.) (711) I(/_ • )
_. (20) S _ ENSITY SHAFT LENGTH(FLUX CARRYING PORT) i(78) i (_SN)i
(21) TYPE OF 51_OT PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 1 (801 P1
(22) bo SLOT OPENING IPEPJA OF LEAKAGE PATH 2 1811 P2
i (22) bl SLOT WIDTH TOP PERN OF LEAKAGE PATH 3 ! (82) P3
(22) b2 PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 4 (83) P4
(22) b3 PENN OF LEAKAG. w PATH 5 (IM) P q
_ b. SLOT WIDTH .... PERM OF LEAKAG, PATH 7 (86) P7
.J J ..
(22) ho !OUTSIDE DIAMETER OFFLD COIL (78) doc
O (22) hI LENGTH OF FIELD COIL (76) _oc
(22) h3 NO. OF FIELD TURNS/COIL (1461 ._tf
(22) h3 _ NS;._ LENGTH OF FLD. TU2N J1147__)_t__..._
(22) hs SLOT DEPTH FLD. COND. DIA. OR WIDTH I 11_)
(22) ht FLD. COND. THICKNESS _ i _1¢91
' (22) hw FLD. TFJAP INeC tl._t) Xl°C
! [ (23) Q NO. GF SLOTS .... RESISTIVITY OF FIELD COND • 20° __151) _f
_$1 TYPEoPwoG. ,oLOADSAT. :('1 it 7 ,, ..(29) TYPE OF'COIL FRICTION & WINDAGE (1831 _F&W)
i "1301 n s .CONDUCTORS/S_.OT . S.P.EC;AL PERM'EANCE _'#dl /_ 2.
i (31) y SLOTS SPANNFD STA I OR LAN MATERIAL (Ii)
i 7 (3_ • PARALLEL CIRCUITS POLE MATERIAL (181( 3) ST HO D'iA. OR WIDTH SHAFT MATERIAL (ll)
i _1 lN,, INDEPTH .... l| STRANDS/CONDUCT.OR I I
; (34.) i H_ STRJ_¢OS/CONDUCTOR '-
S'_,1 I STATORSTEANDT'KNS.
i _1 (35) db DIA_ OF PIN
• _ (_) J,= COILEXT.STR.PORT ,.
(37) kit UNINS. STRD. HT. STATOR SLOT PC_LE
(38) h=•t DIST, |TWN. C L OF STD. DAMPEN SLOT REMARKS
142e) PHASE BELT ANGLE
(40) IT * STATOR SLOT SKEW
(SO) i X •C STATOR TEMP •C
(Sl1I_ • t,s"rvvSTA.C_,o.,_*Ci
• l(sg) ; 0 MAiNGAP
O J-O]. DESIGNER DATE
1965021092-171
ROTATING COIL LUNDELL
SUMMARY OF DESIGN CALCULATIONS (OUTPUT)
MODtL NO. EWO DESIGN NO.
(17) (j[.) SOLID CORE LENGTH CARTER COEFFICIENT (67) (K!)
_4) _¢ ) DEPTH BELOW StOT EFFECTIVE AIR GAP (69) (g.)
_) (_) SLOT PITCH FUND/MAX OF FLD FLUX (71) (C ! )
(2_ _,/3) SLOT PITCH I/3 DIST. UP WINDING CONST. (72) (Cw)
z
_2) (KEk) SKEW FACTOR POLE CCHST. (73) (Cp) <I-
(43) (Kd) DIST. FACTOR END. EXT. ONE TURN (48) (LE)
_J (Ki) PITCH FACTOR DEMAGNETIZING FACTOR (74) (CM) u
_(4S_) (1 e) EFF. CONDUCTORS , i i CROSSMAGNETIZING FACTCR (75) (C q)
| _8) (e c ) COND. AREA AMP COND/IN (128) (A)
; (4_ (S • ) CURRENT CrNSITY (STA.) REACTANCE FACTOR (129) (X), ,.
; (4_ (It) I/SNEAK TURN LENGTH LEAKAGE REACTANCE (130) (Xl)
(U) (Rpk) COLD SEA, RES.# 29 ° C REACTAHCES OF f (131) (Xad)
(24) (R_k) NOT STA. RES. • X°C, ARMATURE REACTION _ (132) (Xao,) "U
(U) (|Ft9 F) EDDY FACTOR TOP SYN REACT C4RECT AXIS (133) (X d ) <Z
(_) (RFbet) EDDY FACTOR DOT SYN REACT QUAD AXIS (134) (Xcl) sJI-
(82) _ I ) STATOR CONO. PERM. FIELD LEAKAGE REACT (160) (X*f) ,.<
lt4_ (A.) EN_ PER_ FIELD SELF INDUCTANCE (161) (Lf) _"
(45) (--.) WT. OF STA COPPER b,iSAT. TRANS. KEACT (166) (Xed_
(_) (.) WT. OF STA. IRON . SAT. TRANS. REACT (167) IX'd)
_1) (_D) POLE PITCH NEG SEQUENCE REACT (170) (X2 )
lib)) ( - ) WT. OF ROTOR IRON ZERO SEQUENCE REACT (172) (Xo)
(145) (Vr) PERIPHERAL SPEED OPEN C_R. TIME CONST. (176) (Tdc_
(I.) (ecf) _LD COND. AREA ARM TiME CONST. (177) (To) _
I (IS4) (n f ) COLD FLD RES. • 20 ° C TRANS. 1ONE CONST. (178) IT' d) _.
•_ ;ISS) (Rf) HOT FLD RES.• XOC SUB TRAN TIME CONST. (179) (T"_I)
(ISi) ( - ) WT. OF FLD COPPER TOTAL FLUX _88) f_'_T)
(P0) (P!) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH I FLUX PER POLE (92) ((j)p)
(81) IF2) FIRM OF LEAKAGE PATH 2 GAP DENSITY (MAIN) i(gs) (Bg)
• ($2) (Ps) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 3 TOOTH DGNsiTY (91) (B_) _"
(83) (P4) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 4 COR_ DENSITY (94) (Be)
(8d) (P_) FERN OF LE'-AKAGE FATH S TOOTH _JAFERE TURNS (97) (Ft) "'
i_) (P7) PERM"OF LEAKAGE PATH 7 CORE A.FERE TURNS (98) (Fc) <_
(|10) (Fsc) sHoR:r CIR NI GAF ,_reee TURNS (MAIN) (96) (F a) "_
___j(,,,) (sCR).DRY,JR AO ,
_ERCEKT LOAD ,, 0 J 100 150 . 200 OPTIONA
---_LI (io0,)LEAKAGeFLux (_fL)(197o)
PT) (102.) TOTAL FLUX/POLE i_PH) (213a)
Ill ) (103o) POLE DENSITY (Bpl) (213b)
(_dk) (113) SHAFTOENSITY .... (Bsh;) (232) .,,
(_!) (137) TOTAL Ni (Ffl) (236) .
I .) !127e) FIELD AMPERES (iffl) (237)
(5!) (1|7*) CUR. DEN. FLD. (_;F_ (239)
(Efnl) (1271)) FIELD VOLTS (Effl) (238)
(_11 _ (111) STA CORe LOSS (Wc ) (185)
(qknl) (1114) STA TOOTH LOeS (Wtfi) (242)
R,)(m) _TATORcu-_Los--'_ (i2R_)(_S)
(-) (11) EODYLOSS ( - _ (246)
, _ _t) IlU_ POLERACELOSS _A) a_)
((2.[RI_ (IN) PIRLD C_L LOSS (G RR)(241)
(,w-) ("Ira) I'&wLoss" (PI,W) (113)
( - ) (194) TOTAL LOSSES ( - ) (2,i7)
(_,-) ( - ) PERCENT EFF. L( ) (_SI) I
J-02
REV. A




HO LOAD SATURATION OUTPUT SHEET
\\,.... (3) (E) I (91) Bt (97) Ft (94) Bc (911) F c (96) Fg
VOLTS STA. TOOTH DENSITY STATOR TOOTH H.I. STA. CORE DENSITY STA. CORE N.I. GAP N.h
_DI_ (102=) C_pt (103o) Bp (104o) f:p (il3) B_ (127) F.I(!ooo)


















',_.)O_n S',_ts (b) C.onstont Slot Wt,_th
--Ibor.-
• .L_ . I
I L,i, ,'1
TYPE 1 _,' T-___ ' ______i TYPE 2(Type 5 is an open _ i
slotwith 1 conductor .-b,-_ h-b,
per slot)
(C) ConstontTooth_clth (,d) Round Slots
b!
/ ___, i_,
bs f°r type 3 is _::_
I
1965021092-174
INSIDE- COIL ROTATING- COIL LUNDE LL GENERATOR
_i ) -- DESIGN " UMBER
_2j ICqA GENERATOR KVA
(3) E 1.2NE VOLTS





(8) IpH PHASE CURRENT
(9) P.F. POWER FACTOR
(ga) Kc ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
(zo), -- LOADPoerrs
(Ii) I d STATOR PUNCHING I.D.
(11a) dr ROTOR O/5.
i
(12) D PUNCHING O.D.
(13) _ GROSS STATOR CORE LENGTH
(14) nv RADIAL DUCTS
(15) bv RADIAL DUCT WIDTH
(16) Ki STACKING FACTOR





(18) MATERIAL- This input is used in selecting the proper mag-
netization curves for stator,
yoke, pole_, and shaft; when dif-
ferent materials are used. Separate spaces are"
provided on the input sheet for each section men-
tioned above. Where curves are available on card
decks, used the proper identifying code. Where
card decks are not available submit data in the
following manner:
The magnetization curve must be available on semi-
log paper. Typical curves are shown in this manual
on Curves F-15 & 16. Draw straight line segments
through the curve starting with zero density. Re-
cord the coordinates of the points where the
straight line segments intersect. Submit these
coordinates as input data for the magnetization
curve. The maximum density point must be sub-
mitted first.
Refer to Figure below for compl_,,te sample
Max.
60 Point _ Sample
© Input Data
50 Straight Line _ff" De,'sJty .___
Segment J/ 1) 55 --
0 i/0027 1.932 2.530 Ini ._rs ection of 40 4.9_ "Straight Line 48 9.0
"g_ 20 // Segments 55 12.0
!
l0 _ J Straight Line
0 V Segment
1
Ampere Turns Per Inch
J-2
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i/J,9) [ k \VA'![<.!I?
I
(21) TYPE OF STATOR SI/.-)r
(22) ALL SLOT DIMENSIONS
(23) Q STATOR S [£}TS
(24) hc DEPTH BELOW SIDTS
(25) q SLOTS PER POLE PER PIiASE
(26) q-s STATOR SLOT PITCH
(27) 7s ] /3 STATOR SLOT PITCH
(28) -- TYPE OF WINDING
(29) -- TYPE OF COIL
(30) ns CONDUCTORS PER SLOT
(31) y THt{OW
(3!a] PER i_TNyFOF PO rJ_2PITCH SPANNED
(32) C PARALL1/; L PATHS
(33) -- STRAND DIA. OR WIDTH
(34) NST NUMBER OF STRANDS PER CONDUCTOR IN DEPTH
(34a) NIST NUMBER OF STRANDS PER CONDUCTOR
(35) db DIAMETER OF BENDER PIN
_e2 COIL EXTENSION BEYOND CORE(36)
(37) hST HEIGtIT OF UNINSULATED STRAND
h ;ST DISTANCE BETWEEN CENTERLINES OF STRANDS IN DEPTH(38)
f IImd IIr ,,
1965021092-177
(39) -- 5TA'IOK COiL S_IL, k'.:JD THIC}_4LSS
'4,): " SK SKEW
"_t) "!-p POLE t':TCH
(42) KSK SKEW FACTOR
(42a) PHASE BELT ANGLE
(43) _ DISTRIBUTION FACTOR
(44) Kp. PITCH FACTOR
(45) ne TOTAL EFFECTIVE CONDJCTORS
(46) ac CONDUCTOR .'.REA OF STATOR WINDING
(47) Ss CURRENT }-,Z'_S1TY
(48) LE END EX_k ION L'_NGTH
(49) _t I/2 MEAN TU!=;N
(50) Xs o C STATOR TEMP oc
(51) _Os RESISTIVITY OF STATOR WINDINGf
_(_S RESISTIVITY OF STATOR WINDLNG(52) t)
(53) RSp H STATOR RESISTAN C_/PI-IASE
(cold)
(54) RSp H STATOR RESISTANCE/PHASE
(hot)
(55) EF EDDY FACTOR TOP
(top)





(57) btm STATOR TOOTH WIDTH
(57a) b_ i/3 STATOR TOOTH WIDTH
(58) bt TOOTH WID'rH AT STATOR I.D. IN INCHES
(59) g MAIN AIR GAP IN I_!CHES
(60) CX REDUCTIO. FACTOR
!.
I KX FACTOR TO ACCOUNT FOR DIFFERENCE in phase current(61)
in co_] sides in same slot.
: (62) A i CONDUCTOR PERMEANCE
(63) K E LEAKAGE REACTIVE FACTOR
(64) '_ E END WINDING PERMEANCE
($4a) /_ z SPECIAL LEAKAGE PERMEANCE - For machines having a
section of the pole that is approximately a ful] pole
pitch wide, an additional leak,-tge permemlce must
['e added to the slot and end-turn le,2,age permem_ces.
This permeance is that of the leakage path h'o::_ one
pole into a tooth top and from tooth top back i,_to the
adjacent pole. The leakage is similar to Zig Zag
leakage and by increasing the stator leakage re-
actance, can reduce the output of the generator
significantly. This same leakage can be used to
J-5
1965021092-179
purposely limit the output of the generator and make
it current limited. The presence of this additional
leakage can be good or bad depending upon what is
wanted from the generator. The important thing





area c.f pole over to._th w;te:l toot}; is ,.,q ,._,_,t ,']ine
20 between pol?s .....................................
?'e- (Cx)_ _/. ._e
ao
This calculation is not program:ned and the value_z must b_,
given as an input ,on the input sheet. If the pole embrace at
tJ,e base of the pole is appreciably less than one, the input for
/_ z is zero. If the pole embrace is near unity, the designer





(65) -- WEIGHT OF COPPER
(66) -- WEIGHT OF STATOR IRON
(6'/) Ks CARTER COEFFICIENT
(68) -- MAIN AIR GAP AREA
(69) ge EFFECTIVE AIR GAP
(70c_ _'-a AIR GAP PERMEANCE
('/I) C 1 THE RATIO OF MAXIMUM FUNDAMENTAL of the fieldform




|(72) CWI WINE ING CONSTANT
(73) C_ POLE CONSTANT
! ('/4) Cl_ FACTORDEMAGNETIZING
(75) Cq CROSS MAGNE&_IZING FACTOR
(76) -- POLE DIMENSIONS -
bp2 = width of pole at edge of stator stack
bpl = width of pole at end
tp2 = thickness of pole at edge of stator stack
tpl. = thickness of pole at end
_co = leiigthof coil











(77) c:_ POLE EMBRACE -
= (%1)+ (bp2_ -_ (76)+ (_6)
2"_"p 2(41)
I77_) -- Items immediately following deal with the calculation of
rotor_ and stator leakage permeances.
Illustrations are included to help identify the
permeance areas and to locate the flux leakage
paths. The computer pr;)gram will handle the
calculation of permeances P1, P2, P3 and P4
either of two ways:
1. P1 through P4 can be calculated by the
computer. For this case, insert 0.0 on
the input sheet for P1 through P4"
2. P1 through P4 can be calculated by the de-
signer. For this case, insert the actual
calculated value on the input sheet for P1J.
through P4.
PermcaJlce P5 and P7 rmst be calculated by tile
designer and the calculated value must be inserted
[
on the input sheet. The computer will not calculate
these two permeance values because of the various




(78) -- ROTOR t COIL AND SHAFT DIMENSIONS - These dimensions




dip = diameter of flux
plate
ou .i,eo,rotor (alsoidenti
_L_-__ 7 i_ f | _-! doc = outside diameter
t ds = outside dia. of
_-_ ] _ l shaft (flux carry-
ing portion)
tfp = thickness of flux
plate
(79) ap I-OLE AREA - The effective cross-sectional area of the pole.
ap= %2)%2)=(70)(76)
(80) P1 POLE HEAD END LEAKAGE - This inputcan be eitber0.0
or the actualvalue ifavailable. Refer to Item (77a)
for explanation.See Figure J-4 for location.
P1 6.28(bp1) ]Pn r--1 = 6.28(76) ,_n (80b)









r?_ . clr - d_p rt = r_.-F-tpl
rz
J-9
(80a) r2 r2 = (dr)- (dip) = (11a)-(78)2 2
(80b) rI rl - (r2) _ (tpl)= (80a),t(76)
(81) P2 POLE HEAD SIDE LEAKAGE - This inputcan be.either0.0
or the actualvalue ifavailable.Refer to Item (77a)
for explanation.See Figure J-5 for location.
£2 (81a)
(81a) /2 LENGTH OF PERMEANCE PATH 2
(82) P3 :-uLE BODY END LEAKAGE - This inputcan be either0.0
or the actualvalue ifavailable.Refer to Item (77a)
for explanation.See Figure J-6 for location.
(82a) -- r3 : (r4)-b___.p)= (80b)-Ft76___)
2 2
(82b)i -- r4 = (rl)- (80b)
J-lO
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P2 POLE HEAD SIDE LEAKAGE
1 _ = 3.19bp?.. 3.19 _p tp_+ (tpl)_ ]
P2 -_. _--_. 2--_-qJ
-- _-p _Ibp1 ; bp_
f
.j _-!












r ......... , _._
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(83) P4 POLE BODY SIDE LEAKAGE - This input can be either 0.0
or the actual value if available. _ to Item (77a)
for explanation. See Figure J-7, J-8 for location.
When (6) _ 4
p4 = 3.19(_p)._n E + (bpl)+ (bP2-)_
_ 3.19(76)7_ l_n F+ (76) +(76)-7.-2(83)
Where (_)= Tp __bpl)_ 2.+(bp2)_=_ (41). (___76)+2(76)_
When (6)< 4
P4 = 3"19(_P)'TT"2 3_n E+ (bpl) +(bp2)'_2('Z)
3.19(76) 3 V (76) + (76)]
- fin C + 2 (83) _J
(84) P5 FIELD COIL LEAKAGE PERMEANCE, ROTOR - This input
can be either 0.0 or the actual value if available.

















. 3.19_8)2 - _74_] 2
(86) P7 STATOR TO COIL YOKE LEAKAGE - This input can be eithe
0.0 or the actual value if available. Refer to Item




(87) Equations immediately tollowing, deal with the
saturation at no-load. Whe1_ _o-load saturation
.- data is desired for different voltages, insert i.
on the input sheet for "no-load saturation". Th2
computer will then calculate no-load saturatiol,
points at 80, 90, i00, II0, 120, 130, 140. 150,
and i "0% of rated volts. If only the saturation






















(88) @? TOTAL FLUX in Ktlolines
(91) Bt TeeTH DENSITY in Ktlolines/tn2
(92) _I FLUX PER POLE in Kilolines
(94) Bc CORE DENSITY in Kilolines/in 2
(95) Bg GAP DENSITY in Kilolines/in 2
(98) Fg AIR GAP AMPERE TURNS
(97) F T STATOR TOOTH AMPERE TURNS
(98) F c STATOR CORE AMPERE TURNS
(98a) Fs STATOR AMPERE TURNS_ total
(99) _7 LEAKAGE FLUX FROM THE STATOR TO THE FLUX PLATE
AT THE END OF THE ROTOR - The same flux leaks from
the rotor to the stator on one side & leaks out from
the sta*or to the rotor on the other side. This flux
does not pass through ,the air gap but does pass
through the rotor shaft and flux plates.







(100a)_2 LEAKAGE FLUX - at no load
= x10-
= (160a)__(96 )+ 2(97) (98)_x 10-3
(102a) _)_PT TOTAL FLUX PER POLE - at no load
2(¢4) 2(too.a)
_PT = {_P + _ (92)+ (6)
(103a) Bp POLE DENSITY - The apparent flux density at the base of the
pole.
Bp - (OPT) _ (102a)
'r (ap)
(104a) Fp POLE AMPERE TURNS- at no load. The ampere turns per
pole required to force the flux through the pole and
flux plate at no load rated voltage. In general the
flux plate density is kept fairly low and its ampere
,, turns can be neglected. The no load pole ampere
i turns per pole are calculated as the product of _0p)l
i times the NI per inch at the density (Bp). Use mag-
netization curve submitted per Item (18) for rotor.
= (76)p)k up on rotorm_etl_tlon eurvq
en in (le) @de.Jity(zosa)
J-22
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(III) (_SH FLUY IN SHAFT AhnD END PLATES - at no load.
_SH = (OPT) _P--_+ _ "I"_52
(102a) (_.)- , (99)  (118)
NOTE: No provision is made for calculating the
density in the end flux plates. Make (he
plates thick enough that the periphery of the
pole at its base times the thickness of the
plate is equal to the cross-sectional area
of the pole at its junction with the plate.
(113) BSH FLUX DENSITY OF SHAFT - at no load.
BSH - (_SH) _ (III)
-(as--T--_-)
Where as ffi7r(ds)2 = 7r(78)24 4
(114) FSH AMPERE TURNS DROP IN SHAFT AT BS
FSH =_SH _I/in @ density (BSH_
= (78) _ook up on shaft magnetization curv_
_ given in (18) at density (113)
(118) 4 5 LEAKAGE FLUX ACROSS COIL AT NO LOAD (Kilolines)
= (84)[2(96)• 2(97)° (98)• _.(1o_)].__x10-3
, J -23
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(127) FNL TOTAL AMPERE TURNS - at no load. The tot_.! ampere turns
per pole required to produce rated voltage at no load.
!
(127_) IFN L NO LOAD FIELD CURRENT
FNL (127)
IFNL = -[qF - -_T
(127b) EFt4% NO LOAD FIELD VOLTS PER COIL
EFNL- (]FNI) (RF(cold))
= (127a)(154)
(127c) SF CURRENT DENSITY IN FIELD CONDUCTOR,- At **oload
[
(128) A AMPERE CONDUCTORS per inch
4
(I29) X REACTANCE FACTOR
(130) X_ LEAKAGE REACTANCE of the stator
XI " (X) i) (/ke)+ (,A
- (129)[_62)+(64)+(64,_
/_ z is explained under item (64a) and should be
i zero _ most designs.
"i'
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(131) Aad REACTANCE - direct axis
(132) Xaq REACTANCE - quadrature axis
(133) Xd SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE
(134) Xq SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE - quadrature axis
(145) Vr PERIPHERAL SPEED
(146) NF NUMBER OF FIELD TURNS
(14"]) J[tF MEAN LENGTH OF FIELD TUR/_
1965021092-202
(148) -- FIELD CONDUCTOR DIA OR WIDTH in inches
(149) -- _IEI_ CONDUCTOR THICKNESS in inches - Set this item -- 0.
for rouna conductor.
(150) Xf°C FIELD TEMP IN °C
(151) pf RESISTIVITY of fieldconductor@ 20°C in micro ohm-inches.
(152) Df RESISTIVITY of field conductor at xfOc
(hot)
}I (153) acf CONDUCTOR AREA OF FIELD WINDING
i! (154) Rf COLD HELD RESISTANCE @ 20°C
::I (cold)
Ri (cold) = (./Of) (Nf) (Jtf) x 10-6 - (151) (148)_1_) x 10-6(acf)
(155) Rf HOT FIELD RESISTANCE - Calculated at Xf°C (103)
(hot)
10-6¢Nf) (146)(I,.4.7)10-____6Rf(hot)--(_fhot) -(152) X(acf) (133)
(156) --- WEIGHT OF FIELD COIL in Ibs.
#,so_cop_.r: .s21(1,zf)(_t_)(_f)
= . 39.1(146) (14/)(153)
Also refer to note given in item (65).
1 _(15'/) -- WEIGHT OF ROTOR IRON
i (leO) x_ rm_ _Z RF_CT_CZ
J-29 --
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Pe : P [P1  P24,. P3 P4]
: (6) _0)'V (81) _ (82) (83_
(161) Lf FT_LD SELF INDUCTANCE
(6 3)(7Oc) (161. 10-8
(161f ),F ROTOR LEAKAGE PERMEANCE per inch of stator stack
_F: Pe = (160a).
(166) _du UNSATURATED TRANSIENT REACTANCE
?
(16'/) '_ d SATURATED TRANSIENT REACTANCE
t!
(168) X d SUBFRANSIENT REACTANCE in direct axis
X" d = (X'd) = (16/)
tt
(169) X q SUBTRANSIENT REACTANCE in quadrature axis
t!
x q - (Xq)- 11s4)
(170) X2 NEGATIVE SEQUENCE REACTANCE
(172) X0 ZERO SEQUENCE REACT._$NCE




t(176) T do OPEN CIRCUIT TIME CONSTANT
(177) Ta ARMATURE TiME CONSTANT
(178) T d TRANSIENT TIME CONSTANT
e,
(179) T d SUBTRANSIENT TI1/IE CONSTANT
(180) FSC SHORT CIRCUIT AMPERE TURNS =_Xd) _Fg_ (133)2 (96)
(181) SCR SHORT CIRCUIT RATIO
(182) I2RF FIELD I2R
(183) F&W FRICTION & WIND.%.OE LOSS
(184) WTNL STATOR TEETH LOSS
(185) W c STATOR CORE LOSS









(194) .T2R STATOR I2R - at no lo_d.
(195) i -- EDDY LOSS - at no load.
(196) -- TOTAL LOSSES - at no load. Sum of all h _ses.
Total losses : (Field I2R) + (F&W) + (Stator Teeth Loss)
+ (Stator Core Loss) + (Pole Face Loss)




! (196a) I_]_ LEAKAGE FLUX PER POLE at 100% load
(198) ed
i (19a_;0
(207) _TL STATOR TO ROTC]_ FLUX LEAKAGE at full load.
_TL = (P7) _ed)(Fg) + (FpL) +
(FT)_l+(cos t)l+ (Fc_ xlO -3
= (86) E198)(96) + (213c) +
(97) [1.+ (9] + (98_x 10.3
(213) _L FLUX PER POLE at I_ load
(z_) _ To'r,,ALF_LUXPERpOLEat lo0%load
2(¢_) . (218).2(198a)
_IPTL "_L + (1_) (6)







_i,i i (213C) FpL AMPERE TURNS PER POLE at 100% load
i
= (76) FLook up ampere turns/inch on rot_"i
]magnetization curve Oven in (18) at I
_.density (213b) J
(226) @5L LEAKAGE FLUX ACROSS COIL AT FULL LOAD (Kilolines)
OSL = P5 E2ed Fg + 2FpL i- 2F T (1  cos9) *
Fc] 10-3
= (84) [2(198)(96).i 2(213_.)+ 2(97)(1 • (9_ +
(98)_ x 10-3
_l (231a,) I_SHL -_ I_I_TL (-_ + (1717L)  (i_15L)= (213a) (26-26---)) (207) + (226);t
i
:j (232) BSHL SHAFT FLUX DENSITY at full load.
(233) FSH L AMPERE TURN DROP IN SHAFT at full lord
FSHL =JSH FNL/in on shaft magnetization curve aq[ Aidensity(nSHL)




(236) FFL TOTAL AMPERE TURNS PER POLE at 100% load - The tot
ampere turns per pole required to produce rated 1¢
FFL = 2_edXFg)+ _ +_cos _FT)+(Fc)+(FPL_+(FSHL )
(237) IFF L FIELD CURRENT at 100% load
_ IFF L = (FFL)/(N F) = (236)/(146)
(238) EFF L FIELD VOLTS at 100% load
(239) SFL CURRENT DENSITY at 100% load
(2,tl) I2RFI_ FIELD I2R at 100% load
(242) WTF I STATOR TEETH LOSS at 100% load
(243) WpFI. POLE FACE LOSS at 100o/oload
(245) I_RT. STATOR I2R at 100% load
(246) -- EDDYLOSS
(247) -- TOTAL LOSSES at 100% load - sum of all losses at 100% 1¢
Total Losses = (Field I2R) + (F&W) + (Stator Teeth Loss)
+ (Stator Core Loss) + (Pole Face Loss).
+ (Stator I2R) + (Eddy Loss)
- (241)+ (183)+ (2_)+ (ls5) + (243)+ (_45)+ (246)
(248) -- RATING IN KILOWATTS at 100_ load
J-_OJ
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I(249) -- RATINGAND LOSSES
(250)-- % LOSSES
(251) -- % EFFICIENCY
Ii These items can be recalculated for any load condition
by simply inserting the values that correspond to the %
; load being calculated.
•t .. Values for F&W (183)and W C (StatorCore Loss) (185)








INPU _ AUXILIARY DATA 8HEET
Auxiliary Information taken from the desi_m mp.nuals to be used in conjunction wlth input sheets for
L'_wenlence.
A. All dimensions for lengths, widths, and dlamet_rs are to be given in inches.
B. Resistivity inputs, Items (141) and (151) are to be given in mlcro-ohm-inches.
The following iiems along with an explanation of each are tabulated here for convenience. For complete
explPnaflon of each item number, refer to design manuals.
M_m NO. Explanation
(9) P,_ver factor to he given in per unit. For example for 90_ P.F., insert .90__,
• Adjustment Factor - For P.F. (.95 insert 1.0(9a)
For P.F. ) .95 insert 1.0___55
/"
) (16) Optional Load Point -- Where load data output is required at a point other than those given!
as standard on the input sheet. Example: For load data output at 155% load, insert 1.55____.
I (14) Number of radial ducts in stator.(15) Width of radial ducts used in Item (14).
{ - (18) MagneUzation curve of mqierlal used to be mlbmltted as defined in Rem (18).
t, + (19) Watts/Lb. to be taken from a cox'e loss curve at the density given in Item (20) (8taior).
(20) Density in kiinlin(,s/ir, .'l, This value must correspond to density used to pick _m (19)
I- usually use '/7.4 Ku'_2+
F (21) Type o_ slot - For open slot Type A, insert 1.0_..
For parUally open slot Type B with constant slot wldth_ insert 2.0_..
i For partially open slot Type C with constant tooth width, insert 3.0.
• _ For round slot TyPe D, insert 4.0_.._.
, For additional information, refer to figure adjacent to input sheet which
shows a l_tctm'e of each slot.
(12) For stator slot dimevslon - for dimensions that do not qpply to the slot insert 0.0____.
Use 1_able below as _ for input.
Slot Type
._m.._J Re__m t..3.._2 s 4__
bo (22) O. 0 * *
i bl 0.0 0.0 * ",
b.j 0.0 0.0 * O. ,'
I+_ b3 0.0 0.0 * 0.v
: I_ * * P *
bo 0.0 * * *
hI * * * O.0
_ * 0.0 0.0 O.OIql * * 0.0 O.O
, hll * * * *
ht O.O e * 0.0
hv O.O * * 0.0





(28) Type of winding - for wye connect_l winding insert 1.0..
for delta connected winding insert 0.0.
(29) Type of coil - for formed wound (rect. wire), insert 1.0..___.
for random wound (round wire) insert 0.0.
(30) Slotsspamled - Example - for slot span of I-I0, insert9.0.
(33) For round wire insert diameter. For rectangular wire insert wire width.
(34) Strands per conductor in depth only.
(34a) Total strands per conductor in depth and width.
(35) Diameter of coil head forming pin. Insert .25 for stator O.D. <8 inches; .
Coil _ Pin
J
Insert . 50 for stator O.D. _8 in.
(37) Use vertical height of strand for round wire, insert 0.0_.__.
(38) Distance between centerline of strands in depth. Insulation _ h'st
(39) Stator strand thiclmess -- use narrowest dimension of the two dimensions given for a
rectsPgul ar wire. For round wire insert 0.0.
(40) Stator slot skew in inches.
(42a) Phase belt angle - for 60 ° phase belt, insert 600.
for 120° phase belt, insert 120 ° .
(48) See explanation of items (71), (72), (73), (74) and (75). Same appHe_ here.
(87) W'nen no load saturation output data is requiredat various voltages, insert 1.0.
When no load sa,_ration information is not required, insert 0.0.
(137) Damper bar thiclmess -- use damper bar slot height for rectangular bar. For round
bar insert 0.0_._.._.
(138) Number of damper bars per pole.
(140) Damper bar pitch in inches.
(148) For round wire insert diameter. For rectangular wire insert wire width.
(149) For rectangular wire insert wire thiclmess. For round wire insert 0.0___.
(187) Pole face loss factor. For rotor lamination thickness .028 in. or less, insert 1.17..___.
For rotor lamination thiclmess .029 in. to .063 in. insert 1.75_.._._.
FOr rotor lamination thickness .064 in. to .125 insert 3.5._.
For solid rotor insert 7.0.
(71) _ I the values of these constants are available, insert the actual number. _ they are





INSIDE-COIL, STATIONARY-COIL LUNDELL GENERATOR
COMPUTER DESIGN 'INPUT)
MODEL EWO DE SIGH NO (1)
(2) _'VA GENERATOR KVA " RATIO MAX TO MIN OF f:UND (71) CI
(3) ; E LINE VOLTS I WINDING CONSTANT (72) Cw
(4) [._.ph PHASE VOLTS ' POLE CONSTANT (73) Cp z
(5) m PHASES END EXTENSION' ONE TURN (48) LE u'/
m (50) f _RE'QUENCY DEHAGNETIZATION FACTOR (74) Cm Z)- O
Lu (6) p POLES cross MAGNETIZING FACTOR (75) Cq U
,7)r- RPM POLE EMBRACE .... (77) oc4( i i
eL (8) ilph PHASE CURRENT WIDTH OF POLE (NARROW END) (76) b P1
(9) PF POWER FACTOR WIDTH OF POLE (WIDE END) (76) bp2 N
- "_' O
.(9a) , Kc ADJ. FACTOR POLE THICKNESS (NARROW. END) (76) t PI o1"
(10) OPTIONAL LOAD POINT POLE THICKNESS (WIDE END) (76) t P2 _c
(11) d STATOR I.D. POLE LENGTH (76) _ p
x (12) D STA_rOR O.O. ROTOR DIAMETER (11a) dr OG.U
(13) GROSS CORE LENGTH WEIGTH OF ROTOR IRON (157) - ).,, . ,
c_ (14) nv NO. OF DUCTS ,,,, POLE FACE LOSS FACTOR, (187) iKi
O1_(15) by LWi'O_l'HOF DUCT SHAF-TO.D,(FLUXCARRY|NG PAINT (78) dj u.
'( ' ' ' ' " 'le 't"
_ 116) ;KI STACKING ,FACTOR(STAT.OR) .... SHAFT LENGTH .... , (78) _ tk
(19) k ; WATTS/LB. PERM OF LEAKAGE P_TH I (80) P1
(20) B ' DENSITY ' PERM OF LEAKAGE PATtt 2 (9|) P2
(21) TYPE OF SLOT PERM OF LEAKAGE ,:_fH 3 (82') P3 ..... |1_
(2_2) _'o SLOT OPENING . P'E'RM OF LEARAGE P;. _'14 (83) P4
uJ
(22) ;b 1 SLO r WIDTH TOP _'E,RM OF LEAKAGE PATH 5 (84) PS :E
(22) b 2 PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 7 (86) Lp7 t,,
'(22) b3 LENGTH OF PERM PATH ! (80a) ._ 1 O.
" _ '(2:2) bs SLOTWIOTH LENGTHOFPERMPATi_t'2 (61a) L_2
(22) b o LENGTH OF PERM P'A'TH 3 (820) _ 3
Oi.. (22) h 'l ....... OU"_SIDE DIA. OF FIELD COIL (78) dco
. _- (22) h2 ,,, LENG'TH OF FIELOCOIL (76) _co
,n (22) k3 .... NO. OF FI I_LD TURNS/COIL (146) NF
.... °(22) h j SLOT DEP'I:;! MEAl4 LENGTH OF FLU. TURN (147) ef ..J.......... UJ
(_2) h_, FLO. COND. DIA. OR WIDTH ..... (148) _"
.- (22) !i_v "PLD. COND. THICKNESS (149)
(23) Q HO_.OF SLOTS i" ,, FLD. TEMP IN'OC (IS0) IXfo C
(28) TvpE OF,W.DG. -., RESISTIVITY OF FLD. COND # 20° _1511 I)t:_ fII
(29) TYPE OF COIL NO LOAD SAT. (87)
"i (30) n. COI_DUCTORS/SLOT .... FRIC"I"ION & WIN'DAGE " (183) (F&W)
_'_-- i[_'c SLOTS SPANNED SPECIAL PERMEANCE _O_ .'_t Z
m
(32) PARALLEL CIRCUITS TATOR LAN ATERIAL !]C) .-.d
(33) STRAND DIA. OR WIDTH POLE MAT'ERIAL "' _18)
2[ ........
i - (34) N st STRANDS/CONDUCTOR IN DEPTH SHAFT MA'I:ER_AL (18) _,_m,,,mOZ_ (34a) N'gt STRANDS/CONDUCTOR ..... " ......
(39) STATGR STRAI_O T'KHS.
.) dS OlA.OFem
_ (36) J_e2 COtL EXT. STR.PORT "
v_ (37) kst UNIM$. STIED. HT.
(38) h'.t DIST. BTWN. C L OF STD.' STATOR SLOT POLE
42e) PHASE BELT ANGLE DAMPER SLOT REMARKS
(40) [7"_k STATOR SLOT SKEW
50) X oC STATOR TEMP eC
($1) .Z) s RES'TVY STA. COND.e :10_ C
I
_71) _ .:1 AXlALLENGTHOFGAP(|:I)
(711) d.3 DIAMETER AT GAP (_3)
n. f711) ia_) DIAMETER AT GAP (112)41 , ,,, m
O (59) p MAIN AIR GAP ,,, ,, u ,,,
[Sta) i,I AUXILIARY GAP (1_2) DESIGNER , DATE
o




_(_)O_n Slots (b) Constont .SlotW|dth
-'1 bo r--
o [
TYPE I -- TYPE 2(Type 5 is an open L -----J
slot with I conductor
per slot) .-bo-.J _.--b,--J
(c) Constont lomb _l_h (d)qound Slots
t'-t, -_








INSIDE-COIL, STATIONARY-COIL LUNDELL GENERATOR
SUMMARYOF DESIGN CALCULATIONS (OUTPI)T)
MODEL NO. EWO DESIGN NO.
{17) {_,) SOLID CORE LENGTH CARTER COEFFICIENT (67) (Ka)
_._ DEPTH BELOW SLOT EFFECTIVE AIR GAP (69) (ge)
(26) ('_',) SLOT PITCH :_ F UND/MAX OF FLD. FLUX ('-7i"i (C I )
(2_ ('/'st/]) sLoT PITCH I/3 DIST. UP ........ WINDING CON._T. !(72) {Cw)
(42) (Kik) SKEW FACTOR _ POLE CONST. {73) (C._..
(43) (K d ) DIST. FACTOR END, EXT. ONE TURN (48) (LE)
(44) (Kp) PITCH FA"CTOR DFMAGNETIZING FACTOR (74) (CM)
(4S) ('_ *) EFF. CONDUCTORS CROSS/,;AGNETIZING FACTOR (75) (C _)
t/<: (a c ) COND, AREA AMP COND IN (128) (A)
(4,; (Ss) CURRENT DENSITY(STA,) I REACTANCE FACTOR (129) (X)
(49) (_t) !/2 MEAN TURN LENGTH !LEAKAGE Ri_ACTANCE (1"0) (X x)
(53) (REI_) COLD STA, RES. • 20 °C REACTANCE OF S (131) (Xed)
(54) (REh) HOT STA, RES, • X o C AA_ATURE REACTION ]L (132) (xN)
(ss) (EFtoF) EDDY FACTORTOP SYNREACTOIRECTAXl; (1.13) (Xd) ":
i {56) (EFbe t) EDDY FACTOli SOT " SYNREACTQUADAXIS (134) (X q)
(62) (/_ I ) STATOR COND. PERM. FIELD LEAKAGE REACT (160) (_f)
(63) (/_.) END PERM. FIELD SELF INDUCTANCE .. (161) (LI)
" (6S) ( ) WT. OF STA COPPER UNSAT. TRANS. REACT (166) (_.'*au,'
(66) ( ) WT. OF STA. IRON .... SAT. TRANS.RE_4CT (167) (X' d)
* (41) (Tp) :POLE I_ITClt -- SUB.TRANS, REACTDIRECTA;,. ( 1_) ( X ' '1 _ )
(157) ( - ) WT. OF ROTOR IRON SUE. TRANS REACT QUAD AX. (?69) (X" s)
,,,,, (:45) (Y,) PERIPHERAL SPEED NEG SEQUENCE RE AC__ (170) _X3 )
/ (153) (oCF) FLD. COND, AREA ZERO SEQUENCE REACT (1T, t) (X,)
1(154) (R F ) I COLD FLD. RES. • 3_ ° C .... OPa_N CiR. "rlME'COHST. (176) (Ta,) ,
_i(1SS)(RF) !HOT FLD. RES. eX°C ' . AR_TIMECONST"-_" (177) (T,)
(156) ( - ) WT OF FLD. COPPER . TRA_S T.mMECONST. _ 1175) (l"'d)
(80) (PI) PEAM OF LEAKAGE PATH 1 SUB TRAiV TIME CONST. (179) (T"d)
(81) (P2) PERU OF LEAKAGE PATH 2 .... ....... I]'OTAL "LUX ._VO) __.._.
! (82) |PS) PERU OF LEAKAGE PATH 3 .... L_ FLUX PER POLE (93) ---_-L_ Z
._ (83) (P4) PERU OF LEAKAGE PATH 4 GAP DENSITY (MAIN) (9S) (B_) C)
(64) (Ps) PERU OF LEAKAGE PATH ._ TOOTH UEmlTY _91) (Br) "_ "1.4
(86) (P7) PERU OF LEAKAGE PATH 7 CORE DENSITY (94: (.6t;) _.m . -- ,,.., IIJ
(160) (FSC) SHORT CIR NI TOOTH AMPERF TURNS (97._.L(F_._L._
(181) (SCR) SHORT CIR RATIO _ CORE AMPERE TURNS (98)_.L ....... GAP AMPERE TURNS (/_AiH) (96) (Fq)PERCENTLOAD 0 ;00 _0 200 OFT_
"-- _j[ ; (100,)LEAKAGE F'LUK _'_)(i97a) ....
((_pt) (103a) TOTAL FLUX/POLE ...... _ (213o)
iB p) (103n) POLE DENSITY 6pl ) (213b) ......
__e12) _I=) AUKO^F(g_)O"mIT_ lb=.)(ZM)
(%3) (119) AUXGAP(o3)OENSITY ..... :6i3fl)(230) ...............
,S#) !_!3) SHAFTHmITT :_1) all)
Fnl ) (127) TOTAL HI ....... '(Ffl ) (236) ....... J
knl ) (137a) FI'_ D AMPERES (lffl) (237)
o__; ) _ZT,)cu_.o_,.;LO_ " _ ) (,3,)
: t,.I),...,,Lo VOLTS .......(E )me)- iii ....
._l{wql) (11i) STA CORE LOS:, (We) (11S)
"et•l )-(iM) S'£A TOOTH LOSS (lfff I ) (242)
_I=R.)(IN.) s!._TORcu,Loss .... .... (l_R.)a_) __
- ) (19S) ED[,)Y LOSS ( - ) (244)
"(WMI )(184) POLE FACE LOSS (IF_R) G14_I)
i ( I ;_RI )(| la) "FI r'_j- COiL LOSS ..... iI,1RI) (141) ,_
',F&W)(ill) P&WLOSS IF&W)(.ll) ,




i .. K-03 ...
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INSIDE-COIL, STATIONARY-COIL LUNDELL
NO LOAD SATURATION OUTPUT SHEET
VOLTS GAP DENSITY DENSITY Ig2) DENSITY 103) STA CORE DENSITY STA TOOTK DE















(I) -- DESIGN NUMBER
(2) KVA GENERATOR KVA
{ (3) E LINE VOLTS





"1 (8) IPI_ PHASE CURRENT
(9) P.F. POWERFACTOR
:J
_ (9a) Kc ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
:i
,_ (10) -- LOAD POINTS
(11) d STATOR PUNCHING I.D.
(11a)% ROTORO.D.
(12) D PUNCHING O.D.
u
(I_"_, " GROSS STATOR CORE LENGTH
! (14) nv RADIAL DUCTS
"_ i (15) bv RADIAL DUCT WIDTH
(16) Ki STACKING FACTOR




MATERJ_ o Tht_ input is used in selecting the proper m._-
neUzatton curves for stator, pole)shaft; when dif-
ferent materials are used. Separate spaces are"
provided on the input sheet for each section men-
tioned above. Where curves are available on card
decks, used the proper identifying code. Where
card decim are not available submit data in the
following manne_-:
The nmgnetizaflou curve must be available on semi-
logo paper. Typical curves are shown in this manual
on Curves_15 an_6. Draw straight line segments
through the curve starting with zero density. Re-
cord the coordinates of the points where the
straight line segments intersect. Submit these
coordinates as input data for the magnetization
curve. The maximum densitypoint must be sub-
mitred first.




50 StraightLine _ _ NI
30 6 40 4.9
_4r " S_aight Line 7 48 9.0
_ Segments
20 8 55 12,0
10 ] Straight Line
/_ segment
o
Ampere Turns Per Inch
K-2
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t (19) k WATTS," LB
i (20) B DENSITY
, (21) TYPE OF STATOR SLOT
!
" (22) ALL SLOT DIMENSIONS
!
' _ (23) Q STATOR SLOTS
(24) I_: DEPTH BELOW SLOTS
(25) q SLOTS PER POLE PER PHASE
(26) _'_s STATOR SLOT PITCH
(27) _s 1'/_ STATOR SLOT PITCH
(28) -- TYPE OF WINDING
(29) -- TYPE OF COIL
(30) ns CONDUCTORS PER SLOr
(31) y THROW
(31a) PER UNIT OF POLE PITCH SPANNED
(32) C PARALLEL PATHS
(33) -- STRAND DIA. OR V,qDTH
(34) NST NUMBER OF STRANDS PER CONDUCTOR IN DEPTH
(34a) NIST NUMBER OF STRANDS PER CONDUCTOR
(35) db DIAMETER OF BENDER PIN
I (36) _e2 COIL EXTENSION BEYOND CORE
-_ (37) hST HEIGHT OF UNINSUL&TED STRAND




(39) -- STATOR COIL STRAND THICKNESS
(40) '_SK SKEW
(41) '_p POLE PITCH
"(42) 1 KSK SKEW FACTOR
(42a)I PHASE BELT ANGLE
i
(43)! I(d DISTRIBUTION FACTOR
(44) Kp P1TCH FACTOR
(45) ne TOTAL EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS
(46) ac CONDbCTOR AREA OF STATOR WINDING
(47) SS CURRENT DENSITY
(48) LE END EXT.ENSION LENGTH
(49) _t 1/2MEANTURN
, (50) Xs o C STATOR TEMP oc
(51) _R RESISTIVITY OF SI_ATORWINDING
/-
t- (52) RESISTIVITY OF STATOR WINDING)
(53) RSp H STATOR RESISTANCE/PHASE(cold)
(54) RSp H STATOR RESISTANCE/PHASE(hot)
i (55) EF EDDY FACTOR TOP
i_ (top)
! (56) EF EDDY FACTOR BOTTOM(bot)
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(57) btm STATOR TOOTH WIDTH
(57a) bt 1/3 STATOR TOOTH WIDTH
(58) bt TOOTH WIDTH AT STATOR I.D.
(59) g MAIN AIR GAP in inches
(59a) g2 AUXILIARY GAP_ INNER- in inches
(59b) g3 AUXILIARY GAP_ OUTER - in inches
(60) CX REDUCTION FACTOR
! (61) KX FACTOR TO ACCOUNT FOR DIFFERENCE in phase current
in coil sides in same slot.
t
(62) A i CONDUCTOR PERMEANCE
(63) KE LEAKAGE REACTIVE FACTOR for end turn
(64) )%E END WINDING PERMEANCE
(64a) A z SPECIAL LEAKAGE PERMEANCE - For machines
having a section of the pole that is approxi-
mately _ full pole-pitch wide, an addition,%l
leakage permeance must be added to the
I slot and end-turn leakage permeances.
This permeance is that of the leakage path
_ from one pole into a tooth top and from tooth
"] top back into the adjacent pole. The leakage
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(64a) Cont'd. is similar to Zig Zag 1eaimge and by In-
creasing the stator leakage reactance, can
reduce the oulput of the generator significantly.
This same leakage can be used to purposely
limit the output of the generator and make it
current limited. The presence of this ad-
ditional leakage can be good or bad depending
upon what is wanted from the generator. The
important thing is for the designer to be aware
that it is there.
In many cases, the designer should estimate
the specific permeances _z since the pole base
will be more or less than a full pole pitch wide





i m nterl e
20 ("_P - bpl) (l.2 tEp) (_p__pl)
(65) -- WEIGHT OF COPPER
(66) --. WEIGHT OF STATOR IRON - in Ibs.
(67) Ks CARTER COEFFICIENT
(68) Ag MAIN AIR GAP AREA






170) _g2 AREAOF AUXILIARYAIR GAP
, )2
Ag2- __dg 2 _ _r (87)2
(70a) Ag 3 AREA OF OUTER AUXILL&RY AIR GAP
Ag3 = )r(dg 3) ( f g3_ : (87) (87)
(71) C1 THE RATIO OF MAXIMUM FtFNDAMENTAL of the t'ield
form to the actual maximum of the field ivrm -
(72) Cw WINDING CONSTANT
(73) Cp POLE CONSTANT
(74) C M DEMAGNETIZING FACTOR - directaxis
(75) Cq CROSS MAGNETIZING FACTOR - quadrature axis
I (76) POLE DIMENSION LOCATIONS
bp2 - widthof poleat edge of statorstack(wideend).
bpl - widthofpole atend (narrow end).
tp2 - thiclmessofpole atedge of statorstack.
tpl - thiclmess of pole at evd.
i _ co length of coil.

















(77) o_ POLE EMBRACE
o( - (bpl)* %2) = (_) _ 176)
2 (_'p) 2 (41)
Itemsimmediatelyfollowing,dealwiththecalculation
(77a)
of rotor and stator leakage permeances. Illusti'ations
are included to help identify the permeance areas and
paths of the leakage fluxes. The computer program will
hmtdle the permeance calculations either of two, _:_ys:
1) Pl through P7 can be calculated by the computer.
For this case, insert 0.0 on the input sheet.
2) P1 through P7 crm _ calculated by the designer.
For this case, insert the actual calculated value
on the input sheet.
Permeance calculations P1 through P7 are all based
on the equations
p = u (area)
Where u - 3.19
Area fficross-sectional area perpendicular to ,_
._ ffilength of permeance leakage path
Many of the equations used in this section are taken
from Roter's "Electronmgnetic Devices". Refer to
the appendix for an explanation of each condition.
1[-8
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(78) ROTOR AND STATOR DIMENSIONS
_g3 " axiallengthofairgap (g3)
dg3 - diameteratairgap (g3)
dg2 - d_meter ofthecirclecontainingfluxingap (g2)
ds diameterofshaft(equaltocoilinsidediameter)
SH " length of shaft (flux carrying portio:._
tfp - thtclmess of flux plate
doc - out3kle diameter of coil
_co - length of coil (axial length)









(79) ap POLE AREA - The effective cross sectional area of the pole.
-- (bp2)(tp2); (76)
(80) PI POLE HEAD END LEAKAGE - This input can be either 0..__O0
or the _ctual value ff available. Refer to _em 86
, for explanation. See Figure K._for location.
P1 "- 3.19 (bpl) (tpl) = 3.19 (76) (76)
J_1 (80a_
I (80a) _, LENGTH OF PERMEANCE PATH Pl " _I is the length ofT
permeance path Pl and must be "obtained from design
layout. Note this value (_1) must appear as a
input when P1 "-0.0
(81) P2 POLE HEAD SIDE LEAKAGE - This input can be either 0.0
or the actual value if available. Refer to item 86
i
for explanation. See Flgurek_for location.
P2 =.3.19 [(tpl) 4"(tp2)] (_p)
(12)
= 3.19 [(76)4- (76)] (76)
_- (81a)
(Sla) _. LENGTH OF PERMEANCE PATH P2 " _2 isthe lengthof
permeance p_th P2 and must be obtained from design
layout. Note: Tiffs value (_ 2) must appear as an











Fp Fg Ft Fc F F F_
" _ " _ J "-- _7--- l
l"is.K-?
............. _ 11......... _ - _ .... -_.;......", • r
.... i
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(82) P3 POLE UNDERSIDE TO FLUX PLATE LEAKAGE PERMEANCE -
This.input can be e_ther 0.0 or the actual v_e _f




(82a) _ = LENGTH OF PERMEANCE PATH P3 - _3 is the length of
i permeance path P3 and must be obtained from design
layout. Note: This value ( _ 3) must appear as an
input when P2 -" 0.__O0
(83) P4 POLE UNDERSIDE TO POLE UNDERSIDE LEAKAGE
PERMEAI_E
This input can be either 0.0 or tile actual value ifl -
I available. Refer to item 77a for explanation. See
Figure _b for location.
For 6 poles or more i.e. when (6) _ 6 calculate
as follows:




For 4 poles i.e. when (6} - 4 calculate as follows:
*P4 - 3.19 (,p) _ in_4-(bpl_-_(bp2) ]
=3.19(76)-3 ]n_. (76)_3(76___7" 2
(84) P5 FIE LD COIL LEAKAGE PERMEANCE - This input can be
either 0.0 or the actual value if available. Refer
to item 77a for explanation. See Figure F-7 for
location.
PS= 3"19(-_co)"F_1°c)2-- (ds)2] _"_ 3
(86) P7 STATOR TO ROTOR LEAKAGE PERMEANCE - This input
can be either 0.0 or the actual value if available.






_ (87) The next set of calculations deals with the no load
! saturation. When the no load saturation
data is requized at various voltages, insert
1. on the input sheet for "No Load Sat. ".
l The computer will then calculate the
complete no load saturation curve at 80, 90,
I 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, '50, and 160%of
r_tted volts. When complete saturation data!
is not necessary, insert 0. on the input













(88) (_T TOTAL FLUX IN KILO LINES
(91) Bt T_71"H DENSITY inKilo Lines/in 2
(92) _ FLUX PER POLE in Kilo Lines
(94) B c CORE DENS1TY in Kilo IAnes/in 2
(95) Bg GAP DENSITY in Kilo Lines/in 2
(96) Fg AIR GAP AMPERE TURNS
(97) FT STATOR TOOTH AMPERE TURNS
(98) F c STATOR CORE AMPERE TURNS
(98a) F s STATOR AMPERE TURNS, total
(99) 07 STATOR TO SHAFT AND FLUX PLATE LEAKAGE FLUX -; ,
•_ The leakage flux from the stator to the yoke
and rotor, all of which crosees the auxiliary
. airgaps (g2)and (gs)
(_7 ffi_FP)+(Fg) )_(P7) x 10 -3
: [.(104a)4"196)4-(97) 4-(98)___._(86) x 10 "s
i The items to follow are to be
calculated for variable loa Is. The first set
:i x-18
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of calculations are at no load. These cal-
culations will then be repeated for 100%
load. Any variation in load
would be a repeat of the 100% load c_dcula-
tions with the proper percent load inserted.
(100a) _ ROTOR LEAKAGE FLUX - at no load
0 l = (p) (Fg)+2(F T) +(F c
¢ (6)_.2(96)*2(97)_"(98)_
_80)* (81).(8_),(83_xIo_
(102a) 0pT TOTAL FLUX PER POLE - at no load
:
t (103a) Bp POLE DEN_TY in Kilolines per square inch.
"I Z-19
i{
....... ,,t,, F_ -........
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(104a) Fp POLE AMPERE TURNS - at :1o load. The ampere turns
per pole required to force the flux through
the pole _t no-load rated voltage. The no
load pole ampere turns per pole are calculated
as the product of (_[p) times the NI per inch
at the density (Bp). Use magnetization curve
submitted per Item (18) for rotor.
Fp : (_ _ NI/in@ density(Bp)j
given in (18) @ den,,,ity (103_
(108) (_g2 FLUX CROSSING THE AUXILIARY AIR GAP - Kitolines
-(_,_a)(_+ (91;)
(i_I) 0(sti FLUX IS SHAFT
CSH:(¢g_,)+ (¢5):(_o8).e(,S)
(112) A s AREA OF SHAFT in inches 2 - cross-sectional to flux




(114) F_m AMPER'_ I'UR'_ DROP IN SHAFT
i F_h : (_s;j_ NI,'ix_ch at de,lsJty (Bsh)]
= (78_ iLook up (m shaft magnetizalhJn ,.uvvtlpiwm in (1_;) at density (113)
lib) 05 COIL LEAKAGE FLUXi
' '"_4) _127,) t- o:.9_' t- 2(104a) • 2(97), (98) t (120_ x 10-3
- _17._ T:,,3 AUX!L[ARY AIR GAP_.(.g__. DENSITY - N _te t!,c fl_Lx
"_ (:ross.ing air .,_.,,'n_(g2) is eaual, the flux ('ros,;.-
ing ai_ gap (g3)
, !
Bg 3 _.._2 = (I08)
(120) Fg 3 AUXILIARY AIR GAP .(_3) A_JP__.RE TURNS







[YOKE - No provision is made in this mmmal for calculat-(12oa)
I
i lug the flux densities in the section designated?
Yl and Y2 in Fig. K-7, page K-14,. M',tke
sure that the underside periphery of the ixfle
I base times the thickness of the flux plate Yl
I
I
I is equal to the cross-se_ion of the pole base;
or that the flux plate is equal to the pole
thickness. The pole areas are assumed to be
equal.
(122) Bg 2 AUXILIARY GAP (g2) DENSITY
Ag 2 "
(123) Fg 2 AUXILIARY AIR GAP (g2) AMPERE TURNS
(-_) (g2) x 103 (122) (59a) x 103Fg2 = 3. 19 - 3. 19
(127) FNL TOTAL AMPERE TURNS - at no load. The total ampere
turns per pole required to produce rated
voltage at no load.
FNL- 2(Fg) t 2(FT) + (Fc)  (Fsb)(Fg 3) * (Fg2)_(F p)
= 2(96) 2(97) • (98) _-II14) _,




(127a) IFN L _IELD CURRENT - at. no load.
, IFN L = (FNI_/(NF) = (127)/(146)
(127b) E F FIELD VOLTS - atno load.
(127c) SF CURRENT DENSITY - atno load.
(128) A AMPERE CONDUCTORS per .inch
¢129) x REACT_CEFACTO_
(130) X,_ LEAKAGE REACTANCE
" (129) _2) + (64) + (64a--_
z is expb_ed under item (64a) and
should be zero in most cases.
(131) Xad REACTANCE - direct axis - This is the fictitious
- reactance due to armature reaction in the
direct axis.
.gCNe)(IPH)CCM)(_)x 100 .9(4S)(8)(74)(4S)x 100
Xadm _. , , .
K-2)
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(132) X.ag REACTANCE - quadrature axis - This is the fictitious
reactance due to armature reaction in the
quadrature a_s.
, x_- (Cq)(X_). (71)(131)(Cm)(Cl) (74)',75)
i (133) Xd SYNCHRONOUSREACTANCE - direct axis
(134) gel SYNCHRONOUSREACTANCE






(146) NF NUMBER OF FIELD TURNS TOTAL
L
(147) _tf MEAN LENGTH OF FIELD TURN
(148) -- FIELD LX)NDUCTOR DIA O/t ",VIDTH in inches
(149) -- FIELD CONDUCTOR THICKNESS in inches - Set this
Rein : 0 for round conductor
(150) Xf°C FIELD TEMP IN °C - Input temp at which full load field
loss is to be calculated.
(151) /Of RESISTIVITY of fieldconductor@ 20°C in micro ohm-
inches. Refer to table given in Item (51)
for conversion factors.
(152) /Of RESISTIVITY of field conductor at Xf°C
(hot)
(153) acf CONDUCTOR ARF_ OF FIELD W_IDING
-i (154) Rf COLD FIELD RESISTANCE @ 20°C
• (cold)
Rf (cold) -- (4) (Nf)(_tf) x 10 -6 (146)(147) x 10 -6
, ....(acf) - (151) (153)
(155) Rf HOT FIELD RESISTANCE - Calculated at Xf°C (103)
(hot)
Rf (hot) : ( _ hot) (Nf)(_tf)x 10"6 = (152) (146)(147) x 10"6(ac) (153)
K,,?_
L
............................ --_y _"I'" -- '_ i
IL.-
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(156) -- I WEIGHT OF FIEI,D COPPER in Ibs#'s of copper = . 321(Nf)(_ tf)(acf)
= . 321(146)(147)(153)
_TOTE: Also refer to note given in item (65).
t!
(157) -- WEIGHT OF ROTOR IRON
(160) XF THE EFFECTI_JE FIELD LEAKAGE REACTANCE (XF)
The reactance which added to "tile stator leak-




2Cp -[.- ,,_. "_.
_F=(131)_- _)___ __,_.4
,_ 6.38d -- 6.38(11)
_,P mdl
Pge' (6)(16o)
mlllt_ .... ,,.,/IL. _ ..... IJU- ..... , _ . , -- , J],,, .....
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' • , _(Fg)*(Fg2)+(Fg3)_ _'2(96) _(123_(120)_Where g e = _ge)L 2_Fg) ) _- (69) 2 96) ,I
(160a) Pe FIELD LEAKAGE PERMEANCE
,. Pe = _P)_l-b P2 P3_P4_+ P 5
= t(84)
(160b) Pr ROTOR LEAKAGE PERMEANCE
: P _ "_ P2t P3"t" P_Pr 1
=(6) _80),(81)f(82)._-(83)_
(161) Lf FIELD SE LF-INDUCTANCE
J._ : (NF)2 x PeX10 -8= (146) 2(160a) x10 "8
1
(166) X dU UNSATURATED TRANSIENT REACTANCE
!
(167) X d SATURATED TRANSIENT REACTANCE
(168) X" d SUBTRANSIENT REACTANCE iu direct axis
i X"d --(X'd) = (167)






(170) X2 NEGATIVE SEQUENCE REACTANCE




Where A 6. 38(d) 6. 38(11)
a : (_,-T_-_: e<_)
!
(176) T do OPEN CIF._,rIT 'rIME CONSTANT
(177) T a ARMATL.. , TIt4J[_ CO,_TSTA_r
?
(178) T d TRANSIENt TIME CONS/rANT
(179) T do SUBTRANSIENT TIME CONSFANT
(180) FSC SHORT CIRCUIT AMPERE TURNS - The fieldampere turns
required to circu_Le rated sLatorcurrent when the
st_toris short circui_,d.
FSC = _ Fg) + (Fg 2) + (Fg





(181) SCR SHORT CIRCUIT RATIO
._ (182) I2R F FIELD !2R - at no load. The copper loss in the field
winding is calculated with cold field resmtance
at 20°C for no load conditiop_.




(183) F & W FRICTION & WINDAGE LOSS (KW) - Note: Write 0 on input
sheet when computer is to calculate F & W. In-
sert actual value when known.
To ratio from test data, assume that F & W loss
varies a_ the 5//2 power of the rotor diameter
j and as the 3//2 power of the RPM.
The formula below gives an approximate answer
, when test data is not available. For a more
rigorous treatment use the information given in
the rotor friction analysis appended to the therma_
analysis section (Sectimt C, Vol. 1).
i F&W = 2.52 x 10-6 (dr) 2.5 (RPMII. 5 [,_p)I
: 2.52 x i0-6 (11a)2.5 (7)1.5 (7_)
For gases or fluids other than standard air, the
fluid density and viscosity must be considered.







where lO : density- Lbs FT"3
_ = viscosity LBS IT"I I_'I
• 0765 : density std. air
• 0435 = viscosity std. air
: (184) WTN L STATOR TEETH LOSS - at no load.
t
, ,, (185) W e STA'rOR CORE LOSS








(194) I2R STATOR I2R - at no load.
i (195) -- EDDY LOSS - at no load.
" K-29
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(196) -- TOTAL LOSSES - at no load. Sum of all losses.
Total Losses : (Field 121t) + (F&W) 4- (Stator Teeth Loss)
rCore Loss)+ (Pole Face Loss)
: (182) + (183) t- (184) t- (185) t-(188)
NOTE: The output sheet shows the next items
to be: (Rating), (Rating + Losses), (%
Losses), (c_ Efficiency). These items
do not apply to the n(; IG _i calculation
since the rating is zero.
(196a) On LEAKAGE FLUX PER POLE at 100% load
_, ('(ed)(Fg) + [1 4" cos(0)] (FT)I" (F C) "_m
_|L (Fg) I"(FT)+ (Fc)
,...^, (_198)(96) 4" [1# cos(198a)_ (97)t" (98)'_
(198) ed Where ed : cos _: 4" _ sin
• cos(198a) + _ sin (198b)
K-30
' _ ...... .- :'. _'_.. "T ....... - ....
. i I
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(198al 0 Where (}- cos "1 _Power Factor)_
-cos "1 [(9)]
[sin(198a) +- (1_4) / (100)]= tan'l I_ cos(198a)
Where E = t_. 0 = (198a) - (198a)
(207) 07L FLUX LEAKAGE FROM STATOR TO ROTOR
"TL = (PT)[/ed)(Fg)#" (FpI_ 4"(FT)_ 4"c°s({}_ "i_(Fc)_ x10.3
-'(86) ___(199)(96), (213C). (97)_1. cos(198a)_ + (98)_ x 10-3
, (213) _PL FLUX PER POLE at 100% load
I (213a) OpT L TOTAL FLUX PER POLE at 100% load
"PTL ="pL _- _ --(213) !t
(213b) BpL FLUX DENSITY AT BASE OF POLE at 100% load
(213c) FpL AMPERE TURNS PER POLE at 100% load
FpL = (_p) _ NZ/in @ density (BpI_]
i : (76) I--I )ok up ampere turns/inch on rotor-]




(221) 0g2L TOTAL FLUX IN AUXILIARY AIR GAP under load
0g2L _{0PTL) (P___)+ (07L_2
: (213a)(26_)+ (207)
(224) Bg2L FLUX DENSITY IN AUXILIARY AIR GAP under load
Bg2L = _g2L = (221___.__)(A_2) (70)
(225) Fg2L AUXILIARY AIR GAP AMPERE TURN DROP under load
(59a) x 103Fg2L : (Bg2L) x 103 : (224)3. 19
(226) 05L COIL LEAKAGE FLUX UNDER LOAD
=(P5)I2(ed)(Fg ) + 2(Fp_  (Fg2i_ • (F e) _ (Fg3i _ +CSL
2(FT) _1+ cos(0_l x 10 -3
q : (84)I2(198)(96) * 2(213c) * (225) * (98) , (231)(230) Bg3L AUXIIJARY GAP (g_) FLUX DENSITY - note the flux in
air gap (g2) is equal to flux in gap (g3)
Bg3L _ _ o (221)
[-:}Z
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(231) Fg3L AUXILIARY GAP (g3)AMPERE TURN DROP under load
Fg3L = (Bg 3L)(g3) x 103 - (230)(59b) x 103
" .1.19 - 3.19
(231a) _SHL SHAFT FLUX
_SHL : (0g2L) t (051) = (221)_-(226)
(232,} BffriL SHAFT DENSITY
__ (231a)BSH L = _
(233) FSH L SHAFT AMPERE TURN DROP
FSHL :(_SH) _" N-I/inch@ (BSHL)3"
= (78) _ Look upon shaft magnetization curve @_[ density (232)
(236) FFL TOTAL AMPERE TURNS under load
FFL = (FsHI_ + 2(FpL) , (Fg2i _ + (Fg3i_ * (F c) *
2(Fg)(e d)  2(FT)[1 -t- cos(0)]
- (233) + 2(213c) , (225) 4. (231) * (98)
2(96)(198) + 2(97) _1_ cos (198a)]
(237) IFFL FIELD AMPERES under load
IFFL = _ =_
(239) -- CL_RENT DENSITY at 100% load
K-.'3
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(238) EFF L FIELD VOLTS at 100% load
(241) I2RFL FIELD I2R at 100% load
(242) WTF L STATOR TEETH LOSS at 100% load
(243) WpF L POLE FACE LOSS at 100%. load
(245) I2RL STATOK I2R at 100% load
(246) -- EDDY LOSS
(247) -- TOTAL LOSSES at 100% load - sum of all losses at 100%
load.
Total Losses = (FieLD I2R)t-(F&W)+ (Stator Teeth Loss)
_'(Stator Core Loss) 4- (Pole Face Loss)
+(_tator I2R) 4-(Eddy Loss)
= (24!) + (183) 4-(242) T (185) #-(243) t(245) t (246)
(248) -- RATING IN KW
(249) -- RAT I_._G& LOSSES
(250) -- % IX)SSES
K-3_
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(251) -- % EFFICIENCY
Item(196a) through (251) are 100% load calculations.
These items can be recalculated for any load condition
by simply inserting the values that correspond to the
% load being calculated. The factor (% Load)100 " takes care
of (IpH) as it changes with load.
Note that values for F&W (183) and WC (Stator Core
Loss) (185) do not change with load, therefore, they can




nqPUT AUXILIARY DATA SHEET
Auxiliary Information taken from the deslg,, manuals to be used In conjunction with Input sheets for
convenience.
A. All dimensions for lengths, widths, and diameters are to be given In Inches.
B. Resistivity Inputs, Items (141) and (151) are to be given in micro-ohm-inches.
The following items along with an explanation of each are tabulated here for convenience. For complete
explanation of each item number, refer to design manuals.
Item No______._.Explanation
(9) Power factor to be given l_ per unit. For example for 90% P.F., insert . 90_.
Adjustment Factor - For P.F. (..95 insert 1.0
(ga)
For P.F. _> . 95 insert I..__005
(10) Optional Load Point -- Where load data output is required at a point other than those given
as standard on the input sheet. Example: For load data output at 155% load, insert 1.55.._._.
(14) Number of radial ducts in stalor.
(1,5) Wklth of radial ducts used in Item (14).
(18) Magnetization curve of material used to be _bmitted as defined in Item (18).
(19) Watts/Lb. to be taken from a core loss curve at the density given in ]D_em(20) (Stsior).
(20) Density in klloUnes/in 2. This value must corrtspord to density used to pick Item (19)
usually use 77.4 KL/in 2.
(21) Type of slot - For open slot Type A, insert 1.0_.
For partially open slot Type B with constant slot width, insert 2.0._.
For parUally open slot Type C with constant tooth width, insert 3.0_..
For round slot Type D, insert 4.0__.
For additional information, refer to figure adjacent to input sheet which
_hows a picture of exch sioL
(_2) For stator slot dimension - for dimensions that do not apply to the slot insert 0.0___._.
Use Table below as guide for input.
Slot Type
bo (22) 0.0 * * *
bI 0.0 0.0 * 0.0
b2 0.0 0.0 * 0.0
I b3 0.0 0.0 * 0.0
be * * _IP *
j ho 0.0 * * *
h1 * * * 0.0
I h_ * 0.0 0.0 0.0
- h3 * * 0.0 0.0
hs * * , •
ht 0.0 * * 0.0
hw 0.0 * * 0.0





(28) Type of winding - for wye connected winding insert 1.0.
for delta connected winding insert 0.0.
(29,_ Type of coil - for formed wound (rcct. wlre), insert 1.0...=.
for random wound (round wire) insert 0.0.
(30) Slots spanned - Example - for slot span of 1-10, insert 9.0.
(33) For round wire insert diameter. For rectangular wire insert wire width.
(34) Strands per conductor in depth only.
(34a) Total stranda per conductor in depth and width.
(35) Diameter of co£ 1 head forming pin. Insert .25 for stator O.D. K 8 inches;
Insert .50 for st_tor O.D.>8 in. ---- _Coil -- .fl Pin
(37) Use vertical height _f strand for round wlre, insert 0.0.
(39) Distance between centerUne of strands in depth. Insulation h'st
(39) Sta_or strand thickness -- u_e narrowes_, dimension of the two dimensions given for a
rectangular wire. For round wire insert 0.0.
(40) Stator slot skew in inches.
(42a) Phase belt angle - for 60° phase belt, insert 60o.
for 120 ° phase belt, insert 120 ° .
(48) See explanation of items (71), (72), (73), (74) and (75). Same applies here.
(87) When no load saturation output data is required at various voltages, insert 1.0.
When no load saturation information is not required, insert 0.0.
(137) Damper bar thickness -- use damper bar slot height for rectangular bar. For round
bar insert 0.0.
(138) Number of damper bars per pole.
(140) Damper bar pitch in inches.
(148) For round wire insert diameter. For rectangular wire insert wire width.
(149) For rectangular wire insert wire thickness. For round wire insert 0.0.
(187) Pole iace loss factor. For rotor lamination thiclmess .028 in. or less, insert 1.17...__.
For rotor lamination thickness .029 in. to .063 in. insert 1.7._5..
For rotor lamination thickness .064 in. to .125 insert 3.5.
i For solid rotor insert 7.0____.
(71) "_ K the values of these constants are avafl_le, insert the actual number. It they are





rT_O-COIL LUNDELL (BECKY-ROBINSON TYPE)
COMPUTER DESIGN (iNPUT)
f MODEL EWO DE:;IGN NO(t)
(2) KVA GENERAT_J_ ;',VA ; FUND/MAX OF FIELD FLUX (71) CI
! (3) E LINE VOL'r,_ _ WINDING CONSTANT (72) Cw _.
f...4) Eph PHASE VOLTS POLE CQNSTAJ4T (73) C11
(5) m PHASES END EXTENSION ONE TURN (48) LE
w So) f FREQUENCYI- DEMAGNETIZATION FACTOR (74) Cm
"J U
<I (6) p POLES CROSS MAGNETIZING FACTOR (75) Cq
,v< (7) RPM RPM POLE EMBRACE (77)
n. (0) Iph PHASE CURRf_NT WIDTH OF NORTH POLE (EHD) (76) _p(enc_
(91 FF POWERFACTOR .OTHOFSO.TH(ENO  76i
(Da) K c ADJ. !*'ACTrJR WIDTh OF NORTH POLE (MID) (76) ._p_-14
(10) OPTIONAL LOAD POINT WIDTH OF SOUTH POLE (MID) (76) _"*-_d w
(11) d STATOR I.D. LENGTH OF NORTH POLE (76) _np .J...... 0
(12) D STATOR O.D. LENGTH OF SOUTH POLE (76) _[ep nU
< (13) ,_ GROSSCORE LENGTH ROTOR DIAMETER 111a) dr
(14) ev NO. OF DUCTS HEIGHT OF NOR _'H POLE (78) hnDn,
O (IS) bv WIDTH OF DUCT POLE FACE LOSS FACTOR 1187_ (K!I,- m
< (16) KI STACKING FACTOR (STATOR) WIDTH OF SLOT OPENING 11351 bbaI.-
'_ (191 k WATTS/LB. HEIGHT OF SLOT OPENING 1351 hi,,
(20) B DENSITY UAMpER BAR DIA. OR WIDTH (1361 ( )
(211 TYPE OF SLOT RECTANGULAR BAR THICKNESS (137) hbl a¢
!(22) bo SLOT OPENING RECTANGULAR SLOT WIDTH (1351 bbl
(22) b I SLOT WIDTH TOP NO. ¢1F DAMPER BARS/POLE (1381 nb ,vIu
(22) b 2 DAMPER BAR LENGTH (139) _ql L
(22) b 3 DAMPER BAR PITCH (140) "Tb o
.J (22) bs SLOT WIDTH , R,r.SISTIVITY OF DAMP.BARe20 ° (1411 PD
(22) ho DAMPER BAR TEMP oC (142) XoC --
;- (22) h ! DAMPEREAREHDRIHGMEANDIA. (170) ddr
,4
(22) h 2 DAMPER BAR END RING AREA (1701 ad,
[22) h 3 NO, OF FIELD TURNS/COIL (146) HF
[22) hs SLOT DEPTH MEAN LENGTH OF FLD. TURN (1471 J[tF
(22) ht FLD. COND. DIA. OR WIDTH 148) .._
w
(22) hw FLD. COND. THICKNESS 149) Z
• (231 Q NO. OF SLOTS FLD. TEMP IH°C [150 X_ oci J i
(281 TYPE OF WDG. • . RESISTIViTYOF m,;LOCOND.20o[lSi_ ,Pf
(29) TYPE OF COlt. NO LOAD SAT. (87)
(30) n• CONDUCTORS/SLOT FRICTIO_ & WINDAGE (183) (F&W)
(31) y SLOTS SPAHNED
(32) c PARALLEL CIRCUITS
[33) STRAND DIA• OR WIDTH
(34) N •t STRANDS/CONDUCTOI_ IN DEPTH
(340) N'q? STRAHDS/COHDUCTOR
(39) STATOR STRAND T°KNS.
_lS) dl_ DIA. OF PIN STATOR SLOT POLE
(36) _02 COIL EXT. STR. PORT DAMPER SLOT REMARKS
(37) Ivst UNINS. STRD. HT.
[3111 k'st DIST. EY1fN.C_. OF STD.
[420) PHASE BELT ANGLE
(40) "r,k STATOR S;,OT SKEW
(S0) ixec STATORTEIIiPtC
=" i#, .S.TIVrrvsT,.CO.D...'C
OP .I D,SION. O*T
a [st) , ._. .,. G,e




TWO-COiL LUHD_.LL (BECKY-ROBINSON TYPE)
COMPUTER DESIL,H (INPUT)
MODEL EWO DESIGN NO(l)
,j ,,,
(80) P I PERM OF ,LEAKAGE PATH I
(8_1) P 2 PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 2
(82) P 3 PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 3
i (83) P 4 PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 4
(84) P 5 PERM OF LEAK,_GE PATH $
;85) P _ PERM OF LEAKtGE PATH 6(86) P ? PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 7
td0a) J_ | LF..NGTH OF LEAKAGE PATH |
(81a) _ _ LENGTH OF LEAKAGE PATH 2
(!1S) _ 6 LENGTH OF LEAKAGE PATH 6
(_) _ c LENGTHOFLE.AKAGEACROSSCOP.
(73) dlr INSIDE DIA OF ROTOR TUBE
(78, dQ IHSlOE DIA OF HOLLOW SHAFT
(_) hI HE'GHTOFCOILYOKE
(711) _y LENGTH OF COIL YOKE ' 'u
11
31 !78) _|_ LENGTH OF ROTOR SKIRT
_ 175) _y4 EFFECTIVE LEITH OF SHAFT
(_) _m2 HORIZ_TAL LENGTH OF GAP g2E
(_ Tu THICKN_5 OF _TH POLE
...,.-, _ Tsk THICKNESS OF ROTOR SKIRT• i i




(_) da ISTEPPEDGAPmNEHSI_?7') ., :, .......(7,) "._ ;1 .....
(78) 9,1 _ ......
o.
, (7. e.= .......
(78) _._ ._TEPPEO GAP HORIZON TAL L ENGTHSi(71) f.
(TE_..L)l S ...........
(71) des EFFECTIVE .Td'IAFT O.D.i .. roll
(243) Wi;'HR pOLE FACE HARNOHIC LOSS
(244) WDI.IR OAMPE =' BAX H_IC LOSS
(_ _r"_ltT OF ROTOR IRON'
! (18) STATOR LAM. NTK'L
!t (18) S_THPOLE. TU.E&SKiRT(|l) NORTH POLE, SPIDER & SHAF _r







,,i , _) O_..n $1cts /b) Constont Slot Width
-_b_ ,--
i i r (Type 5 is an open L_'_
, slot with 1 conductor
} per slot) --b,-4 _- b,
(c)ConstontTouth_th (el)RoundSlots




TWO-COIL LUHDELL (BECKY-ROBINSON TYPE)
SUMMARYOF DESIGN CALCULATIONS (OUTPUT)
MODEL EWO DESIGN NO.
(17) (_:) SOLID CORE LENGTH [CAkTER COEFFICIENT (67) (Ks)
(24) (hc) DEPTH BELOW SLOT EFFECTIYE AIR GAP (69) (ge)
(24) (Ts) SLOT PITCH FU_ID/MAX OF FIELD FLUX (71) (C 1 )
(27) (_ 1/31 SLOT PITCH I/:3 DIST. UP WINOIHG CONST. (72) (Cw)
(42) (Ksk) SKEW FACTOR POLE CONST. (73) (Cp) I-
(43) (Kd) DIST. FACTOR END. EXT, ONE TURN (48) (LE)
(44) (Kp) FITCH FACTOR DEMAGNETIZING F&CTOR (74) (CM)
O (45) (Re) F,FF. CONDUCTORS CROSS M,t.GNEIlZING FACTOR (75) (Cq)(46) (ae) COND. AREA AMP COHD/IN ,'128) (A)I-- ....
"(I (47) (Sm) CURRENT DENSITY (STA.) REACTANCE FACTOR (129) (X)
E I (49) ((t) !/2 MEAN TURH LF_IGTH LEAKAGE REACTANCE (130) (X|)
(53) (Rph) COLD STA. RES. # 20oC .... REACTANCE OF _ (131) (Xad)
(54) (Rph) HOT STA. RES. ARMATURE REACTION | (1321 IXaa )
(55) (EFtop) EDDY FACTOR TOF SYH REACT DIRECT AXIS (133) (Xd)'
(56) (EFbot) EDDY FACTOR _OT SYN REACT QUAD AXIS (134) (X eL)
(62) (/_,1) ! TATOR COHD. PERM. FIELD LEAKAGE REACT (160) (X'f'.!
(64) ()re) END PERM. FIELD SELF INDUCTANCE,. (1G1) (Lf,) _-
(65) ( ) WT. OF STA. COPPER DAtAPER (163) (XDd) ;
(66) ( ) WT. OF STA. IRON LEAKAGE F_EACTANCES (165) (X Dq) "i
(41) ('r'p) POLE PITCH UNSAT. TRANS. REACT (166) (X'du)
(157) ( - ) WT. OF ROTOR IRON SAT. TRANS. REACT (167) (X'd)
(145) fyr), PERIPHERAL SPEED J SUB. TRANSREACT DIRECTAX (168) (X'*d)
(153) (act) FLD COHD. AREA SUB. TRAHSREACTQUAOAX. (1691 (X"g)
_ (154) (Rf) COLD FLD RES,.e20oC NEG. SEQUENCE REACT (1701 (X21
-- (155) tRf ) NOT FLD RES' ZERO SEQUENCE REACT I (172) (Xo)
(1561 ( - ) Y/T. OF FLD. COPPER TOTAL FLUX _ (90) ((_',r)
(176) (T_Ie) OPEN CIR. TIME COHST. FLUX PER POLE I (93) (_ p)
_ (1771 (To) ARM TIME CONST. GAP DENSITY (_AIN) (951 (B' 8 )
i::_ (178) (T' d) TRAm TIME COHST. TOOTH DENSITY (91) (B _, } _,
(179) (T_'d) SUB TRAHS TIME CONST, CORE DENSITY (94) (B'©) i::
(80) (P 1 ) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH ! ' TOOTH AMPERE TURNS (97) (F*t) ;'
w (811 (P2) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 2 CORE AMPERE TURNS (911) (F'¢) i
|IB) (P3) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 3 GAP AMPERE TURNS (MAIH) {96) (F*.) _
._ (ID) (P4) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 4 SHORT CIR HI (I801 (PSC)
(84) (P5) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH S SHORT I_R RATIO (181) (SCR)
IL (00) (P6) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 6 J
(84) (P_) PEPJA OF LEAKAGE PATH 7 IPERCENT LOAD .... 0 I00 1_9 2OO OPTIONALm
(t_p) (116) N.P. DENSITY (Bnpfl) (22,_)
(,_,p) (1001 S.P. DENSITY (B.pR) (215)
(l_;I) (125i COIL YOKE DENSITY (8y2fl)(228) "
(B_4) (!13) SHAFT DENSITY 01y4r I )(232)
(_1) (119)AUX.OAP(_3)OEHSITYI (E03fl )(nO)
(s_) (m) AUX.GAP(_X)ENSITY (S_N)i_U)
(Fn!) (127) TOTAL HI (Ftl) (236)
(1_ (IJToIFIELD AMPERES [lfll ) (237)
S_f_ (127¢)CUR.DEN.FLD. ISfl ) (239)
a (Ebl) (127b)pIELD VOLTS Into) t-_X) '"
i(lV 9 ) (liB) STA CORE LOSS [We ) (liB) ..... :"
C(WIiRI) (184) STA TOOTH I_'OSS [WHII ) (24_)
!(w._ (Its) o*.PRRLOSS IVan) a-)
(I:lnJ (IN) STATOR CU LOSS [12 R t) (_tS)
,.1 ,,.),.yL®,,,(w.d) (liB) POLEF*CELOSS .) )
(I ,_,Rf)(lr/) FilELO COIL LOSS [I | Rf) (_11 ..........
(I,&w_(liB) p&lvLOSS [F&W)(Ira)
( - ) (1941 TOTAL LOSSES - ) (247)
(-) (-)PERCENTEPF. -) t_Sl)
L"O4 DESIGNER---__ DATE RRV. ,t
I
1965021092-265
: TWO-COIL LUNDELL (BECKY-ROBINSON TYPE)
NO LOAO ,_ATURATION OUTPUT SHEET
(3) (E) (95) m'g DENSITY (122) Bg 2 I (119) Bg3 (94) Bt¢ DENSITY (91) E* T DENSITY
VOLTS MAIN GA,' DENSITY g2 DENSITY g3 STATOR CORE STATOR TOOTH
_S _ "
(1251n y 2 ,(1_ 8SF (116) :BNP (I 13) By4 (931_ (1271FNL













TWO- COIL LUNDE LL (BECKET- ROBINSON TYPE)
COMPUTER DESIGN MANUAL
(I) -- DESIGN NUMBER
(2) KVA GENERATOR KVA
(3) E LINE VOLTS





(8) IpH PHASE CURRENT
(9) P.F. POWER FACTOR
(9a) Kc ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
(10) -- LOAD POINTS
(I!) d STATOR PUNCHING I.D.
(lla) dr ROTOR O.D.
(12) D PUNCHING O.D.
(13) _ GROSS STATOR CORE LENGTH
(14) nv RADIAL DUCTS
(I 5) bv RADIAL DUCT WIDTH
" (16) Ki STACKING FACTO_
(17) _s SOLID CORE LENGTH
'i L-1
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(18) MATERIAL- This inputis used in selectingthe proper m.ag-
netizatloncurvesfor stator;tube, southpoleand
skirt;yoke;north pole_spiderand shaft;when dif-
1_rentmaterialsare used. Separatespaces are"
providedon the inputsheetfor each sectionmen-
tionedabove. Where curvesare availableon card
decks,used the proper identif_ngcode. Where
card decks are not availablesubmit datain the
followingmanner:
The magnetizationcurve must be availableon semi-
log paper. Typicalcurves are shown in thismanual
on CurvesPl5anc_16. Draw straightlinesegments
throughthe curve startingwith zero density. Re-
cord the coordinatesol the pointswhere the
straightlinesegment_ intersect.Submitthese
coordinatesas inputda+Rfor the magnetization
curve. The maximum densitypointmust be sub-
mitredfirst.
Refer to Figure below for complete sample
Max.
60 Point_ Sample
_,7 InputData! Densi_ NI
StraightLine _ff
40 4.9
_ 20 _" Stsrea_hetnLine 74855 l_.9'00
I0 J StraightLine
, / Segmenti " 0






(21) TYPE OF STATOR SLOT
(22) ALL SLOT DIMENSIONS
(23) Q STATOR SLOTS
(24) hc DEPTH BELOW SLOTS
(25) q SLOTS PER POLE PER PHASE
(26) _'s STATOR SLOT PITCH
(27) "VS 1/3 STATOR SLOT PITCH
(28) -- TYPE OF WINDING
(29) -- TYPE OF COIL
(30) ns CONDUCTORS PER SLOT
(31) y THROW
(31a) PER UNIT OF POLE PITCH SPANNED
(32) C PARALLEL PATHS
(33) -- STRAND DIA. OR WIDTH
(34) NST NUMBER OF STRANDS PER CONDUCTOR IN DEPTH
(34a) NIST NUMBER OF STRANDS PER CONDUCTOR
(35) db DIAMETER OF BENDER PIN
(36) _e2 COIL EXTENSION BEYOND CORE
: (37) hST HEIGHT OF UNINSULATED STRAND





(39) -- STATOR COIL STRAND THICKNESS
(40) _SK SKEW
(41) "_p POLE PITCH
(42) KSK SKEW FACTOR
(42a) PHASE BELT ANGLE
(43) Kd DISTRIBUTION FACTOR
(44) Kp PITCH FACTOR
(45) ne TOTAL EFF_ZCTIVE CONDUCTORS
(46) ac CONDUCTOR AREA OF STATOR WINDING
(47) SS CURRENT DENSITY
(48) LE END EXTENSION LENGTH
(49) _t I/2 MEAN TURN
(50) Xs o C STATOR TEMP oc
(51) _t_s RESISTIVITY OF STATOR WINDING
(52) "- RESISTIVITY OF STATOR WINDING
(hY)t)
(53) RSp H STATOR RESISTANCE/PHASE
' (cold)
(54) RSp H STATOR RESISTANCE/PHASE
' (hot)
(55) EF EDDY FACTOR TOP
(top)





(57) btm STATOR TOOTH WIDTH
(57a btI/q STATOR TOOTH WIDTH
(58) bt TOOTH WIDTH AT STATOR I.D.IN INCHES
(59) g MAIN Am GAP IN INCHES
(59a g2 AUXILIARY AIR GAP in inches. Refer to Figure 3
(59_ TYPE OF GAP g3" Refer to Figure 4
For stepped gap use 1. on input sheet.
For tapered gap use 2. on input sheet.
(596, g3 AIR GAP (g3) in inches. Refer to Figure 4
When (59b)--2.__I.then(g_=(g3e)
(59c) -" (59f)
When (59b) "-'1. go on to (59d)
(59d', g3-1 AIR GAP g3-1 in inche_. Refer to Figure 4
(59e', g3-2 AIR GAP g3-2 in inches. Refer to Figure 4
(59f) g3e EFFECTIVE AIR GAP LENGTH TO BE SPECIFIED ON
INPUT SHEET
When (59b) -- 2. then g3e = g3 or (59f) -"(59c)
When (59d) = (59e), then g3E -" (59d)
(59d) + (59e)
When (59d) _ (59e), then g3E :" 2
(60) CX REDUCTION FACTOR
(61) KX FACTOR TO ACCOUNT FOR DIFFERENCE in phase current
in ,-oil sides in same slot.
(62) /_! CONDUCTOR PERMEANCE
(63) KE LEAKAGE REACTIVE FACTOR
(64) /_E END WINDING PERMEANCE
L-5
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(65) -- WEIGHT OF COPPER
(66) -- WEIGHT OF STATOR IRON
(67) Ks CARTER COEFFICIENT
(68) Ag MAIl",TAIR GAP AREA
(69) ge EFFECTIVE AIR GAP
(70) Ag2 AUXILIARY AIR GAP (g2) AREA
:. _8)+ (59a](78_
(7Oa)Ag3 AUXILL_JtYAmGAP(g3)AREA
When (59b) -- 1. 0 calculate as fo]l_vzq:
- All dimensions toc _.ted at item (78)
NOTE: Number of steps limited to 5 in this program.




.... i, ,11 ....
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(71) C1 THE RATIO OF MAXIMUM FUNDAMENTAL of the field
form to the actual maximum of the field form.
(72) CW WINDING CONSTANT
(73) Cp POLE CONSTANT
(74) CM DEMAGNETIZING FACTOR
(75) Cq CRO_S MAGNETIZING FACTOR
(75a) -- TYPE OF POLE - This computer program is presently
set up to handle two types of pole shapes:
1) A rectangular or square type of pole.
2) A hexagonal type.





Type 1 (Rectangular or Square Pole)
IP" j"NI0 R'r'H F_3LE _ --i ,-,0 a_ o
50UTH POLC l ......_ o 2
LENGTH 0 F .___j_. _, o._ 0
PE_MEA_J C E . -., . _ _el 72
P.a,'Yl42. ; _ _, .O
°_
/"n( u
.-" - lUl W
P 7 "-" Y rr, Z D
aeu_"r', o_----Y
PE. _. 1,4_&N C_. Q. i
Type 2 (Hexagonal Pole)





_A'r't-I _. ._--_'-"-_:----"_ -"" I
, The above sections represent a view into the north and
south pole from msti_ stir gaP. This progrstm is pre:
s ently set up to handle ouly two types of pole shapes.




(76) -- POLE DIMENSION LOCATIONS per Figure I. 2,
AI] dimensions given in inches.
bsp(end) - Width of south pole at end of stator stack.
bsp(mi_) - Width of south pole at middle of south pole.
bnp(end) - Width of north pole at end of north pole.
bnp(mid) - Width of north pole at middle of north pole.
_sp - Length of south pole.
_np - Length of north pole.
(77) c_ POLE EMBRACE - This value must be recorded on the
input shee_.
When bnp(end) = bnp(mid )
c_ = /bnp(end = (76)
When bnp(end) _ bnp(mid)
o( = (°(e) + (°(m) = (77) + (77)
2 2
Where G_'effi_bnp(end)] = (76)
(T'p) (41)
(T_p) (41)
(77a) The next eleven (U) items deal with the calculation of rotor
and stator leakage permeance. A number of illus-








•! actual path. This computer program is set up to
_ , handle the permeance calculations two ways:
: 1) Pl through P7 can be calculated by computer. For
this program insert 0. on input sheet.
2) P1 through P7 can be calculated by designer. For
,_ this case insert actual calculated value on input
, sheet.
l
:L Permeance calculations Pl througl" P7 are all based
, on the equation





"i Where ,_ = 3.19
:i Area _ = cross sectional area perpendicular to4
'1
= length of path















i X i i
• !
i/ \X I_,-
.,_-,, _F@41 I -r_I.t_.L__lV--z-_ttZ_, j,_ , I[t s ,-ll IT--'4, ,
,_ < ,':'T I--- ,f_4--i
- t"--isHA_-i-CE,,,T_',_._J




ds3 Diameters of steps in stepped gap g3- Computer
ds4 " program is set up to handle a maximum of 5 s_._ps.
ds5 Where the dimensions do not apply, insert 0.0 on
dos_ input sheet.
Jsl _
Ls21 Horizontal length of stepped gap g3" Computer







!I (_o.T'pj dir : inside diameter of tube.
i_I dQ : inside diameter of hollow shaft.
!! dto For tapered gap only. Ins:_rt O.O on input sheetl when st pped gap is used.
_ hnp ffi Height of north pole.
hy = Height of yoke.
• _y : Length of yoke.
_y4 : Effective length of shaft - the portion carrying flux.
_g2 : Horizontal length of g2"
• J_sk - Length of rotor skirt.
_ Tsp : Thickness of south pole.
Tsk = _dckness of rotor skirt.
All dimensions given in inches.
it i All dimensions lis_ed above that apply should befhled out on input sheet. W ere the dimensions do
if_ i not apply, insert 0.__O0on input sheet.
(79) anp NORTH POLE AREA- The effective cross-sectional area
of the north pole.
: When bnp(end): bn (mid)• P
: (76)(78)
_! When bnp(end) ;_ l_p(mid)
i anpffi (-_) _(bnp(end)+ (bnp(mid_
i
i 1 (")]
When radially tapered polea are .used, use the dimen-




(79a) asp SOUTH POLE AREA - The effective cross-sectional
area of south pole. Cross-sectional to the path




(79b) ask AREA OF SKIRT- At entry edge of aux!tiary air gap g2
in inches 2.
ask= 11"_dr)- (Tsk)_(Tsk)
=TT Ella)- (78)J (7_)
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il ; (80) Pi POLE HEAD END LEAKAGE PERMEANCE -This input
can be either0.0 or the actualvalue ifavailable.
f
Refer to Item (77a) for explanation. See Figure L 7,,
for location.
P1 3.19 _bnp (end)) + (_2)]_Tsp) (P)_l| --'--
I = 3.19 _76) + (81a)][78)(6)](8o,)!
(80a) 1 Where-1 length of leakage path P1 and must be specified
!I on input sheet. Refer to Figure L.7, for location.
I
• (81) P2 POLE HEAD SIDE LEAKAGE PERMEANCE - Refer to
ii' Figure L 7,
! This input can be either 0.0 or the actual value if
!
I available. Refer to Item (77a) for explanation.
i When bnp(end) = bnp(mid)
P2 = 3"19_nv) + (_l)_ (Tsp)(P)(m2)
P2=3.19_76)* (80_(_8)(6)
(8la)
.f When bnp(end) _ bnp(mid)
,, ,,m'__))-(bnp(e_nd)]' + (_np)2 +'_'_(Tsp)(P)





(8la) _e LENGTH OF LEAKAGE PATH P2 and must be specified on
input sheet. Refer to Figure L_,. for location.
(82) P3 POLE BODY END LEAKAGE PERMEANCE - Refer to
Figure L5
This input can be either 0.0 or the actual value if
available. Refer to Item (77a) for explanation.
J p3 = 3.19_bnp (end)] _hnp)- (Tsp)_ (P)
D
LENGTH OF I_ERMEANCE PATH P3
(83) P4 POLE BODY SIDE LEAKAGE PERMEANCE - This input
can be either 0.0 or the actual value if available.
Refer to Item (77a) for explanation. This calcula-
tion varies with the number of poles. The four-
pole calculation differs from the F :_-,ole calcula-
Uon but the 6, 8, 10 and 12 pole _-, i_'trations are
i the same. Refer to Figures L'L _
L-15
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When (6) = 4 and bnp(end) = bnp(mi:l)
P4 = 3.19_-_-(Tsp,]{(_np)+(_l'](P)
= 3.19 _-_ -('/8) 7 [(76)_" (801)] ,,(6_)(831
where_°4 (dr)-(dos)
- 2 (Tsp)
_ (ur_- ('i8) . ('18)
When (6) = 4 and bnp(end) _ bnp(mid)
f(dr)- (Tsp)_l_bnp(mld)-(bnp(end)J2+(_np)2+ (_)_2(P):_ P4 = 3.19[..-2-- . ..-
(£4)
: 3.19 (83)
When (6) =>6 and bnp(end) : bnp(mid)
p4 = 3.19__, _)" (Tsp)_L('np)+ ('1)] _)
(ll)
= 3.19 __" (,8_(,6)+ (80_ (6)(83)





above = r os
_._0_-_)_




• /_ L j ,&/
tsp
4 r - 2/7" _ ._
'
g2 FSp Fg FT
i




mo_ (8) PolJ AL_I_A_
L.-19 1_plre L-8
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When (6) _ 6 and Dnp(end ) ;_ bnp(mid)
p4 = 6. 28_-_r)'(Tsp)_ [4 J_bnp(mid)'(bnp(end)J2+(_nP )2 + (_21)_(P)
28_ a) -(_8)_ li_76)-(76)_2 + (76)2+ (_--_ (6)_6. ---- 4 (83)
(84) P5 COIL LEAKAGE PERMEANCE TO A NORTH POLE - This
inputcan be either 0,0 or the actualvalue if
available. Refer to Item (77a)for explanation.
See Figure tO for location.
P 5 - 3.19 (bnP end)( 46) (P)
: 3.19 (7e)(85) _ (6)(84)
Where_ c = length of le_dr_e path P5 and must be
specified on the input sheet. Refer to Figure L- tO
for location.
NOTE: This covers the leakage for both ends of
rotor.
(85) P8 COIL LEAKAGE PERMEANCE TO SOUTH POLE -This input
can be either O. 0 or the actual value if available.




FSK FSp Fg FT
FC
,:OIL
_F -- _ LEAKAGE /






FLUX LEAKAGE ACRO_ FIELD COILS
FSp Fg FT






¢ (Le_u,_ acrossthef_ld col/#8'
I
ao8 Po_
I dos = diameter o_outer shaft
i AY2 = ar_a o_ yoke at smallest st,_t/on
T_ leakage E_uzO5 and#6 addto the nuz in
the yoke member Y2butot tim two





LEAKAGE FLUX FROM STATOR
BACK-IRON TO ROTOR SKIRT - PATH ?
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P6- 3"lg(_c)(°_)_dr)'9"(Tsp)J "_ (P)
Cl8)
(85)
Where _6 " Length of le,_l_e 1_ P6 and must
be specified on the input sheet. Refer to Figure 1.-|1
for location.
NOTE: This covers the leakage for both ends of
the rotor.
i (86) P7 STATOR CORE TO ROTOR SKIRT FLUX LEAKAGE -
Permeance path. This input can be either 0.0 or
[ the actual value if available. Refer to Item (77a)
_; for explanation. See Figure i,.13 for location.
r.
"i P7 = 3.19 _ )+(hc)+(hs hc)+(hs)+(_sk(tT)
(88)
Where _,f :_-._. : _
The leakage is from 1/2 the stator end surface eal-
culatecl on each side of the stator, making the total
leakage surface calculated as follows:
1965021092-292
Area =_dr)+ (hc)' (hs)_hc) ;L(_sk)_
However, 1/2 of the leakage is useful and generates
voltage in the stator conductors. So for tooth
density, pole density and air-gap flux calculations,
the leakage flux area is:
Area = _-?r_dr)+ (hc)+ (hs)_(hc)+ (_sk)_2
= ?r_dr)+ (hc)+ (hs)]_hc)+ (as)+ ('_sk)_
'4-
= _4__11a)+ (24)+ (22)_4)+ (22)+ (78)_
(87) -- NO LOAD SATURATION CALCULATIONS - The next set of
calculations deals with the no load saturation.
When the no load saturation data is re-
quired at various voltages, insert I. on input sheet
for '_o Load Sat." The computer will then cal-
culate no load saturation _ 80, 90,
I00, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150 and 160% of rated volts.
When the complete saturation data is not necessary,
insert 0. on input sheet and the computer will cal-
culate the 100% volt data.
L-27
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i :_ (88) (_T TOTAL FLUX IN KILOLINES
i-
l _:, _)_r= 6(E)106 6(3)106(Cw)(Ne)(RPM) (72)(45)(7)
I i (89) 41 _ ESTIMATED VALUE OF LEAKAGE FLUX 47
e'
I 7 = • O1 (4 T)
--. Ol(88)
Complete the next set of calculations Item (90) through
Item (99) using ¢'7, the estimated value. If the calculated
value (4.7) Item (99) agrees within _+10%of the estimated
value (¢' 7), Item (89_tuse all of the items, (90) through
(99) as final and proceed on with calculations. If the cal-
culated value _71Item (99)_does not agree within -__10%of the
estimated value (_'7) then recalculate items (89) through
(99) using _ item (99) as the estimated value for 4' 7.
!
(90) ¢ T ESTIMATED TOTAL FLUX - including estimated value of 47
0'T = (¢T) + (0' 7 )
= (88)+ (89)
!
(91) B T ESTIMATED STATOR TOOTH DENSITY
' 4'
B r = - , T = (90)
(Q)(_s)(bt 1/3) (23)(17)(57a)
i (92) 4P FLUX PER POLE




(93) (} p ESTIMATED FLUX PER POLE including leakage flux (}7
, (¢'T)(Cp) (90)(73)
(}P= (P) - (6K--
!




(95) B g ESTIMATED MAIN GAP DENSITY
, (}'T _ (90)
B g = _r(d_) _(n)(i3)
I
(96) F ESTIMATED MAIN GAP AMPERE TURNSg
F' (B'_)(ge) (95)(69)
g = 3.19 x 103= 3.19 x 103
(97) FtT ESTIMATED STATOR TOOTH AMPERE TURNS
F' T = (hs)_NI/inch at density (B'T)_
= (22)_1ook up on stator magnetization curve_Lgiven in (18) at density (91)
!
(98) F ESTIMATED STATOR CORE AMPERE TURNSC
' _E(D)(_hc)_I _NI/inch at density (B' c)_
Fc= .....
F'c =_ 4(6) [" _Look up on stator magne_Izatlon_
l.curve at density (94) ..Jl J
L-29
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I(99) (_ 7 CALCULATED VALUE OF LEAKAGE FLUX through path 4 7.
See Figure L.15. Leakage from stator back iron to
rotor skirt. (In kilolines).
• x
= (86)[(96)+ (97)+ (98)_ x 10-3
Next compare the estimated value of _'7' Item (89)
with the calculated value of _17, Item (99).
?
If I.I0 (_ 7) _ (_ 7) =7 .90 (_ 7) then use ¢ 7 and
continue with calculations. If _ 7 does not fall
within the limits given above, then recalculate Item
(89) through (99) using _ 7, Item (99) as estimated
value of (_'7"
(100) _ 1 POLE HEAD END LEAKAGE FLUX. (In kilolines)
_ I =(P_(F'g) + 2(F'T) + 2(F'c)_ x 10.3
= (80)[2(96) + 2(9'/) + 2(98)] x 10-3
(I01) (_ 2 POLE HEAD SIDE LEAKAGE. (Inkilolines)
¢ 2--%_(F'_)  2(F'T)+_(F'_ 10-3
= (81)_2(96) + 2(97) + 2(98)] x 10-3
(102) _ 3 POLE BODY END LEAKAGE. (In kilolines)
3 =(P:_[_(F'g) + 2(F' T) + 2(F'c)_x 10-3








= (83)_(96)+ 2(97) + 2(98)_ x 10"3
T
(104) Bnp ! NORTH POLE FLUX DENSITY - First calculation. This
item will be recalculated in Step (U6)including flux
¢5.
(¢.1) + (¢ .2) + (¢.3) + (¢ 4) + (¢ 7)
B'np- % +-- (p)
(anp)
(100) + (101) + (102) + /,!03) + (99)
= (92) + (6)
('19)
(105) Bsp SOUTH POLE FLUX DENSITY
(_.1) + (_.Z) + (_.3) + (_ 4) + (_'7)
Bsp = (i_lp) +
2(asp)
(100) + (101)+ (102) + (103) + (99)
= (92)+ (6)
2 (79a)
(106) i-nv NORTH POLE AMPERE TURN DROP - First calculation.
This item will be recalculated in Item (U7) including
Flux t_ 5.
,]F np= (hnp) inch at density (Bnp
(,_)r_ookuponnoahpolem_et_Uon]/ /
[.curve given in (18) at density (104)..j
L-31
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(107) Fsp SOUTH POLE AMPERE TURN DROP
When bnp(end)-"bnp(mid)
• --,j--
Fsp = (76)FLoo k up on south pole or tube magneti- q
Jation curve given in (18, at density (105)
When bnp(end) _ bnp(mid)
Fsp = (ilsP)ENI/inch at density (Bsp)3
---I--
_ (7/) _Lookup on south pole or tube magneti-_
Lzation curve given in (18)at density(105)J
(108) 4g2 AUXlUARY AIR G&P g2 FLUX
[(4p)(P)7+ (4.1)+ (4 2) + (4 3) + (4 4) + (4 7)4_2: " 4
=_92)(6) 7 + (100) + (101) + (102)+ (103)+ (99)
4
!
(109) B _ FLUX DENSITY IN AUXILIARY GAP - First calculation.
, _ (lO8)
S g2 = (Ag2) = (70---'7
i
(110) F g2 AMPERE TURN DROP ACROSS AUXILIARY AIR GAP -
First calculation.
(Bill2)(g2) (109MI_'_a)




(112) Ay 4 AREA OF SHAFT - in inches 2 - cross-sectional to flux
in shaft.
= "ff(78) 2 _ )1"(78)2
4 4
NOTE: When a solid shaft is used, the second
term will drop out because dQ = 0.
(iI3) By 4 FLUX DENSITY OF SHAFT
(0p)(P) + (_ 1) + (_ 2) + (0 3) + (0 4) + (0 7_
By4 = 4 (Ay4)
= (92)(6)+ (100)+ (10])+ (102)+ (103)+ (99)
4 (ll2)
(I14) Fy 4 SHAFT AMPERE TURN DROP
Fy 4 =_y_[N1/inch at density (By4)]
mgiven in (18) at density (113)
NOTE: This magnetization curve for shaft and spider
can be synthesized into one curve when the
effective cross-sectional area of the shaft
is made up of two separate materials. This
does not affect the present computer program.




t(115) 4 5 LEAKAGE FLUX FROM NOTH POLE (SPIDER POLE)
THROUGH THE FIELD COIL - First calculation.
Items (116) through (118) will be calculated using this value
4'of 5-. A new value for 4 _ will then be calculated in
Item (118}. This new value must be within +10% of Item (115)
or calculation (115) through (118) must be repeated using the
new value of (Fnp) Item (117_in (115).
v _'F b v v v4 5 - P5 g2)+(Fsp)+2(Fg)+2(FT)+2(Fc_(_np x 10"3
= (84)_m_(10'1)+2(96)+2(97_2(98)+(106)_[ x 10-3
(116) Bnp NORTH POLE FLUX DENSITY - This value will supersede
the value calculated in (104).
(¢.'.1)+(4,2)+(4 3)+(4 4)+(4 7)+(4 ' 5)
Bnp = 4p + (p)
(100)+(101)+(102)+(103)+(99) +(115)
= (92) + (6)
(117) Fnp NORTH POLE AMPERE TURN DROP - This value will
supersede the value calculated in (106).
Fnp= hnp ENI/inch at density(Bnp}]
= (78)FLook up on north pole magnetizationq




(118) 0 5 LEAKAGE FLUX FROM NORTH POLE (spider pole)
through the field coil. Second Calculation.
0 5 = P5 _Fg2)+(Fsp)+, 2(F'g)+2(F'T)+2(F'c)+(Fnp!_ x 10-3
= (84) _l10)+(lffT)+2(gs)+2(97)+2(98)+ (117)] x 10-3
This item, (_ 5, must be within +10% of the first calcula-
tior 0 5, Item (115), or must recalculate Items (115) through
(118) using (Fnp), Item (117), in the second calculation of (115).
(1i9) Bg 3 FLUX DENSITY IN AIR GAP g3
(Op)(P)+(O 1)+(0 2)+(0 3)+(0..4)+(0 7)+(0.5)
Bg 3 = 4(Ag3)
= (92)(6)+(100)+(101)+(102)+(103)+(99)+(118)
4(70a)
(120) Fg3 AMPERE TURN DROP ACROSS GAP g3
When (59b) = 2.0 calculate as follows:
Bg3 (g3) x 103 (119) (59c) x 1,n3Fg3 = 3.19 = 3.1---9
When (59b) -- 1.0_ealculate as follows:
Fg3 = _._(g3e) x 103 -(119)3.19(")f) x 103
(121) 06 LEAKAGE FLUX ,ACROSS FIELD COIL FROM INNER YOKE




)_F ' F'T)+2(F'c +(Fnp)+Fy 4 )__6 = !P6 sp)+2(_" _)+2( ) ( )+(Fg 3 x 10-3
= (85)_107)+2(96)+2(97)+2(98) (117)+(114)+(120)]x 10-3
(122) Bg 2 FINAL FLUX DENSITY IN AUXILIARY GAP g2




(123) fg 2 FINAL Fg 2 = (_B_21)_g2) x 103 = (122)(59a)x 1033.19
(124) Ay2 CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF YOKE locationper Figure i-12.,
Ay2 = 77(dos)(_y )
= 7r(78)(78)
(125) By 2 DENSITY OF COIL YOKE




(126) Fy 2 AMPERE TURN DROP IN COIL YOKE
Fy2= (hy) [NI/inch at density (By2) ]3
= (78--})VL°°k uP °n y°ke magnetizati°" curve l3 [.given in (18) at a density 025)
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(127) FNL TOTAL AMPERE TUP_S AT NO LOAD PER CIRCUIT
t ! !
FNL = 2,F g)+2(F T)+2(F c)+(Fnp)+(Fsp)+(Fg2)+(Fy2)+(Fg3)+(Fy4)
= _6)+(97)+(98__(117)+(107)+(123)+(12 C)+(120)+(114)
(127a) IFN L NO LOAD FIELD CURRENT PER COIL
IFNL = FNL= (127)
N F _-----_
(127b) EFN L NO LOAD FIELD VOLTS PER COIL
EFNL = {IFNL)(RF(cold))
= (127a)(154)
(127c)" S F CURRENT DENSITY IN FIELD CONDUCTOR - At no load
(128) A AMPERE CONDUCTORS per inch
(129) ! i REACTANCE FACTOR-
(130) _ LEAKAGE REACTANCE-
(131) X_, t REACTANCE - direct axis - This is the fictitious reactance
due to armature reaction in the direct axis.
I
.9(ne)(Iph)(C m )(K d)
Xad= P[2(F'g)+(Fg 2)+(Fg3) _ x I00
• 9(45)(8)(74)(43)
Xad = 6r.#9_+ii,3_.'_120_1 x 100
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(132) Xaq REACTANCE - Quadrature axis - This is the fictitious





(133) X d SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE - directaxis -
(134) Xq SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE - quadrature axis - The steady
(135) -- DAMPER SLOT DIMENSIONS
(136) -- DAMPER BAR DIA OR WIDTH in inches
(137) hbl DAMPER B,LR THICKNESS in inches -
(138) nb NUMBER OF DAMPER BARS PER POLE
(139) Jb DAMPER BAR LENGTH in inches
(140) 7"b DAMPER BAR PITCH in inches
(141) ]_D RESISTIVITY of damper bar @ 20°C in micro ohm-inches-
(142) XD°C DAMPER BAR TEMP °C-




(144) acd CONDUCTOR AREA OF DAMPER BAR -
(145) Vr PERIPHERAL SPEED -
(146) N F NDMBER OF FIELD TURNS PER COIL
(147) [tF MEAN LENGT_ OF FIELD TURN
(148) -- FIELD CONDUCTOR DIA OR WIDTH in inches
(149) FIELD CONDUCTOR THICKNESS in inches -
(150) Xf°C FIELD TEMP IN °C -
(151) JI j0f RESISTIVITY of field conductor @ 20°C in micro ohm-inches.
(152) (_hfot) RESISTMTY of field conductor at Xf°C
(153) acf CONDUCTOR AREA OF FIELD WINDING -
(154) Rf , COLD FIELD RESISTANCE @ 20°C per coil(cold,
(NF)(2tF),'6_
_" '.old) = (2f', (a.cf) - (151) (146)(14"i)(153)x 10"6
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(155) Rf HOT FIELD RESISTANCE - Calculatedat Xf°C (103)- (Per coil)(hot)
rx,'_hot' (Nf)(_;t_) x 10-6(acf) = (152) (146)(147)(153)x16,'_Rf(hot)
(156) -- WEIGHT OF FIELD COIL in lbs. - per coil
The answer is given in lbs. based on the density of
copper. If any other material is used, the answer
on the output sheet can be converted by the designer
by multiplying by the ratio of densities.
#'s of copper = .321 (NF)(_tf)(acf)
= .321 (146)(147)(153)
(157) -- WEIGHT OF ROTOR IRON -
(158) _b PERMEANCE OF DAMPER BAR-
(159) _pt PERMEANCE OF END PORTION OF DAIdPER B.AP_
t
i _pt = 6.38__,p(end).(yb)_nb). 1_}3(ge)
L-_O
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r!(160) X F THE EFFECTIVE FIELD LEAKAGE REACTANCE - ]_u_
reactance which added to the stator leakage reactance
gives the transient reactance X'du.
When unit fundamental armature ampere turns are
suddenly applied on the direct axis, an initial field
current (If) will be induced. The value of this
initial field current will be just enorgh to make the
net flux interlinking the field because of the field
current and the armature current zero. The field
ampere turns will equal the armature ampere turns.
X F = Xad
- 4 A
2Cptr Aaj
]_ 6.38d - 6.38 (11)
Pge' (6)(160)
_here:
g e = (ge) (F'g) + (Fg2)+ (Fg3)
2(F'g)
= (69)f-2(96)+ (]23)?._6,+ (120)_
L-41
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i (160a) Pe Pe = _g2 @ NL
i (IfNL)(Np)@ NL
Pe = (108)(f273)(146)
(161) LF FIELD INDUCTANCE
LF = 2(NF)2 Pe I0"8
= 2(146)2 (160_x 10-8
(161a)_F SPECIFIC PERMEANCE OF FIELD
_F = P1 + P2 + P3+ P4 + P5 + P6X
= (80) + (31) + (82) + (83) + (84) + (85)
(162) hDd PERMEANCE OF DAMPER BAR - in direct axis
_(158) "._(159)+(1613)j,







(164) _"D_ PERMEANCE IN QUADRATURE A_IS
(165) XDq] DAMPER LEAKAGE REACTANCE - in quadratuz o axis
t
(166)X _u UNSA.TURATED TRANSIENT REACTANCE
!
(16q') X d SATURATED TRANSIENT REACTANCE
(168) X" d SUBTRANSIENT REACTANCE in direc_ axis
(169) X"q SUBTRANSIENT REACTANCE in quadrature axis
(170) I(2 NEGATIVE SEQUENCE REACTANCE - The reactance due
to the fieldwhich rotatesat synchronous speed
in a directionoppositeto thatof the _'otor
Xm[4(_) + 4(_)2 + (n_l]
X2 = n2 + 4 _I + (_8 2 '+ X_
= (170)[4i170)+ 4(170)2 + (170)_+ (130)
(,?o>_+4 +(,7ol)2
= (XD) = (170)
Where Xm = Xad F2(F'g) + (Fg 2) + (Fg3--_





= (131) (96) + (123) + (120
(71)(74) " (127)' '
For Round Slots:
F. Chili+ (Xm)
XD = (nb) [_. (bbo)_j 6(nb)2
= 20(129)E62 + _ + 5(170)(138) . 6 138)2
For Rectangular Slots:




_ L_l_) + + 6 382
Wher,e n = RD - (170)
k-Lm-_
Where RD = Damper bar resistance
...=g
100(X)(P)(_°h°t)A/_{nb--b._c +"637(_r)]= (f) (_s) d)(P) (adr)(P ._J
I00(129)(6)(143)E (139) +.637(170)-_
= (Sa)(17) [(138)(14-4_) (i'70)(6)2J
Where ddr - mean diameter of damper end ring. Must be
given on input sheet.
Where adr = cross-seetl)_ml area of damper end ring.
Must be given on input sheet.
t
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(171) _2 NEGATIVE SEQUENCE IMPEDANCE - approximate calcula-
tion.
Z2 = R2 + j X2 = |R 2 + )(2
z2= (171)+ j(17o)=J(171)2 + (170)Z
2(RD) + Rs (hot)
Where: R2 = (n)2 + 4 [1 + (_2
• = 2070) + (54)
(170)2+ 4 If+ (170_J




(176) T'd¢ OPEN CIRCUIT T_IE CONSTANT --_e time const_mt of the
fieldwinding with the statoropen circuitedand with
negligibleexternalresist,znceand inductancein the
fieldcircuit. Field resistanceat room temperature
(20°C) is used in this calculation.





;I'-,. T a .,.RM," _URE TIME CONSTANT -
!
(]78) T d TRANSIENT TIME CONSTANT -
(179) T" d SUBTRANSIENT TIME CONSTANT -
(180) FSC SHORT CIRCUIT AMPERE TURNS - The field ampere turns
required to circulate rated st_tor current when the
stator is short circuited,
(Xd) 12(F,g) + (Vg2)+ (VgFSC = _ _
_ (133)100[_(96)+ (123)+ (120]
(181) SCR SHORT CIRCUIT RATIO -
(182) I2RR FIELD COIL I2R - at no load. The copper loss in the
field winding is calculated with cold field resistance
at 20°C for no load condition, (Loss for 2 coils. )




(183) F&W FRICTION & WINDAGE LOSS - Note: Write 0 on input
sheet when computer is to calculate F & W. In-
sert actual value when known.
To ratio from test data, assume that F & W loss
varies as the 5/2 power of the rotor diameter
a_ld as the 3/2 power of the RPM.
The formula below gives an approximate answer
when test data is not available. For a more
rigorous treatment use the information given in
the rotor friction analysis appended to the thermal
analysis section (Section C, Vol. 1).
F&W = 2.52 x 10-6 (dr) 2.5 (_lTP+_l +_g2) (RPM) 1"5
=2._2x 10-8(ua)2.5_76)+¢o_(78)](7)1.5
For gases or fluids other than standard air, the|
fluid density and viscosity must be considered.




- density- Lbs gr -3
- viscosity IABS 1_r'1 I-IR-1
• 0765 - density std. sir
• 0435 - viscosity std. air
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• :_-_" WT]:L: _TATOR TEET_¢I LOSS -
(185} WC STATOR CORE LOSS °







(193) WDN L DAMPER LOSS -
(194) 12R STATOR I2R -
L-_8
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('.351 -- EDDY LOSS -
(196) -- TOTAL LOSSES - at no load.
NOTE: The output sheet shows the next items to
be: (Rating), (Rating + Losses), (% Losses),
(% Efficiency). These items do not apply to
the no load cale_l_,tion since the rating is
zero. Refer to Items (248), (249), (250),
(251) for these calculations under ]oad.
_,_7) ENL LOAD CALCULATIO,NS - Run through sample at 100% load.
ENL = (EpH)+ (IpH)(RpH)
= (4) + (8)(54)
(198) ed
(198a) O POWER FACTOR ANGLE
L-49
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(199) FgL1 AIR GAP AMPERE TURNS UNDER LOAD - If there were
no change in stator leakage flux from stator core
to rotor skirt from the no load condition calculated
in Item (96).
FgL1 = (ed)(F'g) = (198)(96)
(200) FTL 1 STATOR TEETH AMPERE TURN DROP AT FULL LOAD
First approximation.
FTL1 = (F'T)E+ (P.F.)-]
= (97)[1 + (9]
(201) FCL STATOR CORE AMPERE TURN DROP -
The firstapproximationfor the statorcore densityat
no-loadis used for thefull-loadcalculation. The
change in core densitydue to the change in _7 isnot
regarded as signifigant.
!
FCL = F C
= (98)
(202) _TL1 LEAKAGE FLUX FROM STATOR BACK-IRON TO ROTOR
SKIRT- First approximation - in kilolines.
_"/L1 = (P7)_FgL1) + (FTL1) + (FCL_ x 10-3
= (86) _199) "P (200) + (201-_ x 10-3
L-50
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!(203) F gL TOTAL AIR GAP AMPERE TURNS AT FULL LOAD
F'g L = FgL1 + (_7L1)(ge) x 103 = (199) + _(202)(69) x 103
(Ag) 3.19 (68) 3.19
(204) OTL1 THEORETICAL FLUX AT FULl, LOAD - first approximation.
(_TL1 = ((_NL)+(OTLI)
= (204) + (202)
(73)
Where _NL = (0T) |_
(205) BTL STATOR TOOTH , ENSJT_ AT FULL LOAD ABOVE NORTH
POLE
(_TLI) (204)
BTL = (Q)(J]s)(bt1/3) = (23)(17)(57a7
(206)! FTL STATOR TOOTH AMPERE TURNS AT FULL LOAD
FTL = (hs)ENI/inch at density (BTL)] _I+ (P.F.-_
= (22) _ook uP °n stat°r magnetizati°n curv_ElL_ + (9)3I given in (18) at density (205)
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(207) _7L LEAKAGE FLUX FROM STATOR BACK-IRON TO ROTOR
SKIRT - second application.
07L = (P7)[_F'gL1)+ (FTL)+ (FcL_ _'o'_
I f-- "1
-- L2031+12061 <20
(208) OTL THEORETICAL FLUX AT F.L. - second approximation.
(07L)
0TL = (0NL) + -(Cp---_
(207)
= (204) + (73)
(208a), Fg L
Fg L = F'g L + (¢7L)(ge) 103
3.19 (Ag)
= (203) + (207)(69) 103
3.19 (68) -
The next four items cover the flux leakages from pole to
pole in the rotor. (In kilolinez)
, (209) _IL 01L = (PI)_'_(fgL) + 2(FTL) + 2(FCL)_ x 10-3
= (80) E(208a)+ 2(206)+ 2(201)_] x 10-3
(210) 02L 02L = (P2)_(FgL)+ 2(FTL) + 2(FCL__ x 10-3
= (81) _(208a_ + 2(206) + 2(201"_ x 10"3
(211) 03L O3L = (P3)E2(FgL) + 2(FTL) + 2(FcL_ x 10-3
= (82)5(208a) + 2(206) + 2(201-'_ x 10-3
L-52
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c--(2i2) (_4L _4L = (P4)L2(FgL) + 2(FTL) + 2(FCL)__J x 10-3
° (83)[_(208_)+2(206)+2(201)-]x 10-3
(213) (_PL FLUX PER POLE AT FULL LOAD
For P.F. = 0.0 to .95
• 93(Xad)
_L --_NL )- lOO sin (
.93(131) 8_= (213) 98)- 1-_ sin (19
Where (_PNL = ((_TL)(Cp)(p)
_ _208)(73)
(6)
For P.F..95 to 1.0
(_PL = (Kc)((_PNL)
= (9a)(213)
(21_) (_SPFL SOUTtl POLE FLUX AT FULL LOAD
(_SPFL=(OPL)+ ((_IL)+ (O2L)+ (O3L)+ (04L)2 2(P)
_ (2]3)+ (209)+ (210)+ (211)+ (2]2)
2 2(6)
(215) BSPF L FLUX DENSITY IN SOUTH POLE AT FULL LOAD
(C3PFL) = (214)




(216) FSPFL SOUTH POLE AMPERE TURNS
When bnp(end ) = bnp(mid )
I FSP-FL = (_SP) _Nl/inch at density (BSPFL_3
I (76).
Look up on tube magnetizatio** curv_
3
Lgiven in (18) at density (215)1
When bnp(end ) / bnp(mid )
_6P _I/ineh at density BSP_I_
--2--
(76) rLook up on tube magnetization curv_
--2--
[_ven in (18) at density (215)
(217) 0NPFL NORTH POLE FLUX - First approximation without leakage
05L.
(_IL) + (_2L) + (03L) + (_4L)
I_+PFL = (0PL) +
_)
(209)+ (210)+ (211)+ (212)(213)+ (6)
!
(218) B NPFI NORTH POLE DENSITY AT FULL LOAD - first approximation.
' (¢_IPFL)_ (217)
BN-PFL ---_NP) - (79)
I
(219) F NPFI NORTH POLE AMPERE TURN DROP - firstapproximation.
F'NPFL : (hNp) /inch at density (B'N-PFL__
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(220) _6L LEAKAGE ACROSS FIELD COIL - from rotor shaft outer
diameter to the inner surface of the rotor skirt.
(_6L = (P6)E(FSPFL)+(F'NPFL)+2(FgL)+2(FTL)+2(FcL_ x 10-3
= (85) (_16)+(219)+2(zo_)+2(206)+2(201_ x 10-3
(221) 0SKFL FLUX AT THE SKIRT ENTRY EDGE OF AUXILIARY AIR
GAP (g2) - at full load.
_SKFL = ((_SPFL) rp) + ((_6L)2 2
= (214)(6)__ + (220_____)
(222) BSKFL DENSITY AT THE SKIRT ENTRY EDGE OF AUXILIARY .AIR
GAP(_gzL)"at fml load.
BSKF L _ _SKFL_ (221)
aSK (79b)
(223) FSKFL ROTOR SKIRT AMPERE TURN DROP-
FSKFL = (_SK) _/inch at density HSKFL_
=(Ts) FLookuponskirtma_,etization=u_ ._given in (.18) at density (222)
This value of ampere turns should be insigniEcant.
The calculation of FSKFL is in this program only for
a check on a possible bottleneck.
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(224) Bg2F L FLUX DENSITY IN AUXILIARY /kilt GAP - a_ full load.
Bg2FL (0SKFL) (221)
-- (Ag2) : ?-(_-I
(225) Fg2F L AMPERE TURN DROP IN AUXILIARY GAP
Fg2FL = (Bg2FL) (g2) x 1033.19
(224) (59a) x 103
- 3.19
(226) 0L5 LEAKAGE FLUX THROUGII FIELD COIL FROM NORTH
POLE TO YOKE (_'2)
' f
(}L5 = (P5)[( F NPFL)+2(FgL)+2(FTL)+2,Fc)+(FSPFL)+(Fg2FL-)_ x 10-3
= (84) (_19)+2(208a)+2(206)+2(201)+(216)+(225)_ x 10-3
(227) _y2FL FLUX IN COIL YOKE - At Y2 the sm_.llest cross-section
of yoke.
_y2FL = (_tSKFL) + (¢L5)2
= (221) + (226)
(228) By2FL FLUX DENSITY IN COIL YOKE - At Y2 the smallest cross-
section of yoke.
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(229) Fy21YL AMPERE TURN DROP IN THE YOKE SFCTION Y2. This
value should be insignificant and the calculation is
here to call attentio_ to _ possible saturation point.
If the yoke section is made straight, of ,u_iform
thickness, all of the ampere turn drop w.ill be in
the lower half of the yoke.
Fy2VL = __(hy)F___NI/inchat density (By2FL)-_
_ 1 (78)ENI/inch at density (228)_
(230) Bg3F L DENSITY OF AIR GAP g3 - at full load.
(_y2FL) (227)
Bg3FL = (Ag3) =
(231) Fg3F L AMPERE TURN DROP ACROSS AIR GAP (g3) - at fullload.
For stepped air gap i.e. when (59b) = 1,0 calculate
as follows:




For tapered air gap i.e. when (59b) = 2 calculate
as follows:
Bg3FL (g3)x l03 = (230)(59c)x l03
Fg3FI' = 3.19 3.19
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(232) By4F L FLUX DENSITY IN SHAFT AT ENTRY TO NORTH POLE
I_]4FL = ((_y2FL)= (227)
(Ay4) (ll2)
(233) Fy4FL AMPERE TURN DROP IN SHAFT
Fy4FL = _Y4)2 _NI/mch at density(By4FL)_
(78) _.ook up on shaft .magnetization curv_
=-2-
given in (18) at density (232)
(234) BNPFL FLUX DENSITY IN NORTH POLE AT BASE
BNPFL = 2(_Y 2FL) = 2(227)
4(aNp)
(235)FNPFLNOREPOLEAMPERE  ROP
FN-PFL = (hNp)_NI/inch at density (BNPFL)_
= (78)_ook up on northpole magnetizationq
' Lc_urvegiven in (18)at density(234)J





(237) IFFL FIELD CURRENT - at 100% load per coil
z






(238) EFF L FIELD VOLTS - at 100go load per coil. This calculation
is made with hot field resistance at tim expected
temperature at 100% load.
EFFL = (IFFL)(RF hot)
= (237)(155)
(239) 5FI" CURRENT DENSITY OF FIELD CONDUCTOR - at 100% load.
Current Density = (IFFL)= (237)
(240) -- Items (197) through (239) cover full load saturation calcula-
tions at 100% load. In order to calculate for any
load other than 100% load, use the fol!owing procedure:
Recalculate Item (197) as follows:
ENL = EpH + IpH (Per Unit Load) l_pH
= (4) + (8) (Per Unit Load) (54)
Recalculate Item (198) as follows:
= tan_l _mO _ (Xq)(Per UnitL°ad__cos(9
= tan_l _n(161) + cos(198)(134)(PerUnit Lo___
ed = cos(6) + (Xd)(Per Unit Load) sin (_)
= cos(E) + (133)(Per Unit Load) sin (240)
L-59
Recalc_2ate Item (2.t3)
For P.F. = 0.0 to .95
(aa
= (213)_40) '*)_('_)(:_"t_-D)sin (240)-_,
With the changes made as shown in Item (240), re-
calculate Items (197) through (239) at the % load
required using pel unit load = % load being used
100
(241) I2RR FIELD COIL I2R at 100% load - The copper loss in the
field windings calculated with ho[ field resistance
at expected temperature for 100% load condition.
(for two coils).
Rotor I2R = _(IFFL)2(RF hot) = 2(237) 2 (155)
(242) WTF L STATOR TEETH LOSS at 100% load - The stator tooth loss
under load increases over that of 1_._load because
of the parasitic fluxes caused by the ripple due to
the rotor damper bar slot openings,
I- _CzoT)
=_). L4(133)] + _ (184)






(9.43) WpF L P__OLE FACE LOSS at 100% load
=_Ksc)(IpH) (--_°l_)(ns)_2 + I_(WpNL)q-_Wp_4R )
WpFL
= _43)(32)(8)(208a)1(30__.j2 1II- + 1 (186)(z 3)
(Ksc) is obtainedfrom Graph 3
Where Wpi_R = pole face hat_ onic loss
The pole face harmonic loss calculation is not
included in this design manual; however, a
space has been provided on the input sheet
for the pole face harmonic toss if the designer
calculates it by some other means. This
calculated loss will be added to the normal
pole face harmonic loss and the output will
include both. When the calculated value of
pole face harmonic loss is not available
insert O. 0 on the input sheet. When the
_4_
calculated value of pole face harmonic loss
is available, insert the actual value on the




(244) WDF L DAMPER LOSS at 100_ load
K (% Load) 2
sc)(lPH) 100 (_0D ho_//_
WDFL [L _-)(_g_ (ns) l * (WDNL) x __J (.'%cold; ,'
=;_244) (8) 1 (30)-] 2 + I (143)(14!)
(Ksc) is obtained from Graph 3
Where WD,tIR = Damper bar harmonic loss
The damper bar harmonic loss calculation is not
included in this design n_samal; however, a space
has been provided on the input sheet for the damper
bar harmonic loss if the designer calculates it by
some other means. This calculated loss will be
added to the normal damper harmonic lo_ _ and
tile output will include both. When the calculated
value of the damper bar harmonic loss is not
available, insert 0.0 on the i,_put sheet. When
the calcuiated value of damper harmonic loss




(245) I2R STATOR I2R at 100_ load -
(246) -- EDDY LOSS -
(24/) -- TOTAL LOSSES at I00_oload - sum of alllosses at I00_0load.
Total Losses = (Flet_12R) + (F&W) + (StatorTeeth Loss)
+ (StatorCore Loss) + (Pole Face Loss)
+ (Damper Loss) + (Stator12R) + (Eddy Loss)
= (241)+(183)+(242)+(185)+(243)+(244)+(245)+(246)
(248) -- r_ATL-NGIN KILOWATTS at 100v/oload
(249) -- RAT_IG & _ LOSSES
(250) -- % LOSSES
(251) -- % EFFICIENCY
L-_3
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INPUT AUXILIARY DATA SHEET
Auxiliary information taken from the design manuals to be used in conjunction w_th input sheets for
convenience.
A. All dlmens;ons for lengths, widths, and diameters are to be given in inches.
B. Resistivity inputs, I'_ems (141) and (151) _re to be given in micro-ohm-inche_
The following items along with an explanation of each are tabulated here for convenience. For complete
explanation of each item number, refer to design manuals.
_.em No. Explanation
(9) Power factor to be given in per unit. For example for 90% P.F., inser_ .90___.
Adjustment Factor - For P.F. (.95 insert 1.0
(ga)
For P.F. ) .95 insert 1.0__5
(10) Optional Load Point -- Wilere load data output is required at a point ot_er than those give:,
as standard on the Input sheet. Ex_mpio: For load data output at 15570 load, insert 1.5__._5.
(14) Number of radial ducts in stator.
(15) Width of radial ducts used In Item (14).
(18) Magnetization curve of material used to be submitted as defined In Item (18).
(19) Watts/Lb. to be t2ken from a core toss curve at the density given in Item (20) (Stator).
(20) Density In kllolines/in 2. This value must correspond to density used to pick I'_m (19)
usually use 77.4 KL/in 2.
(21) Type of slit - For open slit Type A, Insert 1.0.
For partially open slot Type B with constant slot width, Insert 2.._00.
For partially open slot Type C with constant tooth width, insert 3.0.
For round slot Type D, insert 4.0.
For additional information, refer to figure adjacent to input sheet which
shows a picture oi each slih
(22) For stalor slit dimension - for d_mensions that do not apply to the slit insert 0.0.__.._.
Use Table below as guide for input.
Slot Type
_mbol Ite_._mm _ _ 3__.
bo (22) 0.0 * * *
b1 0.0 0.0 * 0.0
b2 0.0 0.0 * 0.0
b3 0.0 00 * 0.0
bs . . _1_ .
ho 0.0 * * *
hI * * * 0.0
h2 * 0.0 0.0 0.0
h3 * * 0.0 0.0
hs * * * *
ht 0.0 * * 0.0
hw 0.0 * " 0._




(28) Type of winding - for wye cc.r, lected wi,:ding insert 1.0.
for delta connected winding insert 0.0.
(29) T_,pe of coil - for formed wom, d (rect. wire), insert 1.0.
for random wound (round wire) insert 0.0.
(30) Slotsspammd - Example - for slotspan of I-I0, insert9.0.
(33) For round wire insert diameter. For rectangularwire insertwire width.
(34) Strandsper conductor in depth only.
(34a) Total strands per conductor in depth and width.
(35) Diameter of coll head forming pin. Insert.25 for statorO.D. 48 inches;
Insert . 50 for stator O.D. >8 in. Coil ) Pin
(37) Use vertical height of strand for round wire, insert 0.0.
(38) Distance between centerline of strands in depth, h_alatlon b'st
(39) Stator strand thickness -- use narrow, st aimension of the two dimensimm given for a
rectangular wire. For round wire insert 0.0.
(40) Stator slot skew in inches.
(42a) Phase belt angle - for 60° phase belt, insert 60o.
for 120 ° phase belt, insert 120 o.
(48) See explanation of items (71), (72), (73), (74) and (75). Sar ,e applies here.
(87) When no load saturation output data is required at various voltages, insert 1.0.
When no load saturution information is not required, insert 0.0.
(137) Damper bar thickness -- use damper bar slot height for rectangular bar. For round
bar insert 0.0.
(138) Number oi damper bars per pole.
(140) Daznper bar pitch in inches.
(148) For round wire insert diameter. For rectangular wire insert wire width.
(149) For rectangular wire insert wire tbi'rness. For round wire hmert 0.0.
(187) Pole face loss factor. For rotor laminatton thickness .028 in. or less, insert 1.17.
For rotor lamination thickness .029 in. *o .063 in. insert 1.75.
For rotor lamination thickness .064 in. to .125 insert 3.5.
For so!ld rotor insert 7.0.
(71) lI the values of these ccnstants are available, insert the actual number. I[ they are






$,INGLE COIL OUTSIDE COIL LUNDEL L
MODEL EWO DESIGN NO(I)
|a_) KVA_mEX*TORKVA PU_/U,xoPPbO_ux (.I c! _J
(3) E LINE VOLTS IHOING COI¢_TANT (72) Cw !_
I.-
U) Epk PHASE VOLTS POLl CONSTANT (7_.) Cp x
<
(S) m PHASES END EXTEN_ON ONE TURN _) LE
(s,) f FREQUENCY OKN*_'T"_*TIONP*CVOe (7') _. i
F"
(4) p POLES C_OSS MAGNETIZING PACTOR ('rJ) ¢,e
.,..,. ,o.,...,. i,s.I (1_ I pk PHASE CURRENT ID11/OF POLB0iARRON END) (74) bp|
|(9) PF POWER FACTOR WIDTH OP POLENIDTH |qD) I ('iS) bp|
(ge) K c ADJ. FACTOR POLE THICKNESS 04ARRON END) (/4) *PI
(10) OP11ONAL LOAD POINT PC'E TtNCKNES& (1fiDE END) (7_ _P2 w
(1_) d STATOR I.D. POLE LENGTH (71) _D "_
6
(12) D STATOR O.D. ROTOR DIAMETER (I le) dr
(13) GROSS CORE LENGTH WEIGHT OF _OTOR IR_ (1S7) ;( - )
(14) "v NO. OF DUCTS ' ' POLE PACE LOSS FACTOR " (187) [I(1[ ! )
(15) .bj WIDTH OF DU'_T PrRM OF LIAKAGE PATH 1 j(|0) I P|( 6) KI STACKING PACTOR STATOR ERM EAKAGE IH 2 (|1_ 2 Z(1_ k WATTS/LB. PERM OP LEAKAGE PA_.i, 3 (82) P] <
(20) S DENSITY PERM OP LEAKAGE PATH 4 (13) P' t_
I II I
(21) TYPE OV SLOT PERId OF LEAKAGE PAT' (84) p ,u
..... El.
[{22) b D SLOT OPENING PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 7 (86) P7
GS) b ! SLOT mOTH TOP P&JtU'()P lEAKAGE'PAll4" (864) P8
I] m
_2) b 2 DIk OF EN_ BI_. L AT SMAL LEST SEI;,T (?B) dy2
(22) b 3 THICKNESS OF E*4D BELLe .... (78) ty2
_[i_) b SLOT WIDTH -- THICKNESS OF HOUgNG SECTION _|) t_
_=) h i L_GTHO,HOU'NGSBCTm. m, ,_,,rla2) ENGTHOFpr_ _ATH_ (s_.) .I
<|
_w!(22) :h 2 NO. OF FI'ELD COILS (146b) Nee
i(22) Ik 3 NO. OF FI*:LD TURNS/C{_L (146_ HF
l(n) h, SLOTDEPTH "" _EANLENGTHO_PLO._JR. _,_ _ _, ,_
......... .j
(22) h t FLr). COND. DIA. OR WIDTH (14|) _u
u
(22) hw FLD. COND. THICKNESS (149)
_3! Q NO. OF SLOTS FLD. TL4P IN °C (150) Xf u¢'
_) TYPEOP_OG. , RESISTIVITYoFFL_).CGHD.,_0o . (ISn _9_ -....
{29) TYPE OF COIL NO LOAD SAT, (87)
(30) ns CONDUCTORS/SLOT FRICTIOn, & WINDAGE' (183') (F&W)
iS1) y :LOTS SPANNED SPECIAL PERHt_!ANCE I (_) _ 7
{32) c PARALLEL CIRCUITS STATOR LA/_- _TERIAL (i|) ._
{33) STRAND OIA. OR WIDTH POLE MATERIAL (IS) ).-
, <
Z_ {34) N.t STRANDS/COHDUCTORIH DEPTH YOKE MATERIAL (FLUX PLATE.! (18) I
,,, . m
Z_ (34e) N *st STRANDS/CONDUCTOR
_" [39) STATOR STRAND T*KNS.
{35) d b O1,4,.OF PiN
13,) _ ,,: COILEXT.STY.,'ORT
[37} k .t UNINS. STRD. HT. STATOR SLOT POLE
[3"_) k't DIST. BT_'F. CL OF STD. DAMPER SLOT REMARKS
[420) PHASE BELT ANGLE
[40) '_.k SI"ATOR SLOT SKEW q_/
;50) XoC STATOR TEMP °C
(51) --_'. RES'TVY STA. CO_D. • 20 or.
(7B) _a;_ LENGTH OF GAP (g2) I
._ _ )IAMETER AT GAP (|2) "-
I
(59) Ig MAIN AIR GAP DF.SIGNER DATE
AUXILIARY AIR GAP REV.
_, ._.'-O1
1965021092-334
{_.) OP_I $10tS {b) £onslont S|o[ _dth
i
T Y P E 2
(Type 5 is an open L__
slot with 1 conductor
per slot) _-b,-_ _.____
(c) Constont_oo_h_a_h (d) Rour_ Slols
r-b, -I
bs for tyPe 3 is
N-02
1965021092-335
TWO OR COIL OUTSIDE COIL LUNDELL
SINGLE
SUMMARY OF DESIGN CALCULATIONS (OUTPUT)
MODEL NO. EWO .DESIGN NO.
(17) (_r,) SOLID CG;E LENGTH ICARTER COEFFICIENT (67) (K|)
(24) (h c ) DEPTH BEI.OVr SL:_T I EFFECTIVE AIR GAP (69) (g-) .ram
SL"IT PITCH jFUNO/MAX OF FLG. FLUX (71) (C I)
(,2,7.) (_1/3) SLOT PITCH I/3 £'lST. UP WINDING CONST. (72) (CI_) _.Z
(42) (Kek) SKEW FACTOR POLE CONST. (73) (Cp) <I-
(43) (K d ) DIST. FACTOR END. EXT. O1_ TURN (48) (LE |
(44) (Kp) PIT(.. FACTOR DEMAGN;_TIZING FACTOR (74) (CM) u°
(45) (.-_ e) EFF. CONDUCTORS , CROSS MAGNETIZING FACTOR (_) (C_)
(48) (Oc) COND. ARFA AMP CORD/IN (IN) (A)
(47) (Sj) ,CURRENT DENSITY (STA.) REACTANCE FACTOR (1291 (X)
(49.) (J_t) 1/2 MEAN TURN LENGTH -- LEAKAGE REACTANCE (1301 (X_)
.(53) (Rph) COLD STA. RES. • 20o C .., REACTANCE DIRECT AXIS (1311 (Xadl
(54) (Rpk) HOT STA. RES. _ Xo C REACTANCE QUAD. AXIS (1321 (Xeq)
(55) (EFtop EDDY FACTOR TOP SYN REACT DIRECT AXIS (133) {Xd) "_
u
(56) (EFbot) EDDY FACTOR BOT SYN REACT QUAD AXIS (134) (X I ) z
.(
(62) (ill, I) STATOR COND. PER'I. FIELD LEAI_AGE REACT (160) (Xf)
(-631 (_e) END PERil. FIELD S_=LF INDUCTANCE (1611 (Lf)
(65) ( ) WT. OF ETA COPPER UNSAT. TRANS. REACT Ill_) _X' d_ n,
(66) ( ) RT. OF STA IRON SAT. TRANS. REACT (167) (X 'd)
(41) (_"p)., POLE PITCH SUB. TRANS REACT DIRECTAX. (168) (X"_)
(157) ( - ) FT. OF ROTOR IRON SUB.TRANSREACTQUADAX. i(1691 (X "a)
(145) (V r ) PERIPHERAL SPEED NEG'SEQUENCE REACT (1701 (X2,)...
(153) (Ocf) F'_D COND. AREA ZERO SEQUENCE REACT (172) (X o ) m
(1541 (R f ) COLD FLD RES • 20o C OPEN CIR. TIME CONST. 1761 (T*da)
[1SS) (R 1 ) HOT FLD RES * X o C ARM TIME CONST. (1771 (T_)' _
[1561 ( - ) WT OF FLD (_OPPER ' TRANS TIME CONST. (178) (T 'd ) _u_
180) (PI) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH | SUB. TRANSTIMECONST. (179_ (T"d)
mmmnmm
[81) (P21 PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 2 TOTAL FLUX (88) (_<',_)
[82) (P3) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 3 FLUX PER POLE (92) (_p)
'83) (P4) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 4 GAP DENSITY (MAIN) (9S) (Bg) --
84) (PS) PERMOFLEAKAGEPATHS TOOTHOENSI_ (911 (s,) i_
186) (PT) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 7 ' "' CORE DENSITY (94) (B c) I_
186o) (P8) PERM OF LEAKAGE PATH 8 TOOTH AMPERE TURNS (97) (F t )
1180) (FSC) SHORY CIR NI CORE AMPERE TURNS i(98) (F s )
:181) (SCR) SHORT CIR: .R.ATIO GAP AMPERE TUR.NS.,!MAIN) (96! (Fg)
P ER_ENT LOAD g 100 150 200 OPTIONAL
'j_ ) (1GOD) LEAKAGE FLUX (_) (197a) ....
_pl) (102a) TOTALFI_UX/POLE (c_tl_ (213a)
) (103o) POLE DENSITY (BpI) (213b)
(B92) (122) AUX. GAP DENSITY (Bg2L) (224)
_,.2) (125) END bELL DENSITY (9y2L) (2281
,_I.) (126a) HOUSING DENSITY (Byl) (22911)
(Fnl) (127) TOTAL HI/CelL (Ffl) (236)
;'hi ) (127a)FIELD'AMP_/COIL (Iffl) (237)
_' ) (127¢) CUR. DENSITY FIELD (Sfl) (239)
(F.f_n,i ) (127b) F_ELD VOLTS/COIL (Elf I) (238)
;w._) (185) STA CORE LOSS (Wc) (185)
_1) (184) STA TOOTH LOSS (Wtfl) (242) ......
_a-Ri) (194) STATOR CU LOSS L . , (12RI) (245)(-)
,_ (195) EDDY LOSS i ( - ) (246)
._1) (186) POLE FACE LOSS (W0f i) (243)R () (182) FIELD COIL LOSS (_2Rfl) (24|_
(F&W) (1831 Fa,_' ',DES (F&W) (183)
( _- (196) TOTAL LOSSES ( - ) (247)






SINGLE COIL OUTSIDE COIL LLiNDELL
r _ . . _
NO LOAD SATURATION OUTPUT SHEET
'_ (_) (E) (_'1) nt (97) Ft (94) ac (91;; Fc if6) Fs
YOLTS STA. I_'_THDEHSlTY STA.TOOTHHI STA.COREDENeJ'I-Y $'rA. COREHI MAINGAPDEI_m
q










TWO-COIL OUTSIDE- COIL LUNDE LL
DESIGN COMPUTER MANUAL
(I) -- DESIGN NUMBER
(2) KVA GENERATOR KVA
(3) E LINE VOLTS





(8) IpH PHASE CURRFNT
(9) P.F. POWER FACTOR
(9a) Kc ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
(lO) -- LOADPOn_rrs
(11) d STATOR PUNCHING I.D.
(lla) dr ROTOR O.D.
(1_.) D PUNCHINGO.D.
(13) _ GROSS STATOR CORE LENGTH
(14) nv RADIAL DUCTS
(15) bv RADIAL DUCT WIDTH
(16) Kl STACKING FACTOR




MLTEHIAL- This inpu_ is u_ed in selecting the proper m.ag-
nettzaUon curves for stator, yoke: pole_ when dif-
ferent materials are used. Separate s_ces are"
provided on the input sheet for each section men-
Uoned above. Where curves are available on card
decks, used the proper tden_g code. Where
card decks a_'e not available submit data in the
followingmanner:
The magneUzaUon curve must be ave,liable on semi-
log paper. Typical curves are shown in this manual on
Curves F15 & FI6. Draw straightllnesegments
through the curve starting with zero density. Re-
cord the coordinates of the points whe_'e the
i
straight line segments intersect. Submtt these
coordinates as input data for the magnetization
curve. The maximum density point must be sub-
mitted first.
Refer to Figure below for complete sample
Max.
60 Point _d/ Sample
Input Data
Straight Line _ff" _ NI
o
• 27 1.9
_ ".S_aight Line 4.9
20 Segments 87 5_ 12,09"0
lo 2' s lSht Line
/y Segment
0 J






(21) TYPE OF STATOR SLOT
(22) ALL SLOT DIMENSIONS
(23) Q STATOR SLOTS
(24) hc DEPTH BELOW SLOTS
(25) q SLOTS PER POLE PER PHASE
(26) _J"s STATOR SLOT PITCH
(27) '_s I/_ STATOR SLOT PITCH
(28) -- TYPE OF WINDING
(29) -- TYPE OF COIL
(30) ns CONDUCTORS PER SLOT
(31) y THROW
(31a) PER UNIT OF POLE PITCH SPANNED
(32) C PA_ ALLEL PATHS
(33) -- STRAND OIA. OR WIDTH
(34) NST NUMBEk OF STRANDS PER CONDUCTOR IN DEPTH
(34a) N_T NUMBER OF STRANDS PER COND(JCTOR
(35) db DIAMETER OF BENDER PIN
(36) _e2 COIL EXTENSION BEYOND CORE
(37) hT I, HEIGHT OF.UNINSULATED STRAND
(38) h ST DISTANCE BETWEEN CENTERLINES OF STRANDS IN DEPTH
M-3
1965021092-340
(39) -- STATOR COIL STRAND THICKNESS
(4o) 7"SK S_W
(41) 7"p 1K_I_ PITCH
"(42) KSK SKEW FACTOR
(42a PHASE B'E_[_TANGLE
(43) Kd DISTRIBUTION FACTGR
(44) Kp PITCH FACTOR
(45) ne TOTAL EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS
(46) ac CONDUCTOR AREA OF STATOR WINDING
(47) SS CURRENT DENSITY
(48) LE END EXTENSION LENGTH
(49) it 1/2 MEAN TURN
(50) Xs o C STATOR TF.MP oc
(51) _S RESISTIVr['Y OF STATOR WINDING
J
(52) _R RESISTIVITY O_ STATOR WINDING
(53) RSp H STATOR RESISTANCE/PHASE(coU)
(54) RSp H STATOR RESISTANCE/PHASE
(hot)
(55) EF EDDY "FACTOR TOP
(top)
(56) EF EDDY,' FACTOR BOTTOM(bot)
_i M-_
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(57) bm STATOR TOOTH WIDTH
(57a)1bts/3 STATOR TOOTHWIDTB
(58) ! bt TOOTH WIDTH AT STATOR I.D. IN INCHES
(59) g MAIN AIR GAP IN INCHES
(59a) g2 AUXILIARY AIR GAP m inche_
(60) CX REDUCTION FACTOR
(61) KX FACTOR TO ACCOUNT FOR DIFFERENCE in phase
current in coil s_es in same slot.
(62) A i CONDUCTOR PERMEANCF
(63) KE LEAKAGEREACTIVE FACTOR
(64) AE END WINDING PERMEANCE
(64a) _ z SPECLkL LEAKAGE PERMEANCE - For machines
having a s,_0ctionof the pole that is approxi-
mately a full pole-pitch wide, an additional
leakage permeance must be added to the
slot and end-turn leakage permeances.
This permeance is that of the leakage path
from one pole into a tooth top and trom tooth
top back into the adjacent pole. The leakage
M-5
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ditionalealmgecanbe goodor bad depending




thespecificpermeance A z sincethepole base
willbe more or lessthana fullpolepitchwide






ea of pole over tooth when t_o_i is on centerlme
/_ _ (Cx) 20 _ between poles
f-
/k_-.= (Cx) _"(q"_:20t bt (_- bpl)2z(_-e2g tEl,) (_P'z_FbPI)
' I(65) -- WEIGHT OF COPPER(66) WEIGHT OF STATOR IRON
(67) Ks CARTER COEFFICIENT
(b8) Ag MAre _ GAP AREA
(69) ge EFFECTIVE AIR GAP
(70) Ag 2 AREA OF AUXILIARY AHI GAP
(dg2)(fg2) " _' (78)(78)
l_-Sb
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(71) C1 THE I_&TIO OF MAXIMUM FUNDAMENTAL of the field
form to the actual maximum of the field form.
(72) cw writINGCONSTANT
(73) Cp PoLECO._STANT
(74) CM DEMAGNETIZING FACTOR
(75) Cq CROSS MAGNETIZING FACTOR
(76) POLE DIMENSION LOCATIONS
bp_2" width of_o'l-_- -, " }-
at edge.of, bp_ _TATO_
tv2 = thickness of _.
- pole at edge_.__ I-_-_ ...... "'1
of stator _ __.
tpl tatck, _sof_




(77a) -- Items immediately following deal with the calculaUon of
rotor and stator leakage permeances.
nlustrations are included to help identify the
permeance areas and to locate the flux leakage
paths. The computer program will "handle the
calculation of permeances P1, P2, P3 and P4
eith_.r of two ways:
1. P1 through P4 can be calcu ated by the
computer. For t:_is case, insert 0.0 on
the input sheet for P1 through P4.
2. P1 through P4 can be calculated by the de-
signer. For this case, insert the actual
calculated value on the input sheet for P1
through P4.
Permeance P5 and P7 must be calculated by the
designer and the calculated value must be inserted
on the input sheet. The co,nputer will not calculate
these two permeance values because of the various
possible field coil locations.
Permeance calculations P1 through P7 are all
based on the equation P ffi _._(area)
M-7
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Where ,_ - 3.19
Area - cross- sectional area perpendicular
t to the leakage flux.
•" length of flux leakage path
Many of the equations used in this section are
taken f_om Rotor's "Electromagnetic Devices".
Refer to the Appendix for the Roter's formulae.
M-8
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(78) -- ROTOR AND STATOR DIMENSIONS
_g2 = axial length of gap (g2)
dy2 - diameter of yoke (end bell section) at narrowest
section
dg2 -- rotor diameter at auxiliary _ir gap
_y : half of the effective length of yoke
ty2 = thickness of end bell section of yoke
ty = thickness of housing section of yoke
dr = rotor diameter at main air gap
M-9
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(79) ap POLE AREA - The effective cross-sectional area of the
pole.
ap : (bp2)(tp2) = (76)(76)
(80) P1 POLE HEAD END LEAKAGE - This can be either 0.1)
or the actual value if available. Refer to
Item (r_) fcr explanation. See Figure .ff_-4-
for location.
Pl - 3. 19 (b_l)(tpl) = 3. 19 (76)(76)(Jl) (8oa)
(80a) J_l 21 = length of permeance path P1 and must be obtained
from design layout. Must be given on input
sheet when Pl = 0.0.
(81) P2 _VOLEHEAD SIDE LEAKAGE - This input can be either
0. 0 or the actual value if available. Refer
to Item (7r8) for explanation. See Figure N_-5
for location.
P2 = 3"19_'p)_tp2) _"(tpl)_' = 3"19_76) _76) +(76)_2
(81a) J_2 LENGTH OF PERMEANCE PATH P2 IN INCHES
M-IO
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(82) P3 POLE BODY END LEAKAGE - This i_k_e eitker
0. 0 or the actual value if avail',tble. Refer to
Item (86) for explanation. See Figure _ for
location.
•P3 - 6.98_ (bpl)_-%2 & (r3)
--_---6"28_ (76)_ (76)_ _n4 _(82b)
(82b) r4 r4 -"ffl ffi (80a) = length of permeance path Pl
_82C) r 3 r 3 =(_1)* _--_-) = (8Oa) , (13____)
(83) P4 POLE BODY SIDE LEAKAGE - This input can be either 0.0
or the actual value ff available. Refer to Item
(77a) for explanation. Se_ Figure _7 for
location.
When (6) _ 4
P4 - 3.n. _o) 1_n _.( _-_,_.).





when (6) ( 4
= 2 (83)
(84) P5 COIL LEAKAGE PERMEANCE PER COIL - This permeance
must be calculated by the designer and the cal-
culated value must be inserted on the input
sheet. Refer to Fig. M-8 & M-9, which show
the Icc_tion of the coil. This value is to be
given on a per coil basis. Refer to the
appendix for permeance formulae.
(86) P7 STATOR TO FRAME AND ROTOR LEAKAGE PERMEANCE -
Refer to Fig. M-8 & M-9 for location. This per-
meance is actuallybroken down _: 'h_-'eeparts:
P71 leakage to yoke; P72 leakage ' _haft; P73
leakage to rotor pole. In thisdebA_,imanual,
the three permeances are added and treated as
a singleleakage. The same conditionapplies
to P7 and P5. The designer must calculate
P7 and insert the calculatedvalue on the input
sheet.Refer tothe appendixfor formulae.
K-12
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FLUX PLATE TO FLUX PLATE LEAKAGE PERMEANCE(86a) P8 I
I This permeance must be calculated by
the
designer and the value must be inserted on
























Fp Fp F [g,,re M-8
M-17
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_5 - C"ml Lealr_age Permeance Figure M-9
P7 - Stator Leakage Permeances
Design A m
• _ ,_, '
/_// // ",




_._________ \ _Tz , ,.__
.._._______._j .-
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(87) -- The next set of calculations deals with the no load satura-
tion. The equations in this section can be used
to calculate the no load saturatlcn for any volt-
age. When the no load saturation data is re-
quired at various voltages insert I. on the
input sheet for 'rNo Load Sat, ". The computer
will then calculate _e no load saturation curve
at 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150, and
160% of rated volts. When the complete
saturation data is not necessary, insert 0.
on the input sheet and the computer will
calculate the 100% volt data.
(88) 0_F TOTAL FLUX IN KILOLINES
(91) B t TOOTH DENSITY
/ (92) (_p FLUX PER POLE
(94) B c CORE DENSITY
(95) Bg GAP DENSITY
(96) Fg AIR GAP AMPERE TURNS
(97) FT ffrATOR TOOTH AMPERE TURNS




(988.) ! F s STATOR AMPERE TURNS
(99) (}7 STATOR TO YOKE LEAKAGE FLUX - The
leakage flux from the stator to the yoke.
07= _Fc)t-(FT)t-(Fg)_- (F_(_)ID -3
: _,__(,__c,_ .o_),0 -_--
The items ,to follow are tv be calculated for
w,wiable loads, These calculaU_us will then
be repeated for 100% load.
(100a) (_ ROTOR LEAKAGE FLUX - at no load
=(6)_(ge)_2(97)• (98_
(10_.e ¢_ TOTXLF_.UXP_ _T._ - atnoload




The sketch above shows the leakage flux _7 leaking from the stator
to the rotor. In a 2-pole generator of this configuration, the leakage




Fc /" _\ Fc i
• FY2 2"--/_ _\ --_-- _Fy2
COIL -='- ¢5" ' / -"----COILMMF _ . , '
, ? Fg2
• / l
Fp . ; Fp
Schematic repre_entatio- of the flux circuit
of a two, outline-coil LmLdell, a-c generator.
The mmf dr/_ps in the circuit are showr by





(103a) Bp POLE DENSITY - The apparent fluxdensity at the base
of the pole. Note thatno provisioni_ made
in thismanual for calculatingthe densityin
the flux plate. R is, therefore, important
to remember not to restri_ the flux area
through this section.
Bp (OPT) (102a) Kilolines/in2
(103b) _8 FLUX P!.JkTE TO FLUX PLATE LEAKAGE FLUX (KILOLINES)
(_mS"_(P8)_2(Fg)+ 2(Er)• (Fc)_ x 10-3
= (86a) L2(96) f 2(97) , (98)_ x 10 -3
(104a) Fp POLE AMPERE TURNS - at no load. The ampere turns
per pole required to force tb.,_.fluxthrough the
pole and spider at no load rated voltage. Th_
no load pole ampere turns per pole are cal-
culatedas the product of(-_I_times the _NIper
inch at the density(Bp). Use magnetization
curve submRted per item (18)for rotor.
i Fp = (_p) E NI/in@ density (Bp)_
! [.curvegiven in (18)@ density(103a)J
o (108) 0g2 AUXILIARY GAP (g2)flux in kilollnes.
=OPT + (¢7)+(08)
= (102@ -_ + (99) + (103b)
M-_.2
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(118) (_5 COIL LEAKAGE FLUX PER COIL (Kilolines)
¢5 = (84)_128) (128b)  (104a)(96)+ (97)_-(98)_x l0-3
(123) Bg 2 AUXILIARY GAP (g2) FLUX DENSITY
(108)Bg2 = =
(123) Fg 2 AUXILIARY AIR GAP AMPERE TURNS
Fg2 - (3B._ (g2) x 10 3 (122) (59a) x 103• = "3":'_
(124) Ay 2 AREA OF END BELL SECTION OF YOKE AT SMALLEST
SECTION
Ay2 - 7T (dy2)(ty2) -" i7(78)(78)
(124a) Ay AREA OF HOUSING PORTION OF YOKE
Ay- _'_D) _-(ty)_ (ty)
= _12) _- (78)_ ('/8)
(125) By 2 FLUX DENSITY IN END BELL SECTION OF YOKE @ N.L.
at narrowest part
' (_g2 _"¢5 = (108) + (118)
BY2= (Ay 2) (li4)
M-23
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(126) ]_y2 AMPERE TURN DROP IN END *_ELL SECTION "OF TOKW.
@N.U
(12)_(78)_ Look up on yoke
=I _ Idensity (125) m_netizati°n curve @l
(126a) By DENSITY IN HOUndING SECTION OF YOKE @ N.L.
Ay (124a)
(126b) Fy AMPERE TURN DROP IN HOUSING SECTION OF YOKE
using I/2totallengthof housing
Fy : (_y)[ NI/inch at density (.By)]
: (78) /Look up on yoke magnetization curve @ densit
L(lZ6a)
(127) FNL TOTAl, .MMPERE TURN DROP @N. L
FNL = 2 _Fy)# (Fy2)+(Fg2) +(Fp){'(Fg)_(F T) _-(_]
= 2 E126b)_-(126)i"(123)_(lO4a)F(96)I'(97)_"9(__
(127a) IFN L FIELD CURRENT - at no load
(FNI_ . (127)
IFNL : (NF)(Nc( 9 (146)(146a)
M-24
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(127b) E F FIELD VOLTS - at no load. This calculation is made
with cold field resistance at 20o C for no load
condition.
EF--(IFNI_/R f cold)(Nco)--12__154)(146a)
(127c) S F CURRENT DENSITY - at no load.
(128) A AMPERE CONDUCTORS per inch
(129) X REACTANCE FACTOR
(130) X_ LEAKAGE REACTANCE - in per cent, _
x -x i+
--(129) _62)-P(64)+(64a)_
z is expla_ed under item (64a) and
should be zero in most cases.
(131) Xad REACTANCE - direct axis - This is the fictitious
reactance due to armature reaction in Be
direct axis (in per cent).
.9(ne)(IpH)(Cm)(Kd) x I00 .9145)_8)(74)(43 ) x 100Xad =
2(P) (Fg -p Fg.2) 2(6) C(96) 4" (123)-j
M-25
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(132 T_Cl REACTANCE - quadrature axis - This is the ficti_ous
/
/ reactance due to armature reaction in the
quadrature axis (in per cent).
(Cm)(C1) (74)(71)
(133) Xd SYNCHRONOUSREACTANCE - direct axis - (%)
M-25a
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(134) Xq SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE - quadrature axis (%)
(145) Vr PERIPHERAL SPEED
i
t46) N F LN_MBER OF FIELD TURNS per coil
146a) NCO NUMBER OF FIELD COILS - One basic computer program
isused forthe single-cGiland two-coilhmdell
generators. This item isused m the computer
program ae.a code for distinguishingone from
the other. Coilsare connectedin series.
(147) _tf MEAN LENGTH OF FIELD TURN - inches
(!,48) -- FIELD CONDUCTOR DIA OR WIDTH in inches
(149) -- FIELD CONDUCTOR THICKNESS in inches - Set this
item - 0. for round conductor.
(150) Xf°C FIELD TEMP IN °C
(15!) _f RESISTIVITY of field conductor
(152) _f RESISTIVITY of field conductor
(hot)
(153) acf CONDUCTOR AREA OF FIELD WDG
_154) Rf CC,LD FIELD RESISTANCE @ 20°C per coil
(cold)
Rf (cold)= (7°f)(Nf) ('_tf)x 10-6 = (151)(146)(147)x 10-6(ac) (153)
t4-26
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(155) Rf HOT FIELD RESISTANCE - Calculated at Xf°C (103)
(hot)
per coil
Rf (hot) - ( _ofhot) (Nf) (_t_)x 10"_ - (152) (146)(147)x 10-6(ac_) (1_3)
(156) -- WEIGHT OF FIELD COIL in lbs - pe+" coil
#:s of copper = . 321(Nf)(_tp_ac_)
= . 321(140(147)05_)
NOTE: This answer- is given in lbs. based on
density of copper. If anj othe_ ra_terial
is used, the answer on output sheet can
be converted by the designer by multi-
plyJrg by the ratio of densities.
(157) -- WEIGHT OF ROTOR IRON - Because of the large number
of different pole ehapes, one standard formula
cannot be used for calculating rotor iron weight.
Therefore the computer will not calculate rotor
iron weight. The space is allowed on the input
sheet for record purposes only. By inserting
0. in the space alio_ved for rotor iron weight,
the computer will show "0" ol_ the output
sheet. If the rotor iron weight iv available
and iuserted on input sho.et, thvn the output
r




(160) XF THE EFFECTIVE FIELD IJF,AKAGE REACTANCE - The
reactance which added to the stator leakage
reactance gives the transient reactance X'du.
When unit fundamental armature ampere turns
are suddenly applied on the direct axis, an
initial field current (It) will be induced. The
value of this initial field current will be just
enough to make the net flux interlinking the
field because of the field current and the arma-
ture current zero. The field aml:,ere turns
_xad _m-mXF 4
XF" (131) - _
_e = 6.38(11)a'- (O)(16o)




(160a) Pe FIELD LEAKAGE PERMEANCE
Pe- PEI + 1)2+P3-_'P4_ 4: _c,'._80).(81).(82)-(83)7
+ (84) + (86a)
I--. /
(161) L_ FIELD SELF-INDUCTANCE
-8




:i (166) X du U:_TURATED TRANSIENT REACTANCE
t
(167) _d SATURATED TRANSIENT REACTANCE
It
(i_x3) X d SUBTRANSIENT REACTANCE in direct axis
t!
(169) X q SUBTRANSIENT REACTANCE in quadrature axis
(170) X2 NEGATIVE SEQUENCE REACTANCE
(172) X0 ZERO SEQUENCE REACTANCE
(173) Kxo
(174) Kxl






(1_6) T'do OPEN CIRCUIT TIME CONSTANT -The time constant of the
field winding with the stator open circuited and with
negligible external resist_'_ce and inductance in the
field cL-cuit. Field resistance at room temperature
(20°C) is used in this calcu!al tion.
, (LF) = (181)
Tdo: (RF)(Nco)- (;S4)(l_a)
(177_. j Ta ARMATURE TIME CONSTANT!
IT' d TRANSIENT TIME CONSTANT
(178) t
180) FSC SHORT-CIRCUIT AMPERE-TURNS--The field
ampere-turns required to cir_dlate rated line
amperes in a three-phase short circuit at the
machine terminals.
TOO
=(133) 2 _96:, _(123)_
[181) SCR SHORT CIRCUIT RATIO
!_:-30
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182) I2RF FIELD I2R - at no load. The copper loss in the field
winding is calculated with cold field resistmlce
at 20°C for no load conditiop-
Field I2R = {IFNL) 2 (Rf cold}(Nco)




(183) F&W FRICTION & WINDAGE LOSS - The best results are ob-
tained by using existing data. For ratioing
purposes, the loss can be assumed to vary
approximately as the 5,/2 power of the rotor
diameter and as the 3/2. power of the RPM.
When no existing data is available, the follow-
ing calculation can be used for an approxim_e
answer. Insert 0. when computer is to cal-
culate F&W. Insert actual F&W when avail-
able. Use same value for all load conditions.
F&¢/ - 2.52 x 10 .6 Cdri2"5 (_p) (RPM) I" 5
= 2,52 x 10-. 6 (lla) 2"5 (76) (7) 1"5
For gases or fluids other t-hart standard air, the
fluid density and viscosity must be considered.
The formula given in the manual can be modified
by the factors
.0435
where _ "-density - Lbs Fr -3
A_ "-viscosity LBS FT -1 HR-1
• 0765 -"density std. air





(184) WTN L STATOR TEETH LOSS - at no load.
(185) Wc STATOR CORE LOSS







(194) I2R STATOR I2R - at no load.
(195) -- EDDY LOSS - at no load.
(196) -- TOTAL IX)SSES - at no load. Sum of all losses
Total losses = (Field I_R)  (F&W)  (StatorTeeth Loss)
+ (Stator Core Loss) + (P:Ie Face Loss)
: (182) _- (184) 4- (185) t" (186)




(197a) (_ LEAKAGE FLUX PER POLE at 100% load
(_._(ed)(Fg)_- E1 "i-cos (0)_(F T) t- (Fc) _(_[ = Y'_ (Fg) 4- (F T) 4- (F C)
=(100a)J'(198)(96) 4- [.1 _ cos (198a)_ (97) _- (98)\ (96) ,- (97) -t-(98)
(198) e d Vlhere e d = cos(_ _- #sint_
= cos (198a) t 100 sin (198a)
0 Where 0 = cos -1 L(Power Factor)](198a)
= cos "I _(9)_
Where _ = tan'l _ sin (0) 4- (Xq)cos(0 /(100)_.
= tan'l Lsin (198a)_-cos(198a)(134)/(I00)_
Where E = _J- 0 = (198a) - (198a)




(?07) O7L FLUX LEAKAGE FROM STATOR TO YOKE UNDER LOAD
(one side of statur only)
 tcos(0 + (F X IO
(213) _PL FLUX PER 1)O_ at 100%load
For 1).F..0 to .95
01)L= (01)) _ (ed) - "93(xad)loOsin (_)_
.93(131) a)_= (92) 198) - 100 sin (198
For 1).F..95 to 1.0
(_1)L = ((_1))(Kc) = (97-)(9a)
(213a) @P_L TOTAL FLUX _ POLE at 100% load
2(_t_ ) 2(197a)(_PTL : _PL_" _ - (213) • (6)
(213b) BpL FLUX DENSITY AT BASE OF POLE at 100% load
BpL OPTL
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(213c) FpL AMPERE 'TURNS PER POLE at 100% load
FpL= (_p_ _NI,/Ln @ density (BpL) ]
= (76) _Lookup _nperettwns/inch_nrotor mag- i
Lnetizatton ccrve given in (18_ _t density (213.b!
(221) 0g2L FLUX CROSSING THE AUXILIARY AIR GAP under load
Og2L = (0PTL)._ + ({2}7L) + (¢_L)Z.
= (213a)(6) _. (207) t (198b)
3-
(224) Bg2L FLUX DENSITY IN AUTtLIARY GAP' (_2) under load
Bg2L : _: _
(225) Fg2L AUXILIARY AIR GAP AMPERE TURN DROP under load
Fg2L = _(g2) x 103 = (_ (59a) x 103
(226) 05L COIL LEAKAGE FLUX under load
" (_5L : (PS) [(Fyl.) _ (F'pI.) '_ (Fg2L) "_(ed)(Fg) "_
FT [I. cos(9_. Fc_ x10-3
• (84) _229c), (213c) • (225), (198)(96),





(227) _y2L FLUX IN END-BELL SECTION OF THE YOKE trader load
Oy2L : (Og2L) + 05L
= (221) + (226)
(228) By2L DE:4SITY IN END-BELL SECTION OF YOKE AT THE
SMALLEST AREA SECTION under load
ByZL- _2L -Ay2
(2_29) Fy2L AMPERE TURN DROP IN END-BELL SECTION OF YOKE
under load.
Fy2L =_D'Id'_l _NL/inch @ density (By21_
= 6 Look up on yoke magnetization curv
ive_ in (18) at density (228)
(229b) By L FLUX DENSITY IN THE HOUSING SECTION OF THE YOKE
under loacL
(_2_2L)(221)
_L =_ (12_) t
V.-36
.... _, _... |
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(229c) Fy L AMPERE TURN DROP THROUGfl THE HOUS[P'G SECTION
OF THE YOKE under load, using 1/2 total length of housing.
Fy = {_y) _NI/Inch@density (ByL)_
}
= (78) I Look up on yoke m_,nettzation curve gt
Lin (18) @ density (2291))
(236) FFL TOTAL AMPERE TURN DROP at full lo;_d
=;_[(FS_yI_Fy2L)+(FpL)+(ed)(Fg)_FT) El+ cos(0)_ 1-.F.a_x I0-3
A.
-_ Z_Z_;_P,29C)+(229)-g-(2.1.3C)_198)(96)'t-(97) _.l+cos(l_ _a)_-_-'.(._'_x 10"
(237) IFF L FIELD CURRENT under load
IFF L = (FFL)//(NF) (Nco) = (236) / (146)(146a)
(239) SF L CURRENT DENSITY at 100% load
Current Density : (IFFL)/(acf): (237)//(153)
(238_ EFF L FIELD VOLTS at 160_ load - This calculation is made with
hot field resistance at expected temperature at -_
100°/oload.
i'





(241) I2RFL FIELD I2R at 100% load - The copper lo_s in the field
winding is calculated with hot field resistance
at expected temperature for 100_ load condition.
Field I_ = (IL,,FL)2(RF not) (Nco) - (237)2(155)(146a)
(242) WTF L STATOR TEETH LOSS at 100_ load - The stator to_tn
loss under load increases over that of no
load because of the parasitic fluxes caused by
the ripple &le to the rotor damper bar slot
openings.
: + WTN L
(243) WpF L POLE FACE LOSS at 100c/o load
: (32)(9e)J
(Ksc) is obtatne_from CurveF-3
_:-38 "
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_.._1o4.5) 12RL STATOR 12R at 100% load - The copper loss based on the
D.C. resistance of the winding. Calculate at
the maximum expected operating temperature.
I2R = (m)(IpH) 2 (RsPH hot)
: (s)(s)2 (_4)
(246) -- EDDY LOSS - Stator I2R loss due to skin effect
Eddy Loss = l (EF to_4"2 (EF bot) _ (Stator I2R)
=[(_, ; (56, _ 11(245)
(247) -- TOTAL LOSSES at 100% load - sum of all losses at
100% load
Total Losse_ = (Field I2R)+ (F&W)-t-" (Stator Teeth Lose)-/-
(Stator Core Loss)t- (Pole Face Loss)t-
(Statcr I2R) t" (Eddy Loss)
= (241)t" (183) + (242) t (185) t- (243) 1" (245) t" (246)
(248) -- RATING IN KILOWATTS at 100°/o load




(249) -- RATING PLUS LOSSES - (248)  (247)x 10 -3
(250) -- % LOSSES = Losses x (100)Rating Plus I_sses
: (247) x 10-3 x 102
(249)
(251) -- _ EFFICIENCY - 100% - % Losses
= lOO%-(250)
These items can be recalculated for any load condition
by simply inserting the values that correspond to the %
load be_.g calculated.
Values for F&W (183) and WC (Stator Core Loss) (185)
do not change with load.
M-40
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(I) -- DESIGN NUMBER
(2) KVA GENERATOR KVA
(3) E LINE VOLTS





(8) IpH PHASE CURRENT
(9) P.F. POWER FACTOR
(9a) Kc ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
(lO) -- Lo,_ POINTS
(11) d STATOR PUNCHING I.D.
(lla) dr ROTOR O.D.
(12) D PUNCHING O.D.
(13) _. GROSS STATOR CORE LENGTH
(14) nv RADIAL DUCTS
(I 5) bv RADIAL DUCT WIDTH
(16) Kl STACKING FACTOR




(18) MATERIAL- This input .is used in selecting the proper mag-
netization curves for stator, yoke _ pole.
Separate spaces are"
prrwided on the input sheet for each section men-
tioned above. Where curves are available on card
decb o used the proper identifying code. Where
card decks are not available submit data in the
following manner:
The magnetization curve must be available on semi-
1,_g paper. Typicai curves are shown bi this manual on
Curves F15 & F16. Draw straightllnesegments
throughthe curve startingwith zero density. Re-
cord the coordinatesof the pointswhere the
straightlinesegments intersect.Sulm_itthese
coordinates as input data for the magnetization
curve. The maximum density point must be sub-
mittedfirst.
Refer to Figure below for complete sample
Max.
60 Point _#_ Sample? Input DataI /
50 Straight Line /_f
NZ
¢_ Segment // _ 550 Max.0
._ 3 10 1.5
t_ 4 27 1.9
5 32 2,530 40 4.9
_ "S_aight Line 7 48 9.0
"_ 20 7 Segments 8 55 12.0A
10 J Straight Line
// SegmentB




(19) k WATTS LB
{2t)) B DENSITY
(21) TYPE OF STATOR SLOT
(22) ALL SLOT DIMENSIONS
(23) Q STATOR SLOTS
i
(24) hc DEPTH BELOW SLOTS
i
(25) q SLOTS PER POLE PER PHASE
(26) *7"s STATOR SLOT PITCH
(27) _s 1/3 STATOR SLOT PITCH
(28) -- TYPE OF WINDING
(29) -- TYPE OF COIL
(30) ns CONDUCTORS PER SLOT
(31) )/ THROW
(31R) PER UNIT OF POLE PITCH SPANNED
(32) C PARALLEL PATHS
(33) -- STRAND DIA. OR WIDTH
(34) NST NUMBER OF STRANDS PER CONDUCTOR IN DEPTH
(34a) NIST NUMBER OF STRANDS PER CONDUCTOR
(35) db DIAMETER OF BENDER PIN
(36) COIL EXTENSION BEYOND CORE
(37) hST HEIGHT OF UNINSULATED STRAND
(38) h/ST DISTANCE BETWEEN CENTERLINES OF STRANDS IN DEPTH
M-43
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(39) -- STATOR COIL STRAND THICKNESS
(40) _SK SKEW
(41) _'p POLE PITCH
(42) KSK SKEW FACTOR
(42a) PHASE BELT ANGLE
(43) I_ DISTRIBUTION FACTOR
(44) Kp PITCH FACTOR
(45) ne TOTAL EFFECTIVE CONDUCTORS
(46) ac CONDUCTOR AREA OF STATOR WINDrNG
(47) SS CURRENT DENSITY
(48) LE END EXTENSION LENGTH
(49) _t 1/2 MEAN TURN
(50) Xs o C STATOR TEMP oc
(51) _s RESISTIVITY OF STATOR WINDING
_(h_ RESISTIVITY OF STATOR WINDING(52) t)
(53) RSp H STATOR RESISTANCE/PHASE(cold)
(54) Rsp H STATOR RESISTANCE/PHASE
(hot)
(55) EF EDDY FACTOR TOP
(top)




f (57) btm I STATOR TOOTH WIDTH
(57a) l>t 1/31 STATOR TOOTH WIDTH
I :(58) bt TOOTH WIDTH AT STATOR I.D. in inches
(59) g MAIN AIR GAI_ in inches
(59a) g2 AUXILIARY AIR GAP in inches
(60) CX REDUCTION FACTOR
(61) i KX FACTOR TO ACCOUNq' FOR DIFFERENCE inphase currentin
coil sides .._ same slo_
I (62) h i CONDUCTOR PERI_ _kNCE
[ (63) i KE LEAKAGE REACTIVE FACTOI_
(64) _ E END WINDING PERMEANCE
(64a) /I z SPECIAL LEAKAGE PERMEANCE - For machines
having a sectionof thepole thatisapproxi-
mately a fullpole-pitchwide, an additional
leakagepermeance must be added to the
slotand end-turnleakagepermeances,
This permeance isthatof the leakagepath
from one pole intoa too_ topand from tooth
F.-145
', II ,_qln'_" ,glqm.m.l _" m'" "_ a @ ' ' 1
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(64a) Cont'd. top back into the adjacent pole. The leakage
is similar to Zig Zag leakage and by in-
creasing the stator leakage reactance, can
reduce the output of the generator significantly.
This same leakage can be used to purposely
limit the output of the gellerator and make it
current limited. The presence of this ad-
ditional leakage can be good or bad depending
upon what is wanted from the generator. The
important thing is for the designer to be aware
that it is there.
In many cases, the designer should estimate
the specific permeance/_ z sinct_ the pole base
will be more or less than a full pole pitch wide
and the following formula will not ._uffice.
M-_Sa





f'area of pole over tooth wllen tooth is on centerline _
(65) -- WEIGHT OF COPPER
(66) I -" WEIGHT OF STATOR IRON
(6'/) [ Ks CARTER COEFFICLENTA
(68) I "- MAIN AIR GAP AREA i
I




(70) Ag 2 AREA OF AUXILIARY AIR GAP
Ag_- _(dg2)(gg_.)- 7r(78)(78)
(71) C1 THE .KA'rIO OF MAXIMUM FUNDAMENTAL of the field
form to the actual maximum of the field form
(72) CW WINDING CONSTANT-
?
(73) Cp POLE CONSTANT
(74) CM DEMAGNETIZING FACTOR
(75) Cq CROSS MAGNETIZING FACTOR
(76_ -- POLE DIMENSION LOCATIONS
bp2 ffi width of_o-l-_- t
at edge of bp_ s"r,_TOR
stator stack \ G.rLAC K
bpl - pole wi_--aT ......
terminus
tp2 = thickness of








(77) _ POLE EMBRACE
o_ = b-j1 -t-bp2 = (76) -_ (7£)
2( T]_ 2(41)
(77a) -- Items immediately following deal with the c-_lculation of
rotor and stator leakage permeances.
Illustrations are included to help identify the
permeance areas and to locate the flux leakage
paths. The computer program will handle the
calculation of permeances ]P1, P2, P3 an_l P4
either of two ways:
1. P1 through P4 can be calculated by the
computer. For *his case, insert 0.0 on
the input sheet for P1 through P4'
2. P1 through P4 can be calculated by the de-
signer. Foz- this case, insert the actual
calculated value on the input sheet for P1 "
through P4. !,_
Permeance P5 and P7 must be calculated by the
designer and the calcul_tted value must be inserted
on the input sheet. The computer will not calculate r
these two permeance values because of the various iL
possible field coil locations.
M_hO
_ , - T II_
" I
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Permeance calculations P_ through P7 are all
based on the equation P -- _t_-(area)
Where /¢4. • 3.19
Area • cross-secUonal area perpendicular
to the leakage flux.
._ • length of flux leakage path
Many of the equations used in this section _
taken from Roter's "Electromagnetic Devices".
Refer to the Appendix for the Roter's formulae.
_ . • : o
-4 ,InuL--_ q IL'I • _ e
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(78) -- ROTOR AND STATOR DIMENSIONS
_g2 : axial lengthof gap (g2)
dy2 - diameter of yoke (end bell section) at narrowest
section
dg2 = rotor diameter _ auxiliary air gap
_y = effectiw length of yoke _ 7..
ty2 : thickness of end bell section of yoke
ty _- thickness of l_ousing section of yoke
dr " rotor diameter at main air gap
1965021092-393
P2 POLE HEAD SIDE LEAKAGE
P5 POLE BODY LEAKAGE
i





P4 IN A 12 POLE GENERATOR
( ,
/
P4 IN A 4 POLE GENERATOR
Figure M-13 _,
Page M _49 b •
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(79) ap POLE AREA - The effective cross sectional area of the
pole
Sp _- (bp2)(tp2) - (76)(76)
(80) P1 POLE HEAD END LEAKAGE - This can be either 0.0 or
the actual value if available. Refer to Item (77a)
for explanation. See Figure M-4.
P1 - 3.19(bpl)(tpl)_ 3.19(76)(76)
I (80a)
(80a) _1 _1" length of permeance path P1 and must be obtained
from design layout. Must be given on input
sheet when P1 ffi0.
(81) P2 POLE HEAD SIDE LEAKAGE - This input can be either0.0 _
or the actual value if available. Refer to Item
(86) for explanation. See Figure M-12.
p2 _ 3.19 _p) _tp2) _ (tpl)_t - 3.19 f(76) _76) _ (76_t(_.2) (8h)




(82) P3 POLE BODY END LEAKAGE - This input can be either
0. 0 or the actual value if available. Refer to
Item (86) for explanation. See Figure _- L_;_
location.
P3 " 6. 28 _ (bp1) _-(bp2 ,61 (rO)
6.28 _ (76)+(76)_,n (82b)-- _-- 4 ( 2c)
(82b) r3 r3 = ffl _"(80",_ = length of permeance path Pl
(82c) r 4 r4 =(_1)t(_ ) - (80a)'P (13----)2
(83) P4 POLE BODY SIDE LEAKAGE - This input can be eitI,er 0.0
or the actual value if available. Refer to Item
(77a) for explanation. See Figure _-I_for
location.
Wnen (6) _ 4
P4 " 3. 19 (_p) _n _ t- (bpl) _" (bP2)1
1 ('/6)i-('/6)7 _3.19('/6) f n +"" 77" _ (8,_) j -_
4"
Where Z = Tp-E(bpl)t(bPg")7= 41 __.__(7.__ ,
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_I (bpl) _"(bp2)7P4 - 3.19 (_Tp) 3 _n +
3.19 (76) 3 _/n E1 -(" ('76) + (76)- "rr 2 2.(83)
(84) P5 COIL LEAKAGE PERMEANCE - This permeance must be
calculated by the designer and the calculated
value must be inserted .on the input sheet.
Refer to Figure M-14 whici_ shows the location
of the co%1.
(86) P7 STATOR TO FRAME AND ROTOR LEAKAGE PERMEANCt
Refer to Figure M-14 for location. This per-
meance is actually broken dn,-n into three parts:
PT1 leakage to yoke; P72 leakage to shaft; P73
leakage to rotor pole. In this design manual,
the three permeances are added and treated as
r
a single leakage. The same condition applies
to P7 and P5- The designer must calcula ,_





_86a) P8 _F[:!TX PLATE TO FLUX PLATE LEAKAGE PERMEANCE
This permeance must be calculatedby the designer
and the value must be insertedon the inputsheet.
Location per, Figure M- 5
(87) -- The next set of calculations deals with the no load satura-
tion. When the no load saturation data is
required at various voltages, insert 1. on
the input sheet for "no load sat". The
computer will then calculate the complete
.o load saturation curve at 80, 90, 100, 110,
120, 130, 140, 150 and 160% of rated volts.
When the complete saturation data is not
necessary, insert 0. on the input sheet and
the computer will calculate the 100% volts
data.
(38) OT TOTAL FLUX IN KILOLINES
(91) B t TOOTII DENSITY
(92) (_p FLUX PER POLE
(94) B c CORE DENSITY'
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(95) Bg GAP DENSITY
(96) Fg A_R GAP AMPERE TURNS
(97) F T STATOR TOOTH AMPERE TURNS
(98) F c STATOR CORE AMPERE TURNS
(98R) F s STATOR AMPERE TUF/_IS
(99) (_7 STATOR TO YOKE LEAKAGE FLUX - T ,e
leakage flux from the stator to the yoke.
-] 10-3
07 = "L(Fc)t (FT) _- (Fg)_" (Fp) J '_'P7'
X
= _98)  (97)_-(96) + (1048}_ (86) x l0 -3
Tne items that follow will be calculated
for variable loads. The first set of '
calculations are at no load. The cv.lculations ,_
will th, i be repeated for 100% load. i
For other values of load, the same
calculations are repeated with the _
proper percent load inse_ted.
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(100a) _i_ ROTOR LEAKAGE FLUX - at no load
0
[(P1) "i" (P2) 4" (P3) + (P4)_ Y"10-3
: (6) E(9("' "1"2 (97) + (98}__--i ,K
[(8o), (81), (82) (83)_x lO3
(102a) OpT TOTAL FLUX PER POLE at no load
2 (0D) 2(100a)
OPT : (0P)+ ---_-- (92) "t- --('6T---
(103a) Bp POLE DENSITY - The apparent flux density at the base
of the pole. Note that no provision _s made
in this manual for calculating the density i.n
the flux plate. It is, therefore, important
to remember not to restrict the flux area
through th._s section.
Bp (OPT) (1(_)





(104a) Fp POLE AMPERE TURNS - at no lo_d. The ampere turns
per pole requlred to force the flux through the
pole and spider at no load rated voltage. The
no load pole ampere turns per pole are cal-
culated as the product of (_l_ times the NI per
inch at the density (Bp). Use magneti_ation
curve submitted per item (18) for rotor.
Fp = (_p) _ NI/in @ density (Bp)_
" (76) I Look up on rotor magnetization _
[_curve given in (18) @ density(103a).J
(108) _g2 AUXILIARY GAP (g2) flux in kilolines.
092 = @l_r (P___)4-07+ _8 ffi (102) _ +(99) + (103b)
(118) _5 COIL LEAKAGE FL_
- 4_5 - 2(P5) g2) t (Fy 2) 4-(Fp) _-(Fg) 4-(FT) t-tF X#0
-3
_5 = 2(84)1(123) + (126)_(104a)+ (96)4-(97)_-(98)_×10
(122) Bg2 AUXILIARY GAP (gz) FLUX DENSITY
_._ma7
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(123) Fg2 AUXILIAR_ AIR GAP AMPERE TURNS
Fg2 = _ (g2)x 103 -3_-(122) (S9a) x 103
(124) Ay 2 AREA OF END BELL SECTION OF YOKE AT SMALLEST.
SECTION
Ay 2 = _(dy2)(ty 2) = 77"(78)(78)
(124a) Ay AREA OF HOUSING PORTION OF YOKE
(125) By 2 FLUX DENSITY IN END BELL SECTION OF YOKE @ N. L.
NOTE: The flux in the yoke is equal to the flux crossing
the auxiliarygap (g).
(I76) Fy2 AMPERE TURN DROP IN END BELL SECTION'0F _In_KE
@N.L.




(126a) By DENSTI'Y IN HOUSING SECTION OF YOKE @ N.L.
By-- (0__2).+_ (05) _ (108)'f'(,,8)
(126b) Fy A_MPERE TURN DROP IN HOUSING SECTION OF /OKE
using I/2 total len_h of housing
Fy: (_y)_ NI/inch at density (By)_
= (',8)_Look up on yoke magnetization curve@ density_L(126a)
(127) FNL TOTAL AMPERE rtrR_ DROP AROUND CIRCUIT @ N.L.
FNL=2 _Fy)_-(Fy2)+(Fg2)-F(Fp) (Fg)4-(FT)_(_))
= 2 _126b)_-(126)¥(123)_-(104_fl-(96)t(97)_-(98_
(127a) IFN L FIELD CURRENT - at no load
IFN L = (FNL)/(NF) = (127)/(146)
(127b) E F FIELD VOLTS - at no load. This calculat;.c,_ is made '
with cold field resistance at 20°C for no load
condition. :
EF - (IFNL)(Rf cold) = (127a)(154)




(128) A AMPERE CONDUCTORS per inch
(129) X REACT/_CE FAC TO_R_R
(130) X_ LEAKAGE I_,EACTANCE in per cent
/_ z is explained under item (64a) and
should be zero in most designs.
(131) Xad REACTANCE - direct axis - This is the fictitious
reactance due to armature reaction in
the direct axis. (it, per cent)
.9 (Ne)(IpH)(Cm)(Kd) x 100 9(45)(8)(74)(43) x 100
(132) Xaq REACTANCE - quadrature axis - This is the fictitious
reactance due to armature reaction in the
quadrature axis (in per cent).
(cq)(xad) (7_X131)
Xag : (Cm)(C9 -
(133) Xd SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE - %
(i34) Xq SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE - quadrature axis - _o
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(145) v r PERIPHERAL SPEED
(146) NF NUMBER OF FIELD TURNS
(146a) Nco I%q./MBEROF F]]_LD COIIS - One basic computer
program is used for the single-coil and
two-coil D_',.dell generators. This item
is used in the computer program as a code




(147) _tF MEAN LENGTH OF FIELD TURN ..¢,_.,
(148) -- FIELD CONDUCTOR DIA OR WIDTH in inches
(149) -- FIELD CONDUCTOR THICKNESS in inches - Set this item
: 0. for round conductor
(150) Xf°C FIELD TEMP IN °C
(151) :f RESISTIVITY of fieldconductor
(152) ]Of RESISTIVITY offieldconductor
(hot)
(153) acf CONDUCTOR AREA OF FIELD WDG
(154) Rf COLD FIELD RESISTANCE @ 20°C
(cold)
Rf (cold)= (pf) (NF)(_tf)-x10-6 - (151)(146)(14,7)
10-6X
(acf) (153)
(155) R.r HOT FIELD RESISTANCE - Calculated at Xf°C(103)
(hot)
Rf (hot) = (Pf hot) (NF)(_tf) x 10 -6 : (152) (146)(147) x 10 -6(acf) (153)
(156) --. WEIGHT OF FIEI/) COIL in lbs.





(157) -- WEIGHT OF ROTOR IRON - Because of the large number
of different poJe shapes, one standard formula
cannot be used tot calculating rotor iron weight.
Therefore, the (:omputer will not calculate rotor
iron weight. T!_.espace is allowed on the input
sheet for record purposes only. By inserting
O. in the space allowed for rotor iron weight,
2
the computer will show 'CO."on the output
sheet. Ifthe rotor iron weight is a;allable
and inserted on input sheet, then the output
sheet will show this same weight on the output
sheet.
(160) XF THE EFFECTIVE FIELD LEAKAGE REACTANCE - The
reactance which added to th,2 stator leakage
T
reactance gives the transient reactance X du"
Wne,_ umt fundamental armature ampere turns
are suddenly applied on the direct axis, an
initial field current (If) will be induced. T,m
value of this initial field current will be just
enough to make the net flux interlinking the
field because of the field currel_t and the arma-
ture current zero. The field ampere ttuns will







XF-- (131)|- _. 4 (160)
2(73)t _, ff6g
A " 6.38d - 6.38(11)& ,.,..
Pge' (6)(160)
' g'e'ge _g-'Fg--2_-(69)E'_96)FgJ _6)-(123)_
k Pe (160a)F- _ -
t "q_-
(160a) Pe FIELD LEAKAGE PERMEANCE (flux lines/ampere turn
Pe = P _/I"I'P2+P3"_P4---] +P 5
= (6)_80).(31)+(82)+(_3)__-(84)
(161) Lf FIELD SELF-INDUCTANCE (henry)
Lf = NF 2 (Pe)XIO _t'
- (146)2 (160a) _ lO-8
M-6')
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(163) X'du UNSATURATED TRANSIENT REACTANCE
(167) X'd SArUP_ATED TRANSIENT REACTANCE
(168) X d SUBTRANSIENT REACTANCE in direct axis
(169) X"q SUBTRANSIENT REACTANCE in quadrature axis
(170) X2 NEGATIVE SEQUENCE REACTANCE




(176) T do OPEN CIRCUIT TIME CONSTANT - The time constant of
the field winding with the stator open cireuii.ed
and with negligible external resistance and in-
ductance in the field circuit. Field resistance
at room temperature (20°C) is used in this cal-
culation.
' L F _ _"Td° :RF:
(177) ra ARMATURE TLME CONSTANT
't
lt




(180) FSC SHORT CIRCUIT AMPERE TURNS
I
SHORT-CIRCUIT AMPERE-TURNS---The fiehl
ampere-turns required to circulate rated 1i_:9







(181) SCR SHORT CIRCUIT RATIO
(182) IgRF FIELD I2k - at no load. The copper loss in the field
winding is calculated with cold fieldresistance
at 20oc for no load condition.
Field I2R - (IFNL)2(Rf cold) = (127a)2 (154)
(183) F&W FRICTION & WINDAGE LOSS - The best results are ob-
tained by using existing data. For ratioing
purposes, the loss can be assumed to vary
approximately as the 5/2 power of the rotor
diameter and as the 3/2 power of the RPM.
When no existing data is available, the follow-
in_ calculation can be used for an approximate
answer. Insert 0. when computer is to cal-
culate F&W. Insert actual F&W when available.
Use _ame value for all load conditions. -"
F&W --2.52 x 10-6 (dr)2"5 (RPM)I. 5 (_.) 7_





For gases or fluids other than standard air, the
fluid density and viscosity must be considered.
The formula given in the manual can be modified
by the factors
wher_ _ - density- Lbs FT -3
,/_ = viscosity LBS Fr-1 HR-1
.0765 = density std. air
•0435 = viscosity Std air
(184) WTN L STATOR TEETH LOSS
(185) Wc STATOR CORE LOSS









(194) I2R STATOR 12R - at no load.
(195) -- EDDY LOSS at no load.
(196) -- TOTAL LOSSES - at no load.
The N.L. calculations should all be repeated
now for 100% load.
(196a) ¢_.gg LEAKAGE FLUX PER POLE at 100% load
(_[ = 04 (Fg)_- (FT) _- (FC)
?(198)(96)_G +cos(198a)](97)_ (98)(1001
L (96) ,- (97) _- E98)
(Xd)
(198) ed Where ed : cos 6 +1--_ sin
(133) sin (198b)
= cos (198a) + 10"---0-
(198a) 0 Where O: cos -1 _Power Factor)]
: C(9)]
Where _ = tan-1 _ sin (0) "t-'(Xq). cos(O) / (100)_ -i
t
"-tan'l _ in (198a)+cos (198a)-(134)/(100)_
Where(: _- 0 = (198a) - (198a) !
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I(198b) I (_SL LEAKAGE FLUX BETWEEN FLUX PLATES AT F.L. (Ki!olines)
(¢ze) (196a)
{b8L= _ (08)=(103b) _'-_-
(20'/) ¢_7L FLUX LEAKAGE FROM STATOR TO YOKE UNDER LOAD
(one side of stator only)
E "07L-(P7) _FpL)4-(ed)(Fg)4(FT) _ tcos(0)_ 'O-J
=(86) _(213c)_-(198)(96)4"(97)_1_-cos(198a)_ + (9_ XtO
(213) (_PL FLUX PER POLE at 100% load
For P.F..0 to .95
(_PL= ((_P)_ (ed) - "93(xad)lO0sin ("tJ)_
= (92) 198) - I00 sin (198
For P.F..95 to 1.0
(_PL = (VJP)(Kc) = (92.)(9a)
(213a) _PTL TOTAL FLUX PER POLE at 100% load
2(_) 2(!,96a)(_PTL " _PLt -- (213)4- (6)




(213c) FpL AMPERE TURNS PER POLE at 100% load
FI_L= (_ fl_/_n @ density (BpL) _L
= (76) [=[,ook up ampere turns/inch on rotor mag- q"
/ !
Lnetization curve given in (18) at density (213b__'
(221) 0g2L FLUX C._OSSING THE AUXILIARY AIR GAP under load
0g2L = (0PTD (_-_)-t- 07L+ (08D
= (213a) (_-_)+ (207) + (198b)
(224) Bg2L FLUX DENSITY IN AUXILIARY GAP (g2) under load
(225) Fg2L AUXILIARY AIR GAP AMPERE TURN DROP under lo_d
Fg2L : _9L)(g2) x 103 - (224) (59a) x 1033.]_-
(226) 05L COIL LEAKAGE FLUX under load





(227) (_y2L FLUX IN END-B'_ILL SECTION OF THE YOKE under load
_y2L : (Og2L)
: (221)
(228) By2L DENSITY IN END-BELL SECTION OF YOKE AT THE
SMALLEST AREA SECTION under load
ByZL:__ = (227)
Ay2
(229) Fy2L AMPERE _JRN DROP IN END-BELL SECTION OF YOKE
under load.
Fy2L :_D)Idyz) _ _NI/inch @ density (By2L) ]
:II2)6 (7_)- ILook up on yoke magnetization curv_ -i _given in (18) at density (228)
(229b) By L FLUX DENSITY IN THE MOUSING SECTION OF THE YOKE
under load.
(0g2I)4- (051_ (221) 4-(226)
ByL : Ay _ (124a)
M-72
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(229c) Fy L AMPERE TURN DROP THROUGH THE HOUSING SECTION
OF THE YOKE under load using 1//2 total length of housing.
Fy= (_y) _NI/inch @ density (ByL_
= (78) I--Look up on yoke magnetization curve given_! JLin (18) @ density (229b)
(236) FFL TOTAL AMPERE TURN DROP atfullload
= 2[(FS_y L)_ Fy2L)+(Fp I_ (ed)(Fg)-J-
_FT, + cos( -bF x I0-2
= Z_ZS_29c)+(229)_213c)_198)(96) 4-
(97) _+ cos(198a)_ _ (98)_ x 1O"3
(237) IFF L FIELD CURRENT under load
IFF L -_ (FFL)//(NF) - (236)/(146)
(239) CURRENT DENSITY at 100% load
Current Density = (IFFL)/(acf) = (237)/(153)
t '
(238) EFF L FIELD VOLTS at 100% load - This calculation is made with
i!'
hot field resistance at expected temperature at _
_eldVOW,,- (I_FL)(_) - (:S'_(lSS) 11.
M-73 I_
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(241) I2RFL FIELD I2R at 100% load - The copper loss in the field
winding is calculated with hot field resistance
at expected temperature for 100% load condition.
Field I2R = (IFFI.)2(RF hot) = (237)2(i55)
(242) WTF L STATOR TEETH LOSS at 100% load - The stator tooth
loss under load increases over that of no
load because of the parasitic fluxes caused by
the ripple due to the rotor damper bar slot
openings.
WTFL : t" _"
: 27 T_0---1] -i-I
(243) WpF L POLE FACE If)SS at 100% load
:. 3
(Ksc)(ipH)(%l_0ad) (nsq2_ lt(WpNL)WpFL . (CIlFg) J
: (32)(96) + 186)
(Ksc) is obtained from Curve F-3
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(245) I2RL STATOR 12R at 100% load - The copper loss based on the
D.C. resistance of the winding. Calculate at
the maximum expected operating temperature.
I2R -- (m)(IpH) 2 (RsPH hot)
= (5)(8)2 (54)
(246) -- EDDY LOSS - Stator I21t loss due to skin effect
Eddy L°ss :_ EFt°[_+ (EFb°t)2 " ;] (Stat°r I2R)
: [(55,;(56) . 11(245)
(247) -- TOTAL LOSSES at 100% load - sum of all losses at
100% load
Total Losses - (Field I2R)+ (F&W)+-(Stator Teeth Loss)-/-
(Stator Core Loss)t- (Pole Face Loss)_-
(Sta_or I21:),)t- (Eddy Loss)
= (241) + (183) + (242) t (185) "t-(243) t (245) _- (248)
(248) -- RATING IN KII,OWATTS at 100% load il
Rating : 3(EpH)(IpH) (P. F. )' x 10-3 !i





RATING PLUS IX)SSES = (248)+ (247)x I0-3(249) --
(250) -- % LOSSES - I_sses x (100)
Rating Plus Losses
. (247) x 10 -3 x 102
(249)
(251) -- % EFFICIENCY = 100% - % Losses
: 1oo%-(250)
These items can be recalculatedfor any load co_,0_,ition
by simply insertingthe values thatcorrespond to the _o
load being calculated.
Va'ues for F&W (183) and W C (Stator Core Loss) (185)
do not change with load.
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